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Blink Publishing
9781788700054
Pub Date: 6/1/19
On Sale Date: 6/1/19
$12.95/£7.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Humor  /  Form
HUM017000

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

The Very Best of Dark Stock Photos
F*cked Up Photography for a Messed Up World
@darkstockphotos

Contributor Bio
@DarkStockPhotos is a Twitter account that was started in 2016.

Summary
Based on the hit Twitter feed @DarkStockPhotos—which has garnered some 310k followers in less than 12
months—Dark Stock Photos brings together some of the murkiest photographs from the darkest corners of
the internet, in the most absurd, macabre, and messed up photography book of the year!

Ammonite Press
9781781453346
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$14.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Science  /  Space Science
SCI098000

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Hasselblad & the Moon Landing
Deborah Ireland, Dr. Michael Pritchard

Contributor Bio
Deborah Ireland has spent 19 years working in photography, including as assistant curator of the Royal
Photographic Society's archive and head of the AA World Travel picture library. Her published titles include
Isabella Bird. Dr. Michael Pritchard is the Director-General of The Royal Photographic Society and a former
photographic specialist at Christie's in London.

Summary
On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first people ever to set foot on the Moon, their
iconic "small steps" captured forever by the camera the astronauts carried with them: the Hasselblad 500EL.
This book looks at the history of the Apollo 11 mission through the lens of the Hasselblad, while narrating the
parallel challenge to create a camera that could work on the Moon. It considers the cameras used, and the
photographs captured, during the Space Race between Russia and America; looks at the experience of taking
photographs on the Moon for the first time; and reflects on the legacy of those images, and their part in the
enduring Moon Landing conspiracy theories. The second half of the book presents a commemorative album of
photographs taken in space using the Hasselblad 500EL. While the Apollo 11 astronauts left their three
cameras behind on the Moon, where they remain to this day, they brought back film magazines containing
1,400 photographs. A selection of the finest of these is shown alongside the mission timeline and transcripts
of the conversations betwee...
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Ammonite Press
9781781453667
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$40.00/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Photoessays
& Documentaries
PHO014000

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W

Space Shuttle
A Photographic Journey 1981–2011
Luke Wesley Price, Christopher J. Ferguson

Contributor Bio
Luke Wesley Price is a graphic designer and director of a creative agency. Christopher J. Ferguson is a
former NASA astronaut who was commander of the Space Shuttle Atlantis for flight STS-135, the final mission
of the Space Shuttle program.

Summary
This impressive collection is arranged in thematic chapters ranging from launch pad through the launch
sequence, to the missions themselves and the dramatic conclusion of the return flight. It pays tribute to the
five extraordinary orbiters built by NASA: Columbia, Challenger, Discovery, Atlantis, and Endeavour, telling
their story through extraordinary images from the greatest of NASA’s 135 shuttle missions. Beautifully
post-processed photographs capture the drama and danger of the hazardous launch sequences and vividly
depict the techniques and challenges of mission tasks including space walks, in-flight maintenance work, and
docking with the International Space Station. The book also collates the details of every space shuttle mission
flown, including launch dates and lists of crew, alongside a gallery of the 135 exquisitely designed mission
patches.

HarperCollins UK
9780007598694
Pub Date: 1/8/19
On Sale Date: 1/8/19
Ship Date: 12/19/18
$39.95/$39.99 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Collections,
Catalogs, Exhibitions
PHO004000

10.5 in H | 10.5 in W

Astronomy Photographer of the Year: Collection 3
Royal Observatory Greenwich

Contributor Bio
The Royal Observatory, Greenwich is the home of Greenwich Mean Time and the Prime Meridian of the World,
making it the official starting point for each new day and year. It is also home to London's only planetarium,
the Harrison timekeepers and the UK's largest refracting telescope. It runs the annual Astronomy
Photographer of the Year competition.

Summary
All the winning and shortlisted images from the 2014 Astronomy Photographer of the Year competition, which
is organized by the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.The images are submitted in one of the following
categories:• Earth and Space• Our Solar System• Deep Space• Young Astronomy Photographer of the
YearAnd can also be entered for one of the special prizes:• Best Newcomer• People and Space• Robotic
ScopeEach image is accompanied by caption, photographer, location and technical details.ExhibitionEvery year
the Royal Observatory, Greenwich hosts a free exhibition of the winners of the Astronomy Photographer of the
Year competition, showcasing some incredible images of the sky. www.rmg.co.uk/astrophoto
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HarperCollins UK
9780008146351
Pub Date: 1/8/19
On Sale Date: 1/8/19
Ship Date: 12/19/18
$39.95/$39.99 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Collections,
Catalogs, Exhibitions
PHO004000

10.5 in H | 10.5 in W

Astronomy Photographer of the Year: Collection 4
Royal Observatory Greenwich

Contributor Bio
The Royal Observatory, Greenwich is the home of Greenwich Mean Time and the Prime Meridian of the World,
making it the official starting point for each new day and year. It is also home to London's only planetarium,
the Harrison timekeepers and the UK's largest refracting telescope. It runs the annual Astronomy
Photographer of the Year competition.

Summary
All the winning and shortlisted images from the 2015 Astronomy Photographer of the Year competition, which
is hosted by the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.The images are submitted in one of the following categories:•
Earth and Space• Our Solar System• Deep Space• Young Astronomy Photographer of the YearAnd can also be
entered for one of the special prizes:• Best Newcomer• People and Space• Robotic ScopeEach image is
accompanied by caption, photographer, location and technical details.ExhibitionEvery year the Royal
Observatory, Greenwich hosts a free exhibition of the winners of the Astronomy Photographer of the Year
competition, showcasing some incredible images of the sky. www.rmg.co.uk/astrophoto

HarperCollins UK
9780008196264
Pub Date: 1/8/19
On Sale Date: 1/8/19
Ship Date: 12/19/18
$39.95/$39.99 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  / 
Astrophotography
PHO026000

10.5 in H | 10.5 in W

Astronomy Photographer of the Year: Collection 5
Royal Observatory Greenwich

Contributor Bio
The Royal Observatory, Greenwich is the home of Greenwich Mean Time and the Prime Meridian of the World,
making it the official starting point for each new day and year. It is also home to London's only planetarium,
the Harrison timekeepers and the UK's largest refracting telescope. It runs the annual Astronomy
Photographer of the Year competition.

Summary
All the winning and shortlisted images from the 2016 Insight Astronomy Photographer of the Year
competition, which is hosted by the Royal Observatory, Greenwich. Foreword by German fine-art
photographer, Wolfgang Tillmans.The images are submitted in one of the following categories:• Earth and
Space• Our Solar System• Deep Space• Young Astronomy Photographer of the YearAnd can also be entered
for one of the special prizes:• Best Newcomer• People and Space• Robotic ScopeEach image is accompanied
by caption, photographer, location and technical details.ExhibitionEvery year the Royal Observatory, Greenwich
hosts a free exhibition of the winners of the Astronomy Photographer of the Year competition, showcasing
some incredible images of the sky. www.rmg.co.uk/astrophoto
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HarperCollins UK
9780008249502
Pub Date: 11/2/17
$39.95/$39.99 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  / 
Astrophotography
PHO026000

10.5 in H | 10.5 in W

Astronomy Photographer of the Year: Collection 6
Royal Observatory Greenwich

Contributor Bio
The Royal Observatory, Greenwich is the home of Greenwich Mean Time and the Prime Meridian of the World,
making it the official starting point for each new day and year. It is also home to London's only planetarium,
the Harrison timekeepers and the UK's largest refracting telescope. It runs the annual Astronomy
Photographer of the Year competition.

Summary
All the winning and shortlisted images from the 2017 Insight Astronomy Photographer of the Year
competition, hosted by the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.The images are submitted in one of the following
categories:Image Categories• Earth and Space• Our Solar System• Deep Space• Young Astronomy
Photographer of the YearSpecial Prize Categories• Best Newcomer• People and Space• Robotic ScopeEach
image is accompanied by caption, photographer, location and technical details.ExhibitionEvery year the Royal
Observatory, Greenwich hosts a free exhibition of the winners of the Astronomy Photographer of the Year
competition, showcasing some incredible images of the sky.www.rmg.co.uk/astrophoto

HarperCollins UK
9780008295745
Pub Date: 1/8/19
On Sale Date: 1/8/19
Ship Date: 12/19/18
$39.95/$39.99 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Photography  / 
Astrophotography
PHO026000

10.5 in H | 10.5 in W | 0.9 in
T | 2.7 lb Wt

Astronomy Photographer of the Year: Collection 7
A Decade of the World’s Best Space Photography
Royal Observatory, Greenwich

Contributor Bio
The Royal Observatory, Greenwich is the home of Greenwich Mean Time and the Prime Meridian of the
World, making it the official starting point for each new day and year. It runs the annual Astronomy
Photographer of the Year competition.

Summary
Insight Astronomy Photographer of the Year is the biggest international competition of its kind, annually
showcasing spectacular images shot by astrophotographers worldwide.The images collected here have been
honored in one of the following categories: Image Categories; Aurorae; Skyscapes; People and Space; Our
Sun; Our Moon; Planets, Comets and Asteroids; Stars and Nebulae; Galaxies; and Young Competition (aged
15 years or under). Special Prize Categories include The Sir Patrick Moore Prize for Best Newcomer, and the
Robotic Scope winner. Each image is accompanied by caption, photographer, location and technical details.
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Lund Humphries
9781848221482
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
$59.99/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Business
Aspects
PHO003000
Series: Handbooks in
International Art Business

9.8 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Photography and the Art Market
Juliet Hacking

Contributor Bio
Juliet Hacking is Subject Leader in Photography at Sotheby's Institute of Art in London and was formerly
Head of the Photographs Department at Sotheby's auction house. Her previous publications include Lives of

the Great Photographers (2015) and Photography: The Whole Story (ed. 2012).

Summary
The first part of this essential handbook provides an art-business analysis of the market for art photography
and explains how to navigate it. The second is an art-historical account of the evolution of art photography
from a marginal to a core component of the international fine-art scene. In tracing the emergence of a robust
art-world subsystem for art photography, sustaining both significant art-world presence and strong trade, the
book shows the solid foundations on which today's international market is built, examines how that market is
evolving, and points to future developments. This pioneering handbook is a must-read for scholars, students,
curators, dealers, photographers, private collectors, institutional buyers, and other arts professionals.

Penguin Random House UK
9781787330429
Pub Date: 1/1/19
On Sale Date: 1/1/19
$85.00/£50.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

184 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Photography  /  Collections,
Catalogs, Exhibitions
PHO004000

11.8 in H | 13.5 in W

The Landscape
Don McCullin

Contributor Bio
Don McCullin worked for the Sunday Times for 18 years and covered every major conflict in his adult lifetime
until the Falklands War. The finest British photojournalist of his generation, he has received many honors and
awards including the CBE. He received a knighthood in the 2017 New Year honors list. He lives in Somerset.

Summary
After a career spanning 60 years, Sir Don McCullin, once a witness to conflict across the globe, has become
one of the great landscape photographers of our time. McCullin’s pastoral view is far from idyllic. He has not
sought out the quiet corners of rural England, but is drawn, instead, to the drama of approaching storms. He
has an acute sense of how the emptiness of his immediate landscape echoes a wider tone of disquiet.
McCullin is based in the geographical center of southern England. The presence of sacred mounds, hill forts,
ancient roads and the nearby monuments of the prehistoric era have shaped his sense of nationhood. But
down on the Somerset Levels, he has tramped through the flooded lowlands. The imagery of his home county,
ravaged by storms, inevitably projects the associations of a battlefield, or, at least, the views of one intimate
with scenes of war. He is not alone in his preference for darkened clouds over clear skies. McCullin’s West
Country is not far removed from the East Anglia of Constable’s Dedham Vale two centuries earlier. His
knowledge of his historical pr...
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Victoria University Press
9781776561780
Pub Date: 7/1/18
$49.95
Discount Code: SHO
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Photography  /  Collections,
Catalogs, Exhibitions
PHO004000

10 in H | 8.3 in W

The Domain
Gavin Hipkins

Contributor Bio
Gavin Hipkins (born 1968, Auckland) holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of Auckland and a
Master of Fine Arts from the University of British Columbia. He is currently Associate Professor at Elam School
of Fine Arts at the University of Auckland. Hipkins has exhibited extensively in solo and group shows
throughout New Zealand and internationally. His film works have been shown in festivals including the New
Zealand International Film Festival, the Edinburgh Art Festival, and the International Short Film Festival
Oberhausen. He has held a number of residencies, including the inaugural New Zealand artist residency at
Artspace Sydney, the McCahon House Residency, and the International Studio and Curatorial Program artist
residency in New York.

Summary
Early in his career, New Zealand artist Gavin Hipkins was described by fellow artist Giovanni Intra as a ‘tourist
of photography’. This epithet has been used repeatedly by commentators on Hipkins’ work to describe two
intertwined aspects of his practice. As art historian Peter Brunt puts it, Hipkins is a constantly travelling
photographer, ‘an iconographer of desire, travel, time and … modern communities’, and a tourist within the
medium, ‘a great manipulator of the photographic artifact itself’. Accompanying a major survey of Hipkins’
work at The Dowse Art Museum (November 2017 – March 2018), The Domain is an extensively illustrated
book that combines new essays with a selection of art writing from the past 20 years. It illuminates not only
Hipkins’ ever-evolving practice – which takes in a great variety of photographic media, from slide
transparencies to moving image – but critical approaches to photography at the turn of the 21st century.
Included here are plates from major bodies of work including The Habitat (1999–2000), Hipkins’ study of
Brutalist architecture on New Zealand un...

Smallworks Press
9780977880652
Pub Date: 6/18/19
$29.99/$39.99 Can./£24.99
UK/€29.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

216 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  History
PHO010000

8 in H | 10 in W | 0.9 in T |
2.9 lb Wt

Compass of the Ephemeral
Aerial Photography of Black Rock City through the Lens of Will Roger
Will Roger, Phyllis Needham, William Fox, Tony “Co...

Contributor Bio
Will Roger is an artist, teacher, innovator and environmentalist. He is a co-founder of Burning Man. He has
served Chairman of Sierra Front, North Western Great Basin Resource Advisory Council and President of the
Friends of the Black Rock-High Rock. He was an Associate Professor of Photography Rochester Institute of
Technology where he received MFA in Photography.

Phyllis Needham is an American professional that provides editing and proofreading services to publishers,
businesses, organisations, academic institutions and individuals. Needham has extensive experience in the
areas of editing, copy editing, english grammar, proofreading, ghost writing, and other publishing needs.

William L Fox is a writer, independent scholar, and poet whose work focuses on how human cognition
transforms land into landscape. He was born in San Diego and attended Claremont McKenna College. He has
edited several literary magazines and presses, among them the West Coast Poetry Review, and worked as a
consulting editor for university presses, as well as being the former director of the poetry program at the ...

Summary
Nevada artist and Burning Man Festival co-founder Will Roger photographs the ever changing cityscape and
transformation of Black Rock City as it changed throughout the years. The book contains a substantial
collection of aerial photos as never seen before. A photographic collaboration between Will Roger and Burning
Man architect Rod Garrett, Introduction by Burning Man co-founder Harley Dubois. Contributions from
Independent scholar William Fox and Archaeologist Alexei Vranich, Available in hardback format, 216 pages.
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Irish Academic Press
9781785372162
Pub Date: 12/3/18
On Sale Date: 12/3/18
$29.99/£17.99 UK
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

155 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  History
PHO010000

7.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

Reconstructions
The Troubles in Photographs and Words
Bobbie Hanvey, Steafán Hanvey

Contributor Bio
Steafán Hanvey is an artist and musician: http://steafanhanvey.com/bio/

Summary
World-renowned Northern Irish photographer, Bobbie Hanvey, captured some of The Troubles' most defining
and devastating moments. In Reconstructions, these photographs take on even greater resonance when set in
context by Bobbie's eldest son, singer-songwriter and poet, Steafán Hanvey. Inspired by the photographs, he
often witnessed coming to life in the darkroom, Steafán's memories of a childhood less ordinary are presented
in a lyric poetry filled with startling imagery and insights that capture the wit, cadences, anguish, and dreams
of the people of Northern Ireland. Reconstructions daringly conflates the public and the private, and acts as a
timely reminder of just how futile and unnecessary internecine conflict really is. But most of all, Bobbie and
Steafán, father and son, have produced a book that is a testament to the strength and resilience of ordinary
people living through extraordinary times.

Parthian Books
9781910901779
Pub Date: 3/1/19
$24.95/£20.00 UK/€22.99
EU
Discount Code: SHO
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Photography  /  History
PHO010000

5.8 in H | 8.8 in W

Ugly, Lovely
Dylan Thomas's Swansea and Carmarthenshire of the 1950s in Pictures
Hilly Janes

Contributor Bio
Hilly Janes is an award-winning writer and editor. Her biography, The Three Lives of Dylan Thomas, is based
on portraits of the poet painted by her father, Alfred Janes.

Summary
Alfred Janes' sister-in-law, Ethel Ross was the guardian of Dylan Thomas' legacy for decades. Shortly after his
death in 1953, she compiled a photo memoir of his haunts in and around Swansea. Ugly, Lovely is a touching
collection of Ethel's photos accompanied by quotes from Dylan Thomas' poetry and her own comments.
Together they provide an unprecedented portrait of Swansea, Laugharne, and Llansteffan in the 1950s, letting
the reader see the Carmarthenshire landscape for the first time through the eyes of Wales' most celebrated
poet. "Lunch at Mussolini's" offers a vivid and whimsical insight into the early workings of Dylan's mind and a
caustic satire of the dictator's life. Patiently preserved by Ethel, the sketch will be published for the first time
alongside her photo memoir.
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Somogy Art Publishers
9782757213629
Pub Date: 2/1/19
On Sale Date: 2/1/19
$49.99/€39.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

360 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030

11.3 in H | 9.8 in W

A Life in Africa 1894-1939
Henri Gaden, officer and photographer
Roy Dilley

Contributor Bio
Roy Dilley trained as a Social Anthropologist at Oxford and conducted research for his doctorate in Senegal,
West Africa. Appointed to a Lectureship at the University of St Andrews in 1988, he became Professor of
Social Anthropology in 2006. He has twice served as Head of Department of Social Anthropology at St
Andrews and was Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Divinity from 2009 to 2011. His early research interests
were concerned with forms of socio-economic organization among members of occupationally specialized
groups within specific cultural contexts. His research in West Africa focuses on the anthropology of religion
and Islam in Africa, knowledge practices and apprenticeship among Islamic clerics, craftsmen, artisans, and
musicians. His latest research project is entitled Colonial Lives, Imperial Contexts, one aspect of which has
been the publication of a biography of a French colonial administrator-scholar, Henri Gaden (1867-1939):
Nearly Native, Barely Civilized: Henri Gaden’s Journey across Colonial French West Africa (1894-1939).

Summary
A keen amateur photographer, Gaden was inseparable from his camera during the forty years of his career as
a military officer and administrator in Africa. His photographs form a unique pictorial record of everyday life at
French colonial and military outposts—and for local communities and peoples. With camera in hand, Gaden
knew how to stand witness and capture life scenes of women and men—offering an ambiance, an exchange,
even a degree of complicity between the administrator and his photographic subject, be it a prestigious
defeated figure like Samory Touré or an ordinary encounter in a village, from Chad to the French Soudan,
between 1894 and 1939.

Triplekite Publishing
9780993258985
Pub Date: 11/15/18
$25.95/£20.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030
Series: Discovery

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W

Elemental
Melanie Collie

Contributor Bio
Melanie Collie wanders with her camera on the part of the North Cornish coast she calls home. She favors
abstract photography, in which there are no rules and no limits. In 2016 one of her SW641 466 images was
published in the Outdoor Photographer of the Year book under the Waters Edge category. In 2017, four of her
images were shortlisted: two are in Elemental, which was designed by Paul Mitchell for Tripklekite
Publications. For the second time, she has an image accepted into the Penwith Gallery, Members & Associates
Exhibition in St Ives, North Cornwall. New work from Lines of Life was on show at the Penwith Gallery
February-March Members and Associates Exhibition 2018.

Summary
Elemental tells a pictorial story of the sea and its power. The first part explores the effects that man-made
objects have when placed within it and how this shapes our very planet from a natural erosion perspective.
The images within this book are an effort to capture the essence of change, of making and remaking, of time
and tide and the stories they leave behind. Each year the harbor residents watch the boats being winched out
of the harbor to sit by the edge of the ocean during the wild winter months. Each boat, so different in color
and size, is left with a different pattern, telling a different tale of the ocean, and the landscape changes with
each tide. North Cornwall's coastline can be harsh and rugged, with ever changing colors, shapes, and
pathways. Each walk uncovers new treasure created by Mother Nature. Erosion peels back layers of Mother
Natures story. The rocks, as they move with the ocean, share the ancient stories of their landscape, created
over time
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Triplekite Publishing
9780993258978
Pub Date: 11/15/18
$25.95/£18.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030
Series: Discovery

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W

Fleeting Reflections
Mike Curry

Contributor Bio
Mike Curry has been a professional photographer for more than thirty years. He grew up in Yorkshire and
moved to London in 1982, initially working for several years in the Selfridges’ studio. In the last ten years, he
has been concentrating on landscape and abstract projects commissioned by commercial clients including the
Canary Wharf Group, Caprice Holdings, and The National Maritime Museum.

Summary
The sense of energy at Canary Wharf is palpable; it’s not a place that is often associated with quiet
contemplation. Yet pausing for a moment reveals real beauty and softness alongside the corporate
architecture. The patterns and colors can be mesmerizing like a kaleidoscope as they change with the light
and weather. With so much activity all around, capturing these colorful images requires a focus that isn’t
immediately obvious to passersby. Curry can spend hours at a time examining one body of water, and the
more he watches the more he sees. The images in this book are inspired by his childhood fascinations with
kaleidoscopes and Spirograph and being captivated by the endless variation of colors and shapes. The photos
may seem like they have been manipulated or created in Photoshop but they appear in this book as they did
in nature, as beautiful fleeting reflections.

Triplekite Publishing
9780993258992
Pub Date: 11/15/18
$45.95/£32.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030

9.8 in H | 12 in W

Sirens
Rachael Talibart

Contributor Bio
Rachael Talibart is a photographer who retains a special fondness for capturing the wild, stormy atmosphere
in the South of England. Rachael's photographs have been published in books and both print and online
magazines, have been exhibited widely in the UK as well as Barcelona and New York, and have appeared in
private collections in the UK and USA. She is owner of f11 Workshops and runs residential photography
workshops for international, fine art photography business, Ocean Capture. Rachael is in demand as a public
speaker and writes for a variety of photography magazines. She is a member of Parhelion Group and won
numerous awards, including Black and White Photographer of the Year 2018 Classic View winner, Landscape
Photographer of the Year 2017, and Sunday Times Magazine Landscape Photographer of the Year, 2016.

Summary
Rachael Talibart's photographs express her love of all things coastal. Working very much in the tradition of the
"sublime" in art, while also deliberately eschewing location-based landscape photography, Rachael seeks in her
stark yet intimate compositions to convey the awe and exhilaration of being confronted by the ocean in its
most tempestuous moods. This is nowhere more evident than in the photographs from her critically acclaimed
Sirens series, which documents monstrous waves named after mythological beings. Although these strange,
sometimes frightening wave-forms were all captured during the storms that pounded the south coast in 2016
and 2017, the images are intended to transcend time and space, to expand our experience of the ocean, and
make us see the natural world in a new light.
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Ammonite Press
9781781453445
Pub Date: 2/1/19
On Sale Date: 2/1/19
$39.95/£25.00 UK/€36.00
EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Photography  /  Collections,
Catalogs, Exhibitions
PHO004010
Series: British Wildlife
Photography Awards

10.3 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.9 in
T | 3.3 lb Wt

British Wildlife Photography Awards 9
Maggie Gowan

Contributor Bio
Maggie Gowan is director of the British Wildlife Photography Awards.

Summary
This dazzling collection showcases the very best of the British Wildlife Photography Awards, presenting over
150 of the winning, commended and shortlisted images from the 2017 competition. Featuring a range of
photography from world-leading professionals as well as inspired amateurs, it is a book that captures the
magnificent diversity of the British Isles. Now in its eighth year, the annual competition has a long tradition of
supporting conservation. It provides a platform for the finest examples of British nature photography,
revealing its wonders to a wide audience and engaging with all ages through its evocative and powerful
imagery. With a £20,000 prize from lead sponsor Canon, it is one of the most prestigious photography
competitions, attracting major sponsors and culminating in an exhibition at London's Mall Gallery. British

Wildlife Photography Awards 9 is divided into the competition's fifteen categories, from Animal Portraits
through to the Young People's Awards. Every photograph is beautifully reproduced in a large format, with
detailed technical information alongside the...

Ammonite Press
9781781453322
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$17.95/£12.99 UK/€20.00
EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO001000

7 in H | 9.5 in W

Furbex
A Dog’s Life of Urban Exploration
Alice van Kempen

Contributor Bio
Alice van Kempen has been photographing dogs around the world for over 25 years. Her and Claire's
"furbex" Instagram has 21,000 followers. Their many awards include first prize in the pets category of the
International Photography Awards; and the Reader’s Choice Award in the Smithsonian Photo Contest for "The
Orient Express," an image of Claire in an abandoned train.

Summary
Claire is not your everyday practitioner of "urbex," the modern underground passion for "urban exploration"
that lures 21st-century adventurers into the hidden labyrinths and decaying chambers of disused buildings
and urban spaces. Claire is, you see, a bull terrier. And with her photographer companion, Alice Van Kempen,
she has created the canine expression of the art . . . "furbex." Furbex is a dazzling photographic record of
Claire’s adventures among the abandoned spaces of Europe. It captures her ghostly presence in ruined hotels
and grand houses; crumbling castles and palaces; forgotten theaters and cinemas. Fascinated by shadows and
light, past and present, and the mysterious, dark worlds of abandoned places, Alice van Kempen uses thrift
shop props and long exposures to create photographs with the air of Old Master paintings; while Claire’s
tragi-comic presence imbues every image with the pathos and comedy of a silent movie. The result is a
haunting and hilarious gift book of unique photographs, which will appeal to urban explorers, dog lovers (most
particularly the cult follow...
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Fremantle Press
9781925591699
Pub Date: 1/1/19
On Sale Date: 1/1/19
$34.95
Discount Code: SHO
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030

10 in H | 8 in W

The Tree
Richard Woldendorp

Contributor Bio
Richard Woldendorp AM was born in Utrecht, Holland, in 1927. He has lived in Australia since 1951. He was
named Australian Photographer of the Year for his landscape photography and now specialises in
photographing the Australian landscape from the air, which has led to extensive travels throughout the
country. His photographs have been exhibited in Australia and overseas. He was made a State Living Treasure
for his contribution to the Arts.

Summary
Trees are the biggest plants on earth, and its longest living species. In this spectacular volume, acclaimed
landscape photographer Richard Woldendorp AM explores Australian trees of all shapes and sizes. From
abstract close-ups to aerials, Woldendorp’s images reveal the beauty and wonder of trees. Foreword by Piers
Verstegen.

Graffeg
9781912213948
Pub Date: 10/2/18
On Sale Date: 10/2/18
$11.95/£7.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50

8 in H | 8 in W

The Owl Calendar 2019
Jane Russ

Contributor Bio
Jane Russ is an author and contributor to and series editor for Graffeg's Nature Book Series of titles,
including The Hare Book, The Fox Book, and The Owl Book. These highly-popular and widely-selling studies of
popular wildlife cover the factual and scientific as well as the place of each in art, culture, and mythology.

Summary
An ideal gift for all owl lovers, this month-to-view wall calendar features 12 beautifully captured images of this
ever-popular fixture of British wildlife. Supplied board-backed in a cello-bag. Each image is captioned by The

Owl Book author Jane Russ, giving information and insight on their variety and characteristics.
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Graffeg
9781912213603
Pub Date: 10/2/18
On Sale Date: 10/2/18
$11.95/£7.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W

The Puffin Calendar 2019
Drew Buckley

Contributor Bio
Drew Buckley is one of the most accomplished landscape, wildlife, and commercial photographers in the UK.
Drew has been photographing professionally since 2010. His images and articles have featured in hundreds of
national magazines including BBC Countryfile, BBC Wildlife, Outdoor Photography, Digital SLR, Photo Plus, The

Great Outdoors, and Country Walking; and national newspapers such as the Times and Guardian. In 2017
Drew received his fourth Highly Commended at the British Wildlife Photography Awards and since 2012 has
won awards at the GDT European Wildlife Photographer of the Year, 2018 & 2015 International Garden
Photographer of the Year, National Photography Awards, Outdoor Photographer of the Year, and Bird
Photographer of the Year.

Summary
Colorful and distinctive in appearance, the puffin is among the best-loved and most well-known of
Pembrokeshire’s seabirds. Drew Buckley’s photography expertly captures this remarkable species in their
native habitat for this month-to-view wall calendar, supplied board-backed in a cello bag.

Graffeg
9781912654505
Pub Date: 10/2/18
On Sale Date: 10/2/18
$11.95/£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50

8 in H | 8 in W

The Red Squirrel Calendar 2019
Drew Buckley

Contributor Bio
Drew Buckley is one of the most accomplished landscape, wildlife, and commercial photographers in the UK.
Drew has been photographing professionally since 2010. His images and articles have featured in hundreds of
national magazines including BBC Countryfile, BBC Wildlife, Outdoor Photography, Digital SLR, Photo Plus, The

Great Outdoors, and Country Walking; and national newspapers such as the Times and Guardian. In 2017
Drew received his fourth Highly Commended at the British Wildlife Photography Awards and since 2012 has
won awards at the GDT European Wildlife Photographer of the Year, 2018 & 2015 International Garden
Photographer of the Year, National Photography Awards, Outdoor Photographer of the Year, and Bird
Photographer of the Year.

Summary
One of British nature’s most recognizable creatures, the red squirrel has been captured in 12 spectacular
shots by Drew Buckley for this 200 x 200mm wall calendar. Supplied board-backed in a cello bag.
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Graffeg
9781912654239
Pub Date: 10/2/18
On Sale Date: 10/2/18
$11.95/£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

8 in H | 8 in W

Snowdonia Calendar 2019
Pierino Algieri

Contributor Bio
Pierino Algieri is a noted landscape photographer based in Wales.

Summary
One of Wales’s national parks and the setting for its highest mountain range, Snowdonia offers some of the
nation’s most diverse and dramatic scenery. The area is represented in a selection of 12 images by Pierino
Algieri for this month-to-view wall calendar, supplied board-backed in a cello bag.

The History Press
9780750988148
Pub Date: 10/5/18
$32.95/£18.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Photography  / 
Photojournalism
PHO015000

9.3 in H | 7.6 in W

Canton and Pontcanna
Mark Hawkins

Contributor Bio
Mark Hawkins is a freelance photographer that has lived for the majority of his adult life in Cardiff. Drawn to
the different local environments across the city, he has previously written about the relationship of
photography with the passing of time and how everything connects. Using his blog pages, ongoing projects
include exploring unusual features of the Cardiff skyline.

Candid street photography that catches the essence of life and culture in Canton and Pontcanna

Summary
Leafy avenues, artisan eateries and eclectic inhabitants encapsulate the Cardiff suburbs of Canton and
Pontcanna. Mark’s photographs take you under the skin of the people and places in this unique area of the
city, capturing impromptu moments and creating a picture of everyday life here.
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UWA Publishing
9781742589978
Pub Date: 12/1/18
On Sale Date: 12/1/18
$34.99
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Photography  / 
Photojournalism
PHO015000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Visualising Human Rights
Jane Lydon

Contributor Bio
Jane Lydon is the Wesfarmers Chair of Australian History whose research centres upon Australia’s colonial
past and its legacies in the present.

Summary
Images are a crucial way of disseminating ideas, creating a sense of proximity between peoples across the
globe, and reinforcing notions of a shared humanity. Yet visual culture can also define boundaries between
people, supporting perceived hierarchies of race, gender, and culture, and justifying arguments for conquest
and oppression. Only in recent years have scholars begun to argue for new notions of photography and
culture that turn our attention to our responsibilities as viewers, or an ethics of spectatorship. Visualising

Human Rights is about the diverse ways that visual images have been used to define, contest, or argue on
behalf of human rights. It brings together leading scholars to examine visual practices surrounding human
rights around the globe.

Verlag Anton Pustet
9783702508661
Pub Date: 3/1/19
$32.99/€29.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 7
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO001000

11.5 in H | 11.5 in W | 0.9 in
T | 3.2 lb Wt

Thirty-six Views of Vienna
Sechsunddreißig Wiener Aussichten
Stefan Oláh

Contributor Bio
Stefan Oláh, born in 1971, attended Verena von Gagern's photography class at the 1989 Salzburg
International Summer Academy of Fine Arts. He worked as an assistant in the photo studios of Leo Kandl and
Peter Strobl, studied at the State Academy of Photographic Design in Munich, and has since lectured in
Photography at the Vienna University of Applied Arts, where he has been a Senior Artist since 2010. He has
worked on extensive commissions for Audi, Austrian Airlines, Bank Austria, Red Bull, and Swarovski, and he
has had photographs displayed in several exhibitions and publications.

Summary
Thirty-six views of Vienna is based on the idea of shot and counter-shot, giving a total of seventy-two
photographs. Similarly to the technique developed first of all in film editing (used mainly in dialog scenes),
shots of the selected building are shown—then in counter-shots, the views available from the building. This
simple concept results in not only thirty-six fascinating reciprocal views of architectural aspects and city
prospects, but also a wide-ranging overview, extending beyond the customary image of the city.
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Ammonite Press
9781781453490
Pub Date: 6/1/19
On Sale Date: 6/1/19
$14.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023080
Series: In Pictures
Territory: US, CA

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W

The Beatles in Pictures
Mirrorpix, Ammonite Press

Contributor Bio
Mirrorpix is one of the world’s largest photographic archives, representing over a century of photography
from The Daily Mirror and her sister titles. Ammonite Press publishes illustrated reference, guide and gift
books that bring the worlds of photography, history and pop culture into sharper focus.

Summary
The best-selling band in history, with sales of over a billion, The Beatles achieved more sales in the US than
any other artist. Formed in Liverpool in 1960, The Beatles had their roots in skiffle and 1950s rock 'n' roll, but
as their career progressed they dabbled in many musical forms. The Beatles' first single, "Love Me Do," was
released in 1962, becoming a modest hit. The following year saw the advent of Beatlemania, and they
became known as the "Fab Four"; by early 1964, they were international stars, leading the "British Invasion"
in the US. This book takes a nostalgic and affectionate look at Britain's most famous pop group, from their
early days in the 1960s to the break-up of the band, with the aid of almost 300 photographs from the
extensive archives of Mirrorpix.

New Holland Publishers
9781760790752
Pub Date: 5/21/19
$19.99/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Music  /  Genres & Styles
MUS029000

7.5 in H | 8.4 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

British Pop Invasion
How British Music conquered the 1960s
Alan J Whiticker

Contributor Bio
Alan J. Whiticker is an author and publisher, born in 1958. With more than 50 books to his credit, he is an
accomplished writer of sport, history, biography, pop culture and true crime.

His books include: The Satin Man (2013), The Way We Were (2013), British Pop Invasion (2014), Retro New
York (2015) and Speeches that Defined the World (2016). Classic Albums features those albums that had a
big impact on him as a teenager in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Summary
1964 was the start of the British ‘pop’ invasion of the United States and the world was never the same. The
Beatles paved the way for countless British bands and performers to find international success during the
1960s, taking the US and other international charts by storm.

British Pop Invasion is a photographic record of that era using hundreds of rare Daily Mirror images, with text
by respected author Alan J. Whiticker.

At more than 300 pages, this book is a must for pop culture historians, baby boomers of the era and music
lovers of any age.
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Penguin Random House UK
9781846149726
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
$55.00/£40.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

328 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023080

7.5 in H | 11.5 in W | 1.3 in
T | 3.7 lb Wt

Ricochet
David Bowie 1983: An Intimate Portrait
Denis O'Regan

Contributor Bio
Denis O'Regan has toured the world as official photographer to David Bowie, Queen, the Rolling Stones, Pink
Floyd, and Duran Duran. He was the official photographer at Live Aid, and continued that tradition as official
photographer at the Concert For Diana, MTV European Music Awards, and most recently Download, Coachella,
and Glastonbury festivals.

Summary
In Ricochet, the official photographer of one of the most celebrated musicians of all time reveals intimate
stories and pictures that offer an exclusive insight into David Bowie, the man and musician. Taken on the
"Serious Moonlight Tour"—Bowie's largest ever tour that took in 99 concerts in over 60 cities—Denis's photos
provide a thrilling, intimate view of life on the road with a unique pop icon. From capturing the theater and
mime of Bowie on stage to unguarded snapshots of the artist at his most human, every single image in
Ricochet was personally approved by Bowie himself, and the result is a music photography book like no other.
Witty, poignant, and beautifully produced, Ricochet is a rare and spirited look into the life of an inimitable
artist, whose music and performances have inspired—and continue to inspire—generations of listeners around
the world.

The Magenta Foundation
9781926856131
Pub Date: 4/29/19
$60.00/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023000

12 in H | 9 in W

In Guns We Trust
Jean- Francois Bouchard

Contributor Bio
Jean-François Bouchard is a contemporary visual artist who travels the world seeking out people whose
interests and lifestyles are out of the ordinary. His visual focus is generally on lesser-known communities who
share uncommon passions. His goal is to take viewers past their biases to see the humanity even in people
who adopt the most marginal behaviors or beliefs. His work has been exhibited in galleries, museums, and
festivals in Canada, the United States, and France. Transpose is his latest body of work which was exhibited
at Arsenal Contemporary Art and won the prestigious Nannen Prize in Germany after being featured as
six-page documentary in Stern Magazine. He lives in Montreal.

Summary
Deep in the heart of America, one feels transported to the war-torn regions of the Middle East. The
recreational use of military-grade weapons has become a cherished pastime for many aficionados. Shooting
ranges host events each year attracting thousands of participants who utilize machine guns, canons, bombs
and even tanks for recreation. Their targets include zombie pictures, barrels, mannequins, scrap cars and
explosive charges that go off when hit. Participants see this activity both as a sport and as a way of life,
connected to the American ideals of freedom and self-reliance. Jean-François Bouchard’s photographs show
this reality from a new perspective by documenting the left over relics from this recreational pastime. Many
photographers have taken an interest in gun culture in the US. Bouchard’s point of view brings to light the
new extremes of military-grade weapon use and adopts a cinematic form that transforms reality into a surreal
and eerie parallel world. Shot from the sky or at night, the photos become eerily beautiful. Bullet-ridden
shipping containers glowing in the n...
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Slovart Publishing, Ltd.
9788075295934
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
$39.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023100

9.8 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.9 lb Wt

Prague at the Turn of the Century
Old photographs tell their stories
Pavel Scheufler

Contributor Bio
Pavel Scheufler is a photographer and historian of photography, specializing in the years of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire. He teaches and lectures on photography and is the owner of a collection of photographs
that his family began assembling in the 1920s. He has written 45 books and organized 70 photography
exhibitions. After a career as a university teacher he worked at the National Heritage Institute in 2013-2017
on research into photographers from the ranks of the aristocracy.

Summary
Towards the end of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Prague still possessed its venerable majesty, but it was fast
becoming a modern European metropolis. The old Jewish Quarter had been replaced with broad boulevards;
modern bridges spanned the river; and the first steam trains from Vienna were arriving at the station. Though
the Emperor and his guard had recently promenaded here, it wouldn't be long before independence would be
declared and a new country, Czechoslovakia, would be founded. The remarkable photographs in this book
capture key moments and everyday life in Prague during this era. Pavel Scheufler has selected more than 140
photographs from his family's archive and written a learned commentary on each one. This book is not only a
valuable account of a city in transition, but a guide to reading photographs in a way that lets us hear
fascinating stories they tell.

The History Press
9780750990721
Pub Date: 11/1/19
On Sale Date: 11/1/19
$24.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023100

7.5 in H | 6.6 in W

Protest
Britain on the March
Mirrorpix

Contributor Bio
MIRRORPIX has granted access to its formidable photo archives to create this insightful photographic history.

A vivid pictorial history of protest in the UK

Summary
Throughout history in free and democratic societies freedom of speech has been highly held as a vital right for
all, regardless of background or stance. Time and again, a community has banded together to make a stand
for their beliefs by demonstrating, rioting and otherwise doing whatever it takes to make the authorities pay
attention. From the Gay Liberation Front marches that helped gain the LGBTQ community more rights and
anti-nuclear campaigns like that at Greenham Common, to the chaos of the London riots following the murder
of Mark Duggan and more recently the protests of 2017's Day of Rage in London, to follow the history of
protest is to create a vivid history of the concerns and downright outrage of the British people. Here, using
Mirrorpix's formidable image archive, photographs of some of the most important protests in British history
create a complex tapestry of public outrage and demands over more than a century. Often overlooked by
historians in favour of the Establishment's view of an issue, the images herein give a stark, true portrayal of
the lengths the common perso...
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Luath Press Ltd
9781910745823
Pub Date: 6/1/19
$12.95/$12.95 Can./£7.99
UK/€9.49 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 68
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

4.7 in H | 6.7 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

Scotland the Dreich
Alan McCredie

Contributor Bio
Alan McCredie has been a freelance photographer for a decade, working for most major agencies in Scotland
and beyond. He has specialised in theatre and television, and has a flare for documentary and travel
photography.

Summary
This book is a celebration of all that is dreich. To my mind the images in this book are uplifting and joyful.
There is nothing miserable about dreich. A sunny day has no more right to exist than a dreich one. Here,
then, are fifty dreich images, accompanied by fifty equally dreich captions.

Wilkinson Publishing
9781925642476
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$29.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO013000

10.5 in H | 11.8 in W | 0.9 in
T | 2.9 lb Wt

Muttshots
A Compilation of Canine Characters
Loz Dalton

Contributor Bio
Loz Dalton is a Melbourne-based animal photographer who focuses on capturing the character nuances of her
subjects.

Summary
Dogs’ faces are unique—eyes that can see deep into your soul; noses long and short, with textures and colors
ranging from the blackest black to pink and every shade in between; the length of their ears and whether
they stand up straight, droop low, or perhaps a combination of both; the infinite arrangements of coat
markings and hair lengths, curly or straight; wrinkled jowls, wrinkled foreheads, whiskers, teeth, tongues, and
eyebrows. Muttshots is the evolution of photographer Loz Dalton’s personal project to examine furry faces
from different angles and became a joyful exploration into uncovering the personalities, quirks, and stories.
This book highlights the huge bond we have with our animals and how pure and special their unconditional
love for us is.
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Ammonite Press
9781781453582
Pub Date: 6/1/19
On Sale Date: 6/1/19
$14.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000
Series: In Pictures

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W

100 Years of London
Mirrorpix, Ammonite Press

Contributor Bio
Mirrorpix is one of the world’s largest photographic archives, representing over a century of photography
from The Daily Mirror and her sister titles. Ammonite Press publishes illustrated reference, guide and gift
books that bring the worlds of photography, history and pop culture into sharper focus. .

Summary
100 Years of London presents a visual record of London at its best and worst, from the armistice at the end of
World War I through to the modern day. The story is told through 300 photographs from the Press
Association’s vast archives. Hand-picked by their own archivists, many of these pictures remained archived
and unseen for years after they were first published in the newspapers and magazines of their day. Collected
here in a new edition, they present an evocative and visual journey through the modern history that has
made London the city it is today.

Smallworks Press
9780977880683
Pub Date: 5/21/19
$29.99/$39.99 Can./£24.99
UK/€29.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

188 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Photography
PHO000000

8 in H | 10 in W | 0.9 in T |
2.6 lb Wt

Motel Vegas
Fred Sigman, Phyllis Needham, Scott Dickensheets, ...

Contributor Bio
Fred Sigman is an art historian, photographer and globetrotter. Born in Asheville, North Carolina, Sigman
spent his early years growing up in his mother's childhood home, until the age of nine, when they moved to
Paris. Fred Sigman attended boarding school at Notre-Dame de Boulogne outside of the city near the famed
Bois. During those years living in Europe, he began to take pictures with a camera wherever they traveled. In
France, he walked among the ruins of the ancient Romans and found a world to himself in the woods of
Boulogne and Fontainebleau to the south. His teachers assigned the writings of Jean de la Fontaine and
Charles Baudelaire, poets in allegory and the peripatetic way.

He returned to the United States for college, where he received a B.A. degree from the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas. He received his M.A. and PhD from the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. He has taught art
history throughout the southwest. He has exhibited throughout the United States including New York, Palm
Beach, Las Vegas, San Diego, and Albuquerque. Internationally he has exhibited in Swed...

Summary
Art historian and photographer Fred Sigman documents the art and history of Las Vegas motels and classic
neon signage that contributed to the drive for preservation and restoration during the mid-90s. Motel Vegas
provides a nostalgic look into the ever-evolving landscape that is classic Las Vegas. As the boom in building
casinos moved to the southern end of the Strip, some of the classic motels from the 50's and 60’s near
downtown and Fremont Street have been able to survive in relative obscurity. Sigman’s photographs provide
insight on how the economic prosperity of Las Vegas fueled the drive for tourism, while forcing change for
others. Based on previous exhibition held at the OKHarris Gallery and Smallworks Gallery. Over 75 large
format photos from the most historic motel locations in Las Vegas and the surrounding area. Foreword by
award winning architect and author Alan Hess.
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The Magenta Foundation
9781926856148
Pub Date: 4/1/19
$50.00/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

9 in H | 6 in W

Tokyo-Yokosuka 1976-1983
Greg Girard

Contributor Bio
Greg Girard is a photographer who has spent much of his career in Asia. His work examines the social and
physical transformations taking place throughout the region. He is the photographer of Under Vancouver

1972-1982. He lives in Vancouver.

Also Available
Under Vancouver 1972-1982 - Hardcover - 5/1/2017 $50.00 9781926856100

Summary
The photographs in this collection are about the Tokyo that Greg Girard was living in from 1976-1983. It
would be some years later before he started making a living as a magazine photographer and many years
after that before he started to consider his early, mostly unpublished, work from Japan as significant. These
photographs are the result of the decision made by a then 20-year-old Girard and the momentum from that
first impression which turned him loose in a city that he never tired of photographing, both during the years
he lived there and on subsequent visits.

New Holland Publishers
9781760790684
Pub Date: 5/28/19
$39.99
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

290 Pages
Carton Qty: 7
Sports & Recreation  / 
Surfing
SPO069000

12.2 in H | 9.6 in W | 1.2 in
T | 4.3 lb Wt

Surfing: Water is Freedom
Russell Ord, Anthony Pancia

Contributor Bio
Russell Ord's photography stands alone. Nobody else in the world swims in the heaviest slab waves in the
world, putting life, limb and limb on the line to capture such dramatic and fantastically composed photos.

'It's more than just moments in time,' Ord says, 'It's about the connection with people and the environment,
creating content that reflects this very essence'

xxx

Summary
Russell Ord’s spectacular images have won him worldwide recognition, and deservedly so. In Surfing: Water Is
Freedom, Russell teams with writer Anthony Pancia to share the stories of the individuals and culture behind
the waves. With true stories of passion and adventure as well as stunning photography,

Surfing: Water Is Freedom is a beautiful, awe-inspiring, must-have book for any lover of the ocean.
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Penguin Random House UK
9781847948380
Pub Date: 9/1/19
On Sale Date: 9/1/19
$24.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023120

7 in H | 6 in W

Derelict London: All New Edition
Paul Talling

Crowood Press
9781785004650
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$34.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
171 colour photographs
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO024000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.5 in T

Beyond Extreme Close-Up Photography
Julian Cremona

Contributor Bio
Julian Cremona is a naturalist, photographer, teacher, and explorer. Head of Dale Fort Field Centre for many
years, he runs workshops on macro-photography for the Field Studies Council and other photographic groups.
Combining his passions for photography and biology, he constantly pushes the boundaries to delve deeper
into the natural world. He has also written Extreme Close-Up Photography and Focus Stacking.

Summary
Extreme macrophotography opens up a new world for photographers, particularly biologists. By photographing
subjects way beyond just life size magnifications, this book takes you a step closer to the very cells that make
up organisms. Written with clarity and detail, Julian Cremona's enthusiasm for and knowledge of his subject
makes this book an essential companion for everyone interested in photography and discovering the minutiae
of the natural world. It advises on equipment and on low-cost and DIY photography solutions, explains how to
use a microscope and its potential for photographers, and instructs how to light, support, and prepare a
subject for best results. It also covers focus stacking: how to produce composite images with incredible depth
of field, and encourages experimentation, suggesting ways to develop extreme close-up ideas.
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Ammonite Press
9781781453315
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$34.95/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000
Series: Masters of

9 in H | 11.3 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

Masters of Drone Photography
Fergus Kennedy

Contributor Bio
Fergus Kennedy is a marine biologist, photographer, and filmmaker, and an experienced multi-rotor pilot and
camera operator. Through his company, Skylark Aerial Imaging, he provides aerial video, still photography,
and 3D modeling services to clients including the BBC, ABC Television, Canon Europe, WWF, and the Royal
Navy. He is the author of Drone Photography and Video Masterclass.

Summary
With over 1.5 million posts on Instagram tagged with #drone, a revolution in photography is taking place over
our heads. At the forefront of this revolution are the innovators who have instantly elevated drone
photography to the level of art, pioneering their own distinctive bird’s-eye view on genres ranging from
landscape and architecture to nature and sports. Masters of Drone Photography orbits the world of 16 leading
lights, each with a creative vision of how, where, and why drones should be used to create stunning
photography. Through probing Q&A style interviews, beautifully reproduced images, captions telling the story
of each picture, and detailed technical information, the reader is given an insight into the photographers’
working practices, from their career paths and inspirations, to the equipment and techniques they employ to
create their breathtaking and visionary works.

Crowood Press
9781785004698
Pub Date: 8/27/18
On Sale Date: 8/27/18
$100.00/£50.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
675 colour photographs
Carton Qty: 0
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000

10.8 in H | 11 in W | 1 in T

Nikon (3rd Edition)

A Celebration - Third Edition
Brian Long

Contributor Bio
Brian Long is a professional writer, with around forty books on motoring subjects to his credit. Coming from
an engineering background he has been a lifelong fan of photography, and his interests gradually turned from
being behind the camera to appreciating what made each model (or lens) special from a technical point of
view. His love of the Nikon brand has been forged out of respect, and he now has an impressive collection of
these most famous of high-quality Japanese cameras and the legendary Nikkor lenses that are sold alongside
them.

Summary
This book is much more than just a history of the high-quality cameras and lenses that have made the Nikon
brand a household name - it is also a chronicle of the birth of this most famous of Japanese photography
equipment manufacturers and the way in which it has evolved over 100 years to keep abreast of advances in
technology and ahead of the competition. This fully updated and expanded third edition is heavily illustrated
throughout with rare archive material from around the world, and augmented by a feast of original shots and
pictures of the cameras in use. The text is backed up by extensive appendices containing everything the avid
Nikon collector needs to know.
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Ammonite Press
9781781453544
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$17.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: 52 Assignments

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1 lb Wt

52 Assignments: Experimental Photography
Chris Gatcum

Contributor Bio
Chris Gatcum is an award-winning photographer, and a highly experienced writer and editor of technical and
technique-based photography books and articles. His published titles include The Complete Book of

Photography and Plastic Cameras.

Summary
52 Assignments: Experimental Photography is filled with prompts and projects, nudges and sparks,
innovations and inspirations, and—most importantly—experiments in shooting, processing, and printing, to
help you kick your photographic habits, step out of your comfort zone and create your own collection of
experimental work. You will be briefed to tackle modern uses for traditional film (hacking vintage film
cameras, making pinholes, playing with plastic, collecting the filters that inspired Instagram) and traditional
uses for digital (multiple exposures, extreme speeds, timed challenges, focus tricks), as well as lo-tech and
hi-tech ways to manipulate your prints (staining prints with water, digital effects, photocopy prints, burning
photos, printing on flexible surfaces). The rest of the journal’s pages are styled for you to add your own
thoughts, notes, lists, Top 10s, technical specifications, quotes, and even sketches and doodles, creating a
record of your own 52 photographic assignments. These may be completed weekend by weekend over the
course of a year, or dipped into every tim...

Ammonite Press
9781781453520
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$17.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: 52 Assignments

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

52 Assignments: Street Photography
Brian Lloyd Duckett

Contributor Bio
Brian Lloyd-Duckett is the Principal and Course Tutor at Streetsnappers, a specialist in street photography
workshops and tutorials in London and cities across Europe. He is the author of Mastering Street Photography.

Summary
This book features 52 color-coded commissions and concepts with alternative ideas for composing, creating
and printing eye-catching images from the street. You will discover different ways of approaching your
subjects; challenges and games that add a level of mischief and play to your work; ideas for using maps,
books and signs to unleash your creativity; lists of the best festivals and events to attend; prompts for
alternative subjects and themes; guides to removing clichés from your work; radical techniques for pushing
your camera beyond its limits or using alternative cameras; and examples from historic masters; along with
ideas for innovative approaches to processing and printing. The rest of the journal’s pages are styled for you
to add your own thoughts, notes, lists, Top 10s, technical specifications, quotes, and even sketches and
doodles, creating a record of your own 52 photographic assignments. These may be completed weekend by
weekend over the course of a year, or dipped into every time you need to bring a new concept or creative
approach to your street photography.
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Lion Hudson
9780745980539
Pub Date: 6/22/18
$16.95/$22.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion  /  Christianity
REL015000

10.2 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.5 in
T | 1.5 lb Wt

The Story of the Holy Land
A Visual History
Peter Walker

Contributor Bio
Peter Walker studied Classics and Early Church History at Cambridge University and has done extensive
research at a post-doctoral level on Christian attitudes to Jerusalem. Peter is now Professor of Biblical Studies
at Trinity School for Ministry (near Pittsburgh, USA), having previously taught at Wycliffe Hall within the
University of Oxford. He has led many study tours to the Holy Land. His books include: In the Steps of Jesus,
In the Steps of Saint Paul, The Lion Guide to the Bible, and The Story of the Holy Land.

Summary
This is a highly illustrated, visually led guide through the story of the Holy Land, from Bible times to the
present day. The Holy Land frequently features in today's headlines as a much fought-for territory. Many know
part of its story, as recounted in the Bible, but what happened after Jesus' time? This book explores the OT
and NT history of the Holy Land, as well as everything that happened later - the Muslim conquest, the
crusades, and the modern rediscovery of Bible sites - unearthing the rich layers of history of this sacred
place.

Racing Post Books
9781910497784
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$50.00/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Sports & Recreation  /  Horse
Racing
SPO021000

7.5 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.8 in T
| 3.2 lb Wt

A Year in the Frame
Edward Whitaker

Contributor Bio
Edward Whitaker is a multi award winning photographer.

Summary
A Year in the Frame is the fourth collection of award-winning photographer Edward Whitaker's best
photographs. The photographs encapsulate the Racing year and show the full scope of Edward’s work, from
sporting action at the main racecourses around the globe—Cheltenham, Royal Ascot, Newmarket, Goodwood,
Aintree, Belmont, Santa Anita, Churchill Downs, and Longchamps—to candid and intimate portraits of some of
the leading lights of the sport, as well as racegoers in all their finery.
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Odyssey Books & Maps
9789622178847
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$35.00/$47.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Travel  /  Asia
TRV003030
Territory: US, CA

10 in H | 11.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

Shenzhen
China’s Southern Powerhouse
Thomas Bird, Mike Bosick, Johan Nydlander, David D...

Contributor Bio
Thomas Bird is a seasoned travel writer specializing in East Asia. Mike Bossick moved from America to
Shenzhen in 2003 to edit a series of children’s books for Disney. He has since worked as a copyeditor for
Huawei and ZTC. Johan Nylander is an award-winning author and China and Asia correspondent, frequently
published by CNN, Forbes and Sweden’s leading business daily, Dagens Industri. David Dodwell is the
executive director of the Hong Kong-Apec Trade Policy Group. He is a journalist and expert on international
business and global trade. Wu Guoyong is one of drone photography's pioneers in Shenzhen.

Summary
To celebrate the spectacular 40-year growth of Shenzhen, China’s showcase technology and financial hub just
across the border from Hong Kong, Wu Guoyong spent the past seven years photographing the city's
spectacular architecture from the air and ground, using drone technology to offer a rare perspective. These
photographs have been combined with historical archives and other photographers' work to present a visual
panorama of the dynamic growth and development of Shenzhen. The earliest photograph dates back to the
1970s, when Shenzhen was little more than a collection of rural villages, rice fields, and small fishing ports.
The latest, taken in mid-2018, reveals a futuristic and innovative cityscape reaching out from Shenzhen’s
coastal beaches across delta lowlands, punctuated by rugged, forested mountain terrain.

Museyon
9781940842325
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$16.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Travel  /  Asia
TRV003050
Series: Cool Japan Series

6.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Tokyo Mindscapes
Misaki Matsui

Contributor Bio
After working with an advertising agency in Japan, Misaki Matsui moved to New York and began her career
as a photographer and film director. Her photos have been selected for the International Photography Awards,
and she has also exhibited in the U.S. and Japan. Her narrative and documentary films have been selected for
the Raindance Film Festival, the Monaco International Film Festival, and Short Shorts Film Festival. She is
based in Tokyo and New York.

Summary
Traveling to Tokyo? Be sure to see some of the most iconic sites in Tokyo and nearby cities—from gorgeous
skylines and jaw-dropping nature to hidden treasures. With this photo/guidebook, visitors can explore both
the cutting-edge and traditional parts of the city like a local. Misaki Matsui, the photographer and author,
introduces the beauty of the four seasons of Tokyo and surrounding cities that Japanese residents love. The
collection showcases more than 100 beautiful images of Tokyo including Senso-ji, Roppongi Hills, Todoriki
Valley, Mt. Takao, the Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine, and more.
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Libri Publishing
9781911451044
Pub Date: 10/21/18
On Sale Date: 10/21/18
$67.00/£49.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

260 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Travel  /  Asia
TRV003060

10 in H | 9 in W | 0.8 in T |
2.6 lb Wt

Contrasts 21c
People & Places - Vietnam, Laos & Cambodia
Bill Caplan

Contributor Bio
Bill Caplan has been photographing people and places on five continents for over 40 years. His sensitivity to
people, the human condition, and the built and natural environments brings the viewer into the scene. He
holds a Master of Architecture from Pratt Institute and a Materials Engineering degree from Cornell.

Summary
When the author and his wife traveled to Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia to visit and learn about the ethnic
settlements in the mountain highlands and river deltas, no book was intended. They sought only to meet
people and explore their environs. What transpired instead was an eye-opening experience about human
adaptability, the incredible contrasts between rural and city life still present in this 21st century, and a
reflection on life’s values. They returned with more than 10,000 photographs and a lot to ponder. Contrasts

21c is a photo essay about people and places in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia that hopes to bring attention to
the cultural diversity of this region and its challenges. The warmth of the people they met, their adaptability,
and their spirit are what inspired this book.

The mountainous terrains, lowlands and banks of the Mekong and Red rivers—lands of stunning beauty—are
home to a rich diversity of cultures, an admixture of ancient tradition and present-day reality. From linear
villages lining roadsides and shorelines, to small hamlets and large cities, this is a story bes...

John Beaufoy Publishing
9781909612976
Pub Date: 3/21/19
$75.00/£45.00 UK
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023130

11.9 in H | 11.9 in W | 0.9 in
T | 4.5 lb Wt

Underwater Eden
The Marine Life of Seychelles
Christophe Mason-Parker, Joe Daniels

Contributor Bio
Christophe Mason-Parker is a conservationist and a photographer who has long had a fascination for the
marine world. Having worked on numerous conservation programmes from Southeast Asia to the Caribbean,
he is now living in the Seychelles where he runs the NGO Global Vision International Seychelles. He has
contributed articles to various newspapers and magazines.

Joe Daniels is an award-winning underwater photographer and keen conservationist. He has worked in many
outstanding locations throughout the world, however it is his long-standing fascination with Seychelles, which
has seen him continually return to the archipelago to work on marine conservation and research projects

Summary
The waters that surround Seychelles are home to over 1,000 species of fish and 300 species of coral. The
islands are visited by giant Whale Sharks and Manta Rays, and are home to the critically endangered
Hawksbill and Green Turtles. Its warm tropical waters and coral reefs teeming with fish mean that Seychelles
is a popular diving destination.

This lavishly illustrated book showcases the extraordinary marine environment of Seychelles’ islands. The
diverse marine habitats, including coral reefs, granite seascapes, mangroves and seagrass beds, are home to
vibrant communities of marine fauna and flora. Underwater Eden encapsulates the wonder of Seychelles’ seas
and highlights the creatures that call them home. With the effects of climate change becoming increasingly
apparent throughout the world’s oceans, the authors’ stunning photographs capture the beauty of Seychelles
waters while they are still vibrant and relatively undisturbed. Chapters on ecosystems, turtles, fishes, Marine
Protected Areas and conservation describe and illustrate the marvels of this underwater world.
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Schaffner Press, Inc.
9781943156702
Pub Date: 12/1/18
On Sale Date: 12/1/18
$27.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

9.5 in H | 11.3 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.4 lb Wt

66 on 66
A Photographer's Journey
Terrence Moore, Michael Wallis

Contributor Bio
Terrence Moore is a renowned photographer whose work has appeared in Smithsonian, the New York Times

Magazine, and elsewhere. Michael Wallis is Pulitzer- and National Book Award-nominated chronicler of the
West and American history whose 18 books include Route 66: The Mother Road and The Best Land Under

Heaven: The Donner Party in the Age of Manifest Destiny. He is the recipient of the John Steinbeck Award and
the Will Rogers Spirit Award.

Summary
As the highway that opened up the West to millions of travelers since its construction in the 1930s, Rte. 66 is
an iconic road that has been celebrated in story, song, films, and more. Justly known as "The Mother Road,"
this highway became the vital path for travelers, tourists, and fortune-seekers. However, after the advent of
the superhighway and the Interstate system of the 1950s, Rte. 66 gradually fell out of use, leaving behind
fascinating relics of a bygone era—roadside attractions, marvelous kitsch, storefronts, and the great neon
artifacts that still light up the night along the highway. Terrence Moore has traveled and photographed this
road since he first drove it with his parents in the 1960s. Though he has covered this subject for more than
40 years as a professional photographer, never before has his work been collected in book form. This volume
highlights 66 of his finest 35mm color film images—a stunning chronicle of this storied road in states from
Missouri to California.

Amberley Publishing
9781445669489
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$21.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 34
Antiques & Collectibles  / 
Americana
ANT001000

9.2 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Vintage Signs of America
Debra Jane Seltzer

Contributor Bio
Debra Jane Seltzer has been documenting signs, buildings, and statues for more than 15 years. She has
logged more than 400,000 miles maniacally gathering photos from 48 states. Her comprehensive website,
RoadsideArchitecture.com, features more than 2,500 pages and over 60,000 photos. Since 2007, Debra Jane
has been writing about vintage signs for the Society for Commercial Archeology Journal.

Summary
Debra Jane Seltzer’s beautiful collection of images features some of the most stunning signs that remain on
public display in the United States. The focus is on neon signs from the 1940s and 1950s. There are also
examples of increasingly rare opal glass letter and bulb signs from the 1920s and 1930s. In addition, you will
find stylish and underappreciated plastic signs from the 1960s and 1970s. Represented within are Sputnik-
shaped signs, mechanical signs, as well as signs with representations of pizza chefs, diving women, animals,
doughnuts and more. There is also a discussion of the vulnerability of these signs due to their deterioration,
changes in sign laws, and the popular transition from neon to LED lighting and electronic displays. Maintaining
these signs has become too expensive for most business owners. In recent years, countless wonderful signs
have been hauled to the scrapyard. A much smaller percentage have been saved, restored, and/or relocated
through community action and online fundraising efforts. Other signs have found new life at museums or have
safely vanished into...
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Silent 7 Publishing
9780985189327
Pub Date: 3/7/16
$21.95
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

141 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

9 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

The Best Places To Pee
A Guide To The Funky and Fabulous Bathrooms of Portland
Kelly Melillo, Jason French

Contributor Bio
Kelly Melillo is a lifelong student of creative thinking and intrigued by ideas and topics that add both value
and humor to her life. Jason French is the owner and head chef of Ned Ludd, an American Craft Kitchen and
Elder Hall. They both live in Portland, Oregon.

Summary
An imaginative roadmap that uses funky and fabulous bathrooms as a navigational tool for exploring Portland,
Oregon, this book will resonate with people who are intrigued by the city’s culture, who are travel curious,
have an eye for creative spaces, and, of course, bathroom connoisseurs. The beauty and uniqueness of the
city is in its details. Portland captivates people’s attention and is seen as a gloriously groovy, somewhat gritty,
and visually and environmentally green. By exploring and exposing Portland's porcelain, the author has
created a unique resource that uncovers the overlooked stories, details, and hard work that brings life and a
personality into these establishments. The photos, the title, and the shoes all draw the reader in, and as they
read the content they are exposed to multiple layers within these establishments that connects the reader
with the people, the history, the humor, and the unseen story that is embedded within the walls and makes
these establishments come alive.

The History Press
9780750985598
Pub Date: 7/1/18
Ship Date: 7/1/18
$31.95/$33.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.9 lb Wt

prettycitylondon
Discovering London's Beautiful Places
Siobhan Ferguson

Contributor Bio
Siobhan Ferguson is a photographer, a social media consultant, and the curator and founder of the hugely
popular Instagram accounts, @prettycitylondon, @theprettycities, and @siobhaise.

Summary
From secluded mews to undiscovered cafes, flower markets, and tree-lined streets, prettycitylondon

champions the quiet, gentle moments that allow you to escape in a huge capital city like London. If you know
where to look, you will find that traditional shop fronts, vintage transport, artisan bakeries, florists, and
bookstores are but a hop skip and a jump from the center, and some right bang in the middle. Curated by
founder and editor of Instagram’s @prettycitylondon, this stunning guide also includes tips on how to
photograph and plan your own prettycitylondon experience, whether on foot or from afar.
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Pucci Publishing
9789930503034
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$50.95/$68.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

268 Pages
Carton Qty: 7
Art  /  Caribbean & Latin
American
ART044000
Series: Costa Rica from
Above

12 in H | 10.3 in W | 1.1 in T
| 4.3 lb Wt

Costa Rica from Above (2nd Edition)

Landscapes in Time
Jaima Gamboa, Giancarlo Pucci, Sergio Pucci

Contributor Bio
Jaima Gamboa is a philologist and musician. For twelve years after graduating with a degree in Business
from the Costa Rica University, Giancarlo Pucci worked in managerial positions in mass consumer markets
and the tourism industry. His role as an executive was gaining considerable momentum when he realized he
needed to stop. He was lacking a meaningful purpose. Giancarlo took time to reconnect and reimagine. He
quit his job, packed his bags and flew to Sweden. As part of this journey he obtained a Masters in Strategic
Leadership for Sustainability. This experience, with 60 people from 26 countries, had a profound effect on
him. Since then he works intentionally to generate collaborative communities. Sergio Pucci studied Business,
photography and graphic design. Has practiced photography for more than 20 years and has worked as a free
lance photographer for the last 15 years. He has participated in 16 individual and collective photo exhibits,
including at the World Museum in San Francisco, California. The Munich Theater, Germany. Natural History
Museum in London, and the Geraadsberg...

Summary
With more than 200 unpublished images, the second volume of Costa Rica from Above brilliantly reflects the
transformation of a territory and its inhabitants, as well as the artistic evolution of two photographers whose
workshop is the Costa Rican sky, making it a very different book from the first one. The visual work of
brothers Giancarlo and Sergio Pucci is complemented by the text, written by Jaime Gamboa, to build a
provocative artwork in which the face of one of the most biodiverse countries in the planet is unveiled,
revealing its unbounded beauty and inviting us to look within.

PM Press
9781629630366
Pub Date: 12/11/14
Ship Date: 1/4/15
$20.00/$23.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

This Is Not a Photo Opportunity
The Street Art of Banksy
Martin Bull

Contributor Bio
Martin Bull is a London-based photographer, fan, curator, and promoter of street art. He has one of the most
comprehensive collections of photographs of Banksy’s work from around the UK. His previous books include
Banksy Locations & Tours, Volumes 1 and 2.

Summary
This Is Not a Photo Opportunity is a street-level, full-color showcase of some of Banksy’s most innovative
pieces ever. Banksy, Britain’s now-legendary “guerilla” street artist, has painted the walls, streets, and bridges
of towns and cities throughout the world. Once viewed as vandalism, Banksy’s work is now venerated,
collected, and preserved. Over the course of a decade, Martin Bull has documented dozens of the most
important and impressive works by the legendary political artist, most of which are no longer in existence.
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Sad Hill LLC
9780997688108
Pub Date: 8/15/17
Ship Date: 2/21/18
$50.00/$67.00 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

410 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Body, Mind & Spirit  / 
Supernatural
OCC023000

10.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.1 in
T | 3.5 lb Wt

Haunted by History
Separating the Facts and Legends of Eight Historic Hotels and Inns in Southern California
Craig Owens

Contributor Bio
Craig Owens first fell in love with history and the paranormal in 1972. At that time, he was as a seven-
year-old boy playing on the grounds of a Southern plantation known as Waverley, located outside of West
Point, Mississippi. While Waverley's owners admitted to seeing and hearing the ghost of a young female child,
Craig never encountered her. Yet the atmosphere and history of Waverley stayed with him long after his
family moved to Texas. In 1994, Craig moved to Los Angeles and began to work freelance in the film and
television industry. His production credits include Wag the Dog (1997), Phone Booth (2000), and The Gilmore
Girls (2000-2001). In 2002, Craig left film production to work for the Century City Chamber of Commerce and
later the International Cinematographers Guild, I.A.T.S.E. Local 600. While working for the chamber of
commerce, he contributed articles for the Century City View and wrote the History of Century City. In 2009,
Craig began staging vintage style photo shoots at haunted hotels as an idea for an Old Hollywood themed
project. While on location, he saw what appea...

Summary
Haunted by History, Volume I, by Craig Owens uncovers little known facts about eight prominent historic
hotels in Southern California and the origins behind many of their ghost stories. Not only does his
well-documented research separate facts from legends, but Owens also keeps the subject matter interesting
by interweaving historic photos with his own elaborately staged Old Hollywood-style photos shot in the most
haunted rooms, hallways, and lobbies. This unique book blends solid research, fascinating insights, and
haunting photography that will appeal to believers and non-believers alike. Hotels and inns featured in Vol. 1
are the Hotel del Coronado, the Victorian Rose Bed & Breakfast, the Julian Gold Rush Hotel, the Mission Inn
Hotel & Spa, the Alexandria Hotel, the Wyndham Garden Pierpont Inn, the Banning House Lodge, and the
Glen Tavern Inn.

Palazzo Editions
9780993166112
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Design  /  Fashion &
Accessories
DES005000
Territory: US & CA

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 1.6 in T
| 2 lb Wt

Portraits in Fashion: Norman Parkinson
Robin Muir, Iman

Contributor Bio
Robin Muir is a curator and writer on photography. He has curated major exhibitions of work by John Deakin,
Michael Cooper, and Terence Donovan, as well as the Snowdon Retrospective. He has also mounted several
collections of fashion photography drawn from the archives of Vogue, for which he worked as a picture editor.
He is the author of A Maverick Eye: The Street Photography of John Deakin Unseen Vogue: The Secret History

of Fashion Photography.

Summary
This impressive examination of an unrivaled 20th-century photographic portfolio is filled with
original color photographs and black-and-white prints from Parkinson's own archives

From his first outdoor fashion shoot in 1935, Norman Parkinson’s “moving pictures taken with a still camera”
brought glamor and inventiveness to fashion photography. He set the New Look against the New York skyline,
Quant dresses in swinging London, and Calvin Klein and Krizia in exotic locations from Tahiti to Tobago. “If a
girl looks like a model, she is not for my lens,” said “Parks.” He wanted energy and individuality, and found it
in “top girls” like Wenda, the willowy actress he married in 1947, Celia Hammond, Jerry Hall, Iman, and
Appollonia van Ravenstein. Parkinson’s long association with Vogue, and his numerous assignments for
Harper’s Bazaar, Queen, and other international magazines, brought him fame and recognition. In return he
gave the fashion world ineffable style and unforgettable images.
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Graffeg
9781910862629
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$45.00/$49.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Gardening  /  Landscape
GAR014000

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W

The Most Glorious Prospect
Bettina Harden

Contributor Bio
Bettina Harden is a historic garden owner with a passion for garden history. She is also the founder and
Chairman of Trustees of The Gateway Gardens Trust, and she regularly lectures on garden history.

Summary
The Most Glorious Prospect reveals the historic gardens of Wales as experienced by contemporary travelers
and tourists. Endlessly fascinating, intricately detailed, and delightfully humorous, it relates how the great
gardens were first made accessible to the polite world before being opened up to a wider, middle-class
audience. A bygone era of garden visiting is brought to life using travelers' diaries, letters, and experiences,
as well as more than 200 photographs, watercolors, sketches, and maps.

Jacana Media
9781431424313
Pub Date: 7/2/18
$37.95
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

184 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
History  /  Africa
HIS001000

11.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.9 in
T | 2.7 lb Wt

Traces and Tracks
a thirty-year journey with the San
Paul Weinberg

Contributor Bio
Paul Weinberg is currently curator of the Centre for African Studies Gallery and teaches in Film and Media
Studies and Visual Anthropology at UCT.

Summary
Traces and Tracks is the culmination of a 30-year journey that photographer Paul Weinberg undertook with
the San of southern Africa, beginning in 1984. He had previously studied the San at university and was aware
of their special relationship with nature, survival skills, and their hunter-gatherer existence. Celebrated
filmmaker, John Marshall, was Weinberg’s first guide to the San, but nothing could have prepared him for
what he was about to see. Many of the San men in Eastern Bushmanland had been recruited into the South
African army to fight against SWAPO, who at the time were engaged in a struggle for independence and
liberation. In this first encounter, he witnessed signs of a society under severe pressure, grappling to hold on
to their land, way of life, culture, and values. The conversion of a people’s way of life that was dependent on
the land into cash wages from the South African army created traumatic circumstances for the San. As
Weinberg notes, "My collective journeys [...] have been to understand and document the conundrum between
these peace-loving communities and the...
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Mosaic Press
9781771612883
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$24.99/$29.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
History  /  Canada
HIS006000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.7 in T |
2 lb Wt

What's Your Story? / Raconte ton histoire
A Canada 2017 Yearbook / L'album souvenir Canada 2017
Radio-Canada, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Contributor Bio
CBC/Radio-Canada serves as the national public radio and television broadcaster.

Summary
What’s Your Story? A Canada 2017 Yearbook is a timely collection of profiles and portraits from Canadians in
every region of the country—a snapshot of the diverse people, places, things, and events that tell a
fascinating story of the country now and where it is headed. The Yearbook pays tribute to Canadian people
and landscapes with stunning visuals from across the nation, framing the big and small moments of this
important year. CBC/Radio-Canada asked citizens from coast to coast to coast to share the personal stories
and memories that explore what it means to be Canadian in this historical moment. Their memories and
narratives, supplemented with spectacular photo spreads, recollect the conversations, celebrations, and
ceremonies that took place across the country in 2017.

L’album souvenir Canada 2017 – Raconte ton histoire est un recueil de courts récits et de portraits de
Canadiens originaires de toutes les régions du pays, un instantané de diverses personnes, de lieux, de choses
et d’événements qui racontent l’histoire fascinante de notre pays, maintenant et à venir. Cet album so...

Hoover Institution Press
9780817921644
Pub Date: 8/1/18
$49.95
Discount Code: SHO
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 9
History  /  Military
HIS027070

9.5 in H | 11 in W | 1 in T |
3.3 lb Wt

We Shot the War
Overseas Weekly in Vietnam
Lisa Nguyen

Contributor Bio
Lisa Nguyen is curator for digital scholarship and Asian initiatives at the Hoover Institution Library and
Archives. She is a member of the Society of American Archivists (SAA) and has served on the Cultural
Property Working Group and Association of Research Libraries/SAA Mosaic Program. In 2011, she curated the
exhibition A Century of Change, which received the Katherine Keyes Leab and Daniel J. Leab American Book
Prices Current Exhibition Catalogue Award.

Summary
We Shot the War: Overseas Weekly in Vietnam examines the legacy of one of the most popular and eccentric
newspapers to cover the Vietnam War. With its mix of hard-hitting military exposés, pinups, and comic strips,
Overseas Weekly earned a reputation as a muckraking truth teller. Time magazine called it “the least popular
publication at the Pentagon.” From 1966 to 1972, the paper’s reporters and photographers tackled
controversial topics, including courts-martial, racial discrimination, drug use, and opposition to command. And
they published some of the most intimate portraits of American GIs and Vietnamese civilians, taken with the
specific purpose of documenting the daily life of individuals caught in the world’s most grueling and disputed
conflict. Through striking photographs and personal essays, We Shot the War brings viewers behind the
viewfinders of photojournalists who covered the conflict and introduces readers to two extraordinary women:
founder Marion von Rospach and Saigon office bureau chief Ann Bryan. Together, they fought for the right of
women to report in combat zone...
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Graffeg
9781910862551
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$14.95/$18.95 Can./£9.99
UK/€11.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Nature  /  Animals
NAT037000
Series: The Nature Book
Series

6 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

The Fox Book
Jane Russ

Contributor Bio
Jane Russ is Chairman of the Hare Preservation Trust and is the author of The Hare Book.

Summary
The Fox Book, with its stunning photography and fascinating facts, is a must-have for all fox lovers. Featuring
details of a fox's life cycle and the differences between the rural and urban fox, the sections include the fox in
art and literature, the fox in myth and legend, and the many types of fox found in nature.

Parthian Books
9781910901977
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$37.95/$50.95 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Collections,
Catalogs, Exhibitions
PHO004000

9 in H | 10.8 in W | 0.7 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

Pieces of a Jigsaw
Portraits of Artists and Writers of Wales
Bernard Mitchell
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Fulcrum Publishing
9781555916558
Pub Date: 11/1/07
$16.95/£11.99 UK/€12.99
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Print Run: 3K
Photography  /  Criticism
PHO005000

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Visions for the Future
A Celebration of Young Native American Artists
Native American Rights Fund

Contributor Bio
Founded in 1970, the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) is the oldest and largest nonprofit law firm
dedicated to asserting and defending the rights of Indian tribes, organizations and individuals nationwide.

Summary
A tribute to young Native American artists and their progressive visions.

Ammonite Press
9781906672935
Pub Date: 10/1/10
$45.00/$53.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  History
PHO010000

11 in H | 8 in W | 1.1 in T |
3.5 lb Wt

The Classic Rollei
A Definitive Guide
John Phillips

Contributor Bio
John Phillips is a photographer who has contributed articles to newspapers and magazines, including
Photograhica World, the journal of the Photographic Collectors Club of Great Britain.

Summary
A comprehensive study of the Rollei twin-lens reflexes cameras made between 1929 and 1981

Covering all the production models and virtually all the accessories, this book looks at the reasons behind the
rise of the Rolleis, at the causes of their eventual decline, and at some of the well-known photographers who
relied on them in the course of their professional careers. It's a guide to everything you could wish to know
about the cameras themselves, plus a fascinating insight into the history of the Rollei brand. The lenses and
shutters fitted to the various models are also covered, along with invaluable advice for anyone thinking of
buying a Rollei—whether they be collectors or users. The Classic Rollei is an indispensable guide to these
world-famous cameras and will interest everyone keen to learn more about photography at the height of the
roll-film era.
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Leete's Island Books
9780918172082
Pub Date: 12/1/80
$18.95/$20.95 Can./£15.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

314 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Photography  /  History
PHO010000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T | 1
lb Wt

Classic Essays on Photography
Alan Trachtenberg

Contributor Bio
Alan Trachtenberg is the Neil Gray, Jr. professor emeritus of English and American studies at Yale University
and the author of several books, including Reading American Photographs: Images As History, Mathew Brady

to Walker Evans and Shades of Hiawatha.

Summary
Containing 30 essays that embody the history of photography, this collection includes contributions from
Niepce, Daguerre, Fox, Talbot, Poe, Emerson, Hine, Stieglitz, and Weston, among others.

Odyssey Books & Maps
9789622178250
Pub Date: 7/1/15
On Sale Date: 7/28/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

152 Pages
182 Color & B&W
Illustrations
Carton Qty: 22
Photography  /  History
PHO010000

10.2 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.3 lb Wt

F.D.N.Y.
An Illustrated History of the Fire Department of the City of New York
Andrew Coe

Contributor Bio
Andrew Coe is a writer and independent scholar living in Brooklyn, New York. His many books include Chop
Suey: A Cultural History of Chinese Food in the United States (Oxford, 2009) and Ear Inn Virons, a History of
the New York Landmark and its Neighborhood (Odyssey, 2003). He is also a contributor to the Encyclopedia of
American Food and Drink (Oxford, 2004 and 2012) and writes the "Good Bread" column for Serious Eats New
York.

Since the earliest years of city history, New York’s firefighters have put their lives on the line to
protect its citizens from fire. Written by an expert on Fire Department history, this book documents
the evolution of city firefighting from the earliest bucket brigades through to the post 911 Depa...

Summary
The F.D.N.Y. is the United States’ largest and most storied fire department. Filled with full-color photographs
of firefighting equipment, memorabilia, and notable fires, F.D.N.Y. tells the story of the New York City Fire
Department from the Colonial era
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Allen & Unwin
9781760110680
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$42.95/$51.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011010

11 in H | 8 in W | 0.9 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

A Little History
Photographs of Nick Cave and Cohorts, 1981-2013
Bleddyn Butcher

Contributor Bio
Bleddyn Butcher worked for NME magazine in the 1980s, photographing musicians, including Alex Chilton,
Joe Strummer, Michael Stipe, the Pogues, and U2, and authors, including William Gibson and Greil Marcus. His
photographs have since appeared in many leading music journals.

Summary
A stunning record of the amazing career of Nick Cave, one of the world's coolest musicians, by one of
the world's most celebrated rock photographers

When Bleddyn Butcher first saw The Birthday Party play, back in 1981, he was astonished. And then
enthralled. He set about trying to catch their lightning in his Nikon F2AS. That quixotic impulse became a
lifelong quest. A little history got made on the way. Collected here for the first time, A Little History is an
extraordinary document, tracing Nick Cave's creative career from the apoplectic extravagance of The Birthday
Party to the calmer disquiet of 2013's Push The Sky Away via snapshots, spotlit visions, and sumptuous,
theatrical portraits. It mixes the candid and uncanny, the spontaneous and the patiently staged, and includes
eyeball encounters with Cave's baddest lieutenants, men for the most part who long since burned their own
bridges down. Butcher's Nikonic eye defines moment after arresting moment in Cave's glorious, sprawling
story: it's a splendid testament to two brilliant careers.

Palazzo Editions
9780957148345
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011010

9 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T |
2 lb Wt

Mick Rock: Exposed
Mick Rock, Tom Stoppard, Andrew Loog Oldham

Contributor Bio
Mick Rock's career was launched when he photographed an almost unknown David Bowie in 1972. The two
established an instant rapport and Rock went on to direct several of his music videos. His reputation as "the
man who shot the 70s" was cemented with iconic images of Lou Reed, Syd Barrett, Iggy Pop, Queen, the Sex
Pistols, the Ramones, and Blondie. His other collections include Blood and Glitter, Classic Queen, Glam! An

Eyewitness Account, and Iggy & the Stooges: Raw Power. He lives in New York City. Tom Stoppard is an
Academy Award-winning and Tony Award-winning playwright. Andrew Loog Oldam is a record producer, the
former manager and producer of the Rolling Stones, and a daily host on Underground Garage on Sirius.

Summary
A new, small format edition of the acclaimed rock photographer's definitive collection
Mick Rock is the foremost rock photographer of his generation. Here, he reveals his definitive collection of
images, telling the story in his own words of his early career and the larger-than-life characters with whom he
mixed, from Bowie to Pharrell, Deborah Harry to Karen O. As well as being a retrospective of his work, it is a
cultural journey through a time when rock ruled. It is a compendium of experiences, eyewitness accounts,
and intimate detail, all culminating in candid incidental visual insights and time-tested iconic imagery that we
all recognize today. This is a vivid and memorable account of Rock's adventures behind the camera, a colorful
blend of the overt and the intimate, the beautiful, and the irreverent truly exposed.
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Pan Macmillan
9780752226644
Pub Date: 6/1/09
$14.95/£10.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Ages 18 And Up
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011000

5.5 in H | 8 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Little People in the City
The Street Art of Slinkachu
Slinkachu, Will Self

Contributor Bio

Slinkachu's work was featured in Street Renegades: New Underground Art and Tactile: High Touch Visuals and
can be found at little-people.blogspot.com. Will Self's titles include The Book of Dave and Psychogeography.

Summary
"They're Not Pets, Susan," says a stern father who has just shot a bumblebee, its wings sparkling in the
evening sunlight. A lone office worker, less than an inch high, looks out over the river in his lunch break,
"Dreaming of Packing it All In." A tiny man makes his way back to a tiny car, with a tiny shopping bag:
"Shopping for one again." Another office worker sits atop a gigantic engagement ring and gazes into the
distance; the caption reads, simply: "No." These are the collected photographs of Slinkachu, a London-based
artist who for several years has been placing tiny hand painted people on street corners, park benches, and
the Underground, and leaving them to fend for themselves. Much like Banksy's early graffiti work, Slinkachu's
creations mix the bustle, humor, and melancholy of city life, and lie quietly in the darker corners of London's
streets, waiting to be discovered. And if you’re lucky enough to find one, to quote The Times: "Oddly enough,
even when you know they are just hand-painted figurines, you can't help but feel that their plights convey
something of our own fe...

CN Times Books Inc.
9781627740883
Pub Date: 6/27/14
$22.00/$22.00 Can.
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

184 Pages
80
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 12 to 100
Photography
PHO000000

6.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T |
1 lb Wt

Point of View New York City: A Visual Game of the City You Think You
Know
A Visual Game of the City You Think You Know
Janko Puls

Contributor Bio
Janko Puls, born in 1967 in Aachen, Germany, is a photographer and journalist. Since 2006, he has lived
with his wife, Kate, in New York City. Janko took degrees in Journalism, Art History, and History of the Middle
Ages at Freie Universität Berlin, and studied Italian in Perugia, Italy. In 2000, he was invited to Frankfurt to
develop the online edition of the national daily newspaper Frankfurter Rundschau as managing editor. Besides
the development of content, layout, and functionality of the website, he introduced the broader online use of
photography in different formats. Upon moving to the United States, he decided to make his lifelong love for
photography his profession.

The definitive New Yorker - not a born native, but a German-American quick to fall in love with the city of
New York. Through the art of photograpy, a personalized memorial to the images that greet native New
Yorkers throughout the city everyday, and easily forgotten or passed by, are brought to lif...

Summary
Point of View New York City is a photographic exploration of the world’s most exciting city. With Janko Puls’s
unique perspectives, Point of View New York City seeks to awaken readers’ curiosity, challenging them to
figure out where and what the photographs depict. Point of View New York Cityexplores the many layers of
the vast and always-evolving city of New York?playground, home, workplace, urban landscape. Made for both
locals and tourists alike, this interactive photography book will provide a unique experience for anyone who is
interested in the sights of New York City. From the most recognizable landmarks to more obscure locations,
the photographs collected here transcend the image of New York City that most are familiar with, diving into
little known alleys and more intimate urban locations.
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Slovart Publishing, Ltd.
9788055625966
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£19.95
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030

10.8 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.3 lb Wt

Martin Štrba
Solid Ground under One's Head
Martin Strba

Contributor Bio
Martin Strba (1961) studied applied photography at the Secondary School Applied Art in Bratislava from
1976 to 1980. He then enrolled at the Film and TV School of the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague to
study cinematography, graduating in 1986. He was part of the Slovak New Wave which inclined toward staged
photography and the post-modern strategies of the 1980s. At the end of 1980s and the beginning of the
1990s, he participated in several exhibitions at home and abroad. Strba interrupted his photographic work in
1991 and turned to film. As director of photography, he participated in the creation of a number of
exceptional films with directors Martin Sulík, Vladimir Michálek and Agnieszka Holland. In 1999, 2000 and
2013 he won the CFTA Ceský lev award for best camera.

Summary
This selection of photographs by cameraman Martin Štrba is an important representative of the Slovak New
Wave, and reflects the personal story of this artist and his unique ability through simple compositions to
capture the feelings and values that he believes to be important. The publication is the first monograph to be
presented to the wider public and critics. Martin Štrba doesn´t intend to shock the viewer, he just wants to
talk. He doesn´t want to comprehend the whole world, only what he finds to be important. Love, faith,
closeness, friendship. The men and women in his photographs are symbols at the same time as they are
concrete people. He admits that he is inspired by surrealism, which is visible in the absurd line of his work.
The influence of the film industry appeares in his pictures too.

Slovart Publishing, Ltd.
9788055628967
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$69.95/$93.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 7
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030

11.3 in H | 10 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

Matejka
Aurel Hrabušický, Filip Vanco

Contributor Bio
Aurel Hrabusicky was born in 1955. He is an art critic and historian. He studied at the Faculty of Philosophy,
Comenius University in Bratislava. In 1996, he was appointed curator of the new media collection and the
collection of photography at the Slovak National Gallery in Bratislava. His field of research is visual art in
Slovakia in the last century. Filip Vanco was born in 1972. He is a photographer, curator, teacher and
gallerist. He completed his Master’s studies at the Department of Visual Media of the Academy of Fine Arts
and Design in Bratislava where from 2004 to 2009 he was the head of the legendary Photography Studio. In
1996, he founded the journal PARK (1996 – 2002) and served as its editor in chief.

Summary
The photographic work of Ivan Matejka is connected with several paradoxes. He possessed a genetically-
determined head start compared to other photographers – blessed with distinctive talent, he created his first
noteworthy shots at the age of sixteen. It seemed that he took off as a photographer at full speed, as his
photographs were quickly exhibited, published and from time to time even awarded. However, he remains a
little-known photographer. He has only had two smaller solo exhibitions, and sporadically participates in
cultural life; in fact, almost no one has seen his work from the past two decades. Ivan Matejka perceives the
world as “chaotic and messy.” However, when it comes to photography, he thinks that “this mess must be
removed. In a photographic picture, there must be order like the gears in a watch…” And so, for Matejka,
roses bloom even in a junkyard. One simply has to be close enough, and supremely alert in order to observe
the world opening up for us in countless new views.
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Slovart Publishing, Ltd.
9788055632995
Pub Date: 9/1/18
$110.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030

11.5 in H | 12.3 in W | 1.2 in
T | 5 lb Wt

Memoria
Vanishing Slovakia
Alan Hyža

Contributor Bio
Alan Hyža has published eight photography books and has received several domestic and foreign awards. In
2009, the Central European House of Photography in Bratislava awarded his book Misia with the Egon Erwin
Kisch prize while also honoring him as the Photographer of the Year.

Summary
Photographer Alan Hyža sets out to follow the traces of Slovakia´s past. He records the echoes of time in
shots of ancient, small churches and places of final rest. By playing with light and composition, Hyža captures
evidence of the country's history and fragile beauty in the castles and chateaus, as well as basilicas, churches,
towers, and chapels from every region of Slovakia.

Triplekite Publishing
9780993258930
Pub Date: 9/1/16
Ship Date: 9/1/16
$25.95/$36.95 Can./£18.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 21
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011030

9.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Yosemite
Charles Cramer

Contributor Bio
Charles Cramer has been photographing the landscape for 40 years. His prints are available through many
fine galleries, including the Ansel Adams Gallery in Yosemite. Cramer was selected by the National Park
Service to be an artist-in-residence in Yosemite in 1987 and again in 2009. He has taught digital imaging for
the Ansel Adams Gallery Workshops, Anderson Ranch, John Sexton Workshops, and others. He has been
profiled in PhotoTechniques, Outdoor Photographer, Outdoor Photography (UK), Camera Natura (Sweden), and
Popular Photography (China), PhotoVision, and View Camera Magazines. He is also included in the books
Landscape: The World’s Top Photographers, published in 2005, and First Light: Five Photographers Explore

Yosemite’s Wilderness, published in 2009.

Summary
Charles has been photographing Yosemite for over 40 years. The photography he brings from this location is
intimate and classic in equal measure, displaying a personality only achievable through such familiarity.
Honored to be represented by Ansel Adams gallery, the ultimate accolade for any photographer working this
area.
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Ammonite Press
9781781453063
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$26.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

9.3 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

From Dawn to Dusk
Mastering the Light in Landscape Photography
Ross Hoddinott, Mark Bauer

Contributor Bio
Ross Hoddinott and Mark Bauer are both award-winning professional photographers, and this is their third
practical, hands-on guide to landscape photography, after The Art of Landscape Photography and The

Landscape Photography Workshop.

Summary
This photography guide has a unique structure that leads the reader on an hour-by-hour, picture-by-picture
journey from dawn to dusk, and then on into the night. Each chapter focuses on the benefits and challenges
of shooting in the available light at a particular time of the day, highlighting suitable landscape types, styles of
photography and processing techniques of that moment. There are regular "technique" panels to help readers
hone their camera skills, and each chapter concludes with an awe-inspiring double-page image that
demonstrates the results that are possible—accompanied by an extended caption and a personal anecdote
from the photographer.

Graffeg
9781912213825
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$11.95/£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50

7.8 in H | 7.8 in W

The Fox 2019 Calendar
Jane Russ

Contributor Bio
Jane Russ served as author and editor for The Fox Book, from which these range of amazing photographs
are derived. Her titles also include The Hare Book and The Owl Book.

Summary
This beautifully presented wall calendar features 12 intimate and dynamic images of the fox in action in its
natural habitat, an endlessly fascinating creature and one which still features frequently in newspapers and in
the public consciousness. Space for notes each day makes it a practical organisational tool, with a punched
hole for display. Supplied board-backed in a cello-bag.
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Graffeg
9781912213818
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$11.95/£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50

7.8 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.1 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

The Hare 2019 Calendar
The Hare Preservation Trust

Contributor Bio
The Hare Preservation Trust works toward the understanding, conservation, and welfare of one of Britain's
best-loved species.

Summary
The Hare Calendar 2019, published in association with The Hare Preservation Trust, features 12 stunning and
illuminating images of hares in the British countryside, photographed by talented members of the Trust and
highlighting the importance of the hare to British wildlife. With space for notes each day and supplied board-
backed in a cello bag.

Graffeg
9781912213917
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$11.95/£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

7.8 in H | 7.8 in W

Brecon Beacons 2019 Calendar
Drew Buckley

Contributor Bio
Drew Buckley's images have featured in hundreds of national magazines, including BBC Countryfile, BBC

Wildlife, Outdoor Photography, Digital SLR, Photo Plus, The Great Outdoors, and Country Walking; and
national newspapers such as the Times and Guardian. In 2017 Drew received his fourth Highly Commended at
the British Wildlife Photography Awards and since 2012 has won awards at the GDT European Wildlife
Photographer of the Year, International Garden Photographer of the Year, National Photography Awards,
Outdoor Photographer of the Year, and Bird Photographer of the Year.

Summary
The Brecon Beacons area of Wales is steeped in myth and legend
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Graffeg
9781912213795
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$11.95/£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

7.8 in H | 7.8 in W

Pembrokeshire 2019 Calendar
Drew Buckley

Contributor Bio
Drew Buckley's images have featured in hundreds of national magazines, including BBC Countryfile, BBC

Wildlife, Outdoor Photography, Digital SLR, Photo Plus, The Great Outdoors, and Country Walking; and
national newspapers such as the Times and Guardian. In 2017 Drew received his fourth Highly Commended at
the British Wildlife Photography Awards and since 2012 has won awards at the GDT European Wildlife
Photographer of the Year, International Garden Photographer of the Year, National Photography Awards,
Outdoor Photographer of the Year, and Bird Photographer of the Year.

Summary
Pembrokeshire is one of Wales's most historic and treasured locations, with its rich environments a draw for
tourists from around the world. A resident of the county, Drew Buckley has been able to use his intimate
knowledge to produce 12 images of its outstanding landscapes for this 200 x 200mm wall calendar,
showcasing them at their breathtaking and dramatic best. Supplied with a punched hole for display and
board-backed in a cello bag.

Natural History Museum,
London
9780565094294
Pub Date: 12/1/18
On Sale Date: 12/1/18
$12.95/£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 54
Photography  / 
Photojournalism
PHO015000
Series: Wildlife Photographer
of the Year

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Highlights Volume 4
Rosamund Kidman Cox

Contributor Bio
Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years. She is the coeditor of books
including Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth for BBC Books.

Summary
The photographs collected here include each of the category winners and encompass all aspects of wildlife and
environmental photography, from underwater to urban wildlife. Twenty-five striking images from the
competition's special People's Choice vote are also included. For more than 50 years, the Wildlife
Photographer of the Year competition has championed honest and ethical wildlife photography, while pushing
the boundaries of artistic freedom, technical skill, and narrative excellence. Each stunning photograph is
accompanied by an extended caption, and there is an introduction by one of the world's most respected
nature photographers.
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Natural History Museum,
London
9780565094287
Pub Date: 12/1/18
On Sale Date: 12/1/18
$39.95/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 13
Photography  / 
Photojournalism
PHO015000
Series: Wildlife Photographer
of the Year

10 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Portfolio 28
Rosamund Kidman Cox

Contributor Bio
Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years. She is the coeditor of books
including Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth for BBC Books.

Summary
For more than 50 years, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has championed honest and ethical
wildlife photography, while pushing the boundaries of artistic freedom, technical skill, and narrative excellence.
This powerful collection of pictures features all the winning photographs from the 2018 competition. The
collection represents the work of many international photographers, both professionals and amateurs. The
photographs are chosen by an international jury for their artistic merit and originality, from categories that
represent a diversity of natural subjects. The range of styles is diverse, as is the genre of photography,
including action, macro, underwater, landscape, or environmental reportage. Each photograph is accompanied
by an extended caption and there is an introduction by one of the world's most respected nature
photographers.

Somogy Art Publishers
9782757212967
Pub Date: 1/1/18
$25.95/€19.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

72 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Pets  /  Dogs
PET004000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Chiens Cachorros Dogs
Alécio de Andrade, Marie Nimier

Contributor Bio
Alécio de Andrade studied law at the Faculdade de Direito in Rio de Janeiro. He publishes poems in various
Rio de Janeiro literary magazines. In 1961, he was awarded the Poetry Prize by the "Primeira Semana de Arte
Contemporânea da Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro." He later turned to photography, and in 1961, he
was employed by the film director Adolpho Celi as chief stills photographer for Marafa, Millôr Fernandes’
screen version of the novel by Marques Rebelo. He was awarded a scholarship by the French Government to
study at the Institut des hautes études cinématographiques in Paris. From 1966 to 1973 he worked as a
foreign correspondent for Brazilian weekly Manchete. In 1983, he was awarded a scholarship from the French
Ministry of Culture to produce a photography book on childhood, which was published three years later as a
monograph titled Enfances. He is a regular contributor to multiple international publications, such as
Mari-Claire, Elle, Lui, and Newsweek. Marie Nimier is a French novelist and lyricist.

Summary
Photography takes note of the world. It shows how the world is, but does not change it. It only goes as far as
meaning and wanting to change the world. Photography must be rooted in the instantaneous in order to
reveal a vision of the world, a synthesis of its mystery and its objects. Photography may only acquire
greatness when it is able to convey the authenticity of the transitory elements of the world.
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Author Photo - 1

Chicago Review Press
9781569768150
Pub Date: 10/1/11
$35.00/$39.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
List Rollins as "Photographs
and Writings by"
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  /  Photoessays
& Documentaries
PHO014000

9 in H | 11.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 2.1 lb Wt

Contributor Images

Occupants
Henry Rollins

Contributor Bio
Henry Rollins joined the Southern California band Black Flag as vocalist in 1981. Upon its demise, he formed
Rollins Band, and has been making records, writing books, and touring the world ever since. Rollins has
averaged over one hundred shows a year for over 30 years. He also performs in movies and TV shows and
hosts a weekly LA radio show.

An unflinching look at the human condition in extreme places and situations around the world

Summary
For the past twenty-five years, Henry Rollins has searched out the most desolate corners of the Earth—from
Iraq to Afghanistan, Thailand to Mali, and beyond—articulating his observations through music and words, on
radio and television, and in magazines and books. Though he’s known for the raw power of his expression,
Rollins has shown that the greatest statements can be made with the simplest of acts: to just bear witness,
to be present.
In Occupants, Rollins invites us to do the same. The book pairs Rollins’s visceral full-color photographs—taken
in Bangladesh, Burma, Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Northern Ireland, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and
elsewhere over the last few years—with writings that not only provide context and magnify the impact of the
images but also lift them to the level of political commentary. Simply put, this book is a visual testimony of
anger, suffering, and resilience. Occupants will help us realize what is so easy to miss when tragedy and
terror become numbing, constant forces—the quieter, stronger forces of healing, solidarity, faith, and even j...

Whitecap America
9781551109480
Pub Date: 1/1/99
$19.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Travel  /  Pictorials
TRV019000
Series: America

10.3 in H | 10.4 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.7 lb Wt

Minneapolis and St. Paul
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.
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Bunker Hill Publishing Inc
9781593730833
Pub Date: 4/16/10
On Sale Date: 4/16/10
$25.00
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
History  /  Modern
HIS037070

6 in H | 9.4 in W | 1.2 in T |
2.1 lb Wt

Legacy of Flight
Images from the Archives of the Smithsonian National Air & Space
David Romanowski, Melissa Keiser

Contributor Bio
David Romanowski is a writer-editor in the Exhibits Division of the Smithsonian's National Air and Space
Museum. He joined the museum in 1987. Romanowski recently wrote the Official Guide to the Smithsonian's
National Air and Space Museum published by Smithsonian Institution Press. He has contributed to several
other books and worked on countless exhibitions.
Melissa A. N. Keiser is the Chief Photo Archivist at National Air and Space Museum Archives Division. She has
also photo edited Best of the National Air and Space Museum and contributed to numerous other publications
and exhibitions since joining the museum in 1985.

Summary
The camera is some sixty years older than the airplane, but both came of age together; the one there to
witness the other. The Legacy of Flight pays tribute to both, capturing instants, ordinary and momentous, that
illuminate the history of flight. Witness men struggling to hold down John Steiner's balloon as he prepares for
a wild and stormy flight over (and into) Lake Erie. Watch the Wright brothers testing their glider at Kitty Hawk
before turning skeptics into believers as they demonstrate their new invention. Sit on the grass with World
War I aircrews awaiting the call to duty. Stand beside the men and women who made the machines in war
and peace, loaded and unloaded them, maintained them and flew them too. Meet a young air mail pilot
named Charles Lindbergh, wing-walk with barnstormers, and marvel at the streamlined beauty of Amelia
Earhart's Lockheed Electra airplane and her Cord Phaeton automobile. Observe Robert Goddard experimenting
with the world's first liquid-fuel rocket. Experience World War II with observers perched on London rooftops,
with the crews on the decks of ai...

Incorgnito Publishing Press
9781944589301
Pub Date: 5/30/18
On Sale Date: 5/14/18
$21.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

334 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

6.2 in H | 8.5 in W | 1 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

NewsReal
Tim Ortman

Contributor Bio
Tim Ortman has spent 35 years - a lifetime, working in television news, having worked for all major U.S
television news networks (NBC, ABC, CBS, CNN, FOX) and the BBC. As an Emmy nominated and award-
winning Cameraman and Producer, his understanding of the overall television production process is
comprehensive; with four decades of experience shooting, lighting, editing, story editing, writing and
producing.

However, his chops were truly made on the front lines of news as part of the Foreign Press Corps. Based in
Europe during the 80's as an impressionable 20-something staff cameraman for NBC News, his understanding
of and appreciation for the news biz was formed when the news biz was at its most trustworthy zenith.

His globe-trotting travels have taken him on assignments in five continents, covering everything from
presidential elections to Papal visits, Olympiads to Olympic Park bombings, war, revolution, famine, terrorist

Summary
In today’s thousand-channel, blog-heavy news environment, it’s tough to envision a time when everyone was,
more or less, on the same page; when news coverage was less contentious and delivered in a straightforward
fashion. NEWSREAL is a view through the lens to when such a time did truly exist.

Recalled by Emmy Award winning cameraman and producer, Tim Ortman, NEWSREAL relives a time when the
news landscape was owned by the 'Big 4' networks. With their vast assemblage of domestic and international
bureaus, enormous budgets and loyal viewers, they were everywhere and anywhere news happened--and as
an NBC cameraman, Ortman found himself at the frontlines of these stories.

In today’s world, the same fact-based reporting competes with an increasing interference from talk show
interpretations and online opinions. NEWSREAL evokes a time void of that noise. A time when anchormen
were more trusted than presidents, the reporting was riveting, the stories were real, and ‘Fake News’ was
nowhere to be found.
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New Holland Publishers
9781922134752
Pub Date: 12/1/16
$25.00/€23.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023130

9.5 in H | 7.2 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Salt & Light
Photo Journal by Ryan Pernofski
Ryan Pernofski

Contributor Bio
Ryan Pernofski is a photographer and graphic designer.

He shares his seascape video and photography work on his Vine, Instagram and YouTube channels - which
have a collective following of over 350,000.

Salt & Light is Ryan's first book. Follow Ryan on Vine, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube and Twitter
@RyanPernofski.

Summary
Immerse yourself in the beautiful and surreal seascape photography of Ryan Pernofski. Filled with inspiring
photos, stories, musings and photography tips, ‘Salt & Light’ was developed and collected over three years of
shooting in and around the ocean.

Best known for his seascape photography and videography, Ryan Pernofski shares his work on Instagram,
Vine and YouTube and has cultivated a social media following of over 350,000 - and over 300 million video
views. ‘Salt & Light: Photo Journal by Ryan Pernofski’ is a 128-page book, presented in magazine format.

The photographs in ‘Salt & Light’ were predominantly taken with just an iPhone and waterproof case. ‘Salt &
Light’ is comprised of several sections, each revealing an element of Ryan Pernofski’s approach to
photography and his creative process; including his ‘Top Ten Tips’ for the amateur and professional
photographer.

Filled with rich galleries of his favorite images collected over three years, the book also details personal
experiences, thoughts and stories, featuring “The Day I Nearly Died”. A portion of the sales of ‘Salt &...

PM Press
9781629635033
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$20.00/$27.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

72 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Photography  / 
Photojournalism
PHO015000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Black and White
Images from the Archives of Liberation News Service Photographer Howard Epstein, 1968-1974
Howard Epstein

Contributor Bio
Howard Epstein was a collective member and staff photographer at Liberation News Service from 1969 to
1974 and a printer for the politically progressive Inkworks Press collective from 1980 until the shop's closure
at the end of 2015. Epstein used his talents as a photojournalist to challenge state power and to promote an
alternative vision of social and economic justice during the tumultuous Vietnam War era and the Nixon
presidency.

Summary
Black and White is a book of 32 evocative images of political conflict and confrontations in the streets taken
by Howard Epstein when he was a photographer for Liberation News Service. The collection of images is a
visceral flashback to the political turmoil of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Epstein's photographs will
resonate both for people who lived through those struggles and those organizing and protesting today.
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SelectBooks
9781590791981
Pub Date: 10/1/09
On Sale Date: 10/1/09
$34.95/$38.99 Can./£23.99
UK/€26.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  / 
Photojournalism
PHO015000

10.9 in H | 10.1 in W | 0.6 in
T | 2.1 lb Wt

Enough To Go Around
Searching for Hope in Afghanistan, Pakistan & Darfur
Chip Duncan

Contributor Bio
Chip Duncan is a filmmaker, photographer, author and President of The Duncan Group, Inc., a documentary
and feature film production company formed in 1984. Duncan has received over 100 national and
international awards for his work as a writer, producer, director and photographer. His latest production,
LANDSLIDE - The Presidency of Herbert Hoover, airs nationwide on public television this year.

Summary
Imagine 30 years of warfare. Imagine a powerful earthquake destroying your livelihood and home. Imagine
your village destroyed and your family murdered in genocide. Writer/photographer Chip Duncan takes readers
on a journey through three of the world's most challenging places. What he finds- hope- might surprise
you.Few countries are of more interest and importance today than Afghanistan, Pakistan and Sudan. Yet,
most of us will never visit these challenging places. Duncan takes viewers into the heart of conflict and shares
the human face and stories of those who live there. He also helps to defy stereotypes while undermining the
fear that has often driven our perceptions and our policies.Enough to Go Around puts a face on thoughtful and
vibrant men, women and children who've been marginalized by years of conflict and poverty. This is the first
book of still photography from veteran documentary filmmaker and writer, Chip Duncan, who takes us on a
journey through over 70 breathtaking, inspiring, troubling and thought-provoking color images that truly
bridge the gap between us and them...

Ammonite Press
9781781451427
Pub Date: 5/15/15
$23.95/$28.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Photography  /  Reference
PHO017000
Series: Expanded Guides

7 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T |
1 lb Wt

Nikon D750
Jon Sparks

Contributor Bio
Jon Sparks is an award-winning photographer and writer specializing in landscape and outdoor photography.
He supplies images to the global libraries Corbis and Alamy as well as selling images directly through his own
library.

Summary
The D750 is Nikon's new full-frame DSLR, occupying a position between the D610 and D810 in the company's
FX format line-up. It's designed for the serious photographer, and of particular interest to anyone stepping up
to full-frame from one of Nikon's APS-C format models. For those who want to switch between stills and video
with ease and who love to share their shots, this camera could be an ideal tool. Not only does it offer superb
image quality, but also it features cinematic video capabilities in a compact fully weather-sealed design with a
tilting 3.2 in., 1229k-dot Vari-angle LCD and built-in Wi-Fi connectivity, two SD card slots, and 6.5 fps
continuous shooting in both FX and DX formats. The D750 offers 24.3 megapixels in a FX format, and a
51-point AF system with Group Area AF mode, a powerful EXPEED 4 image processor, and Full HD video
recording at 50/60p. The large sensor, together with the processor, enables stunning images and videos to be
captured across a sensitivity range of ISO 100–12800 (expandable to 50–51,200).
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Ammonite Press
9781781452226
Pub Date: 7/15/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$34.95/$46.95 Can./£19.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Photography  /  Reference
PHO017000

8.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Underwater Photography Masterclass
Alex Mustard

Contributor Bio
Dr. Alex Mustard has been taking underwater photographs for 30 years and has been a full-time underwater
photographer for the past 10 years. Previously, he worked as a marine biologist at the UK's National
Oceanography Centre. His photographs have won many awards including, on five occasions, the BBC Wildlife
Photographer of the Year. He has also won multiple categories in the British Wildlife Photography Awards. In
2013, Alex was named GDT European Wildlife Photographer of the Year.

Summary
With marine biologist Dr. Alexander Mustard as your guide you can learn all you need to know to explore the
amazing creatures and landscapes that exist underwater. From information about diving equipment and
cameras, to crucial advice on understanding and controlling light underwater, this book provides all the
background you need before you take the plunge. Topics covered include wide-angle light, macro lighting,
ambient light and macro techniques. With the benefit of 30 years of experience taking underwater
photographs, Alexander guides the reader in an authoritative yet accessible tone, along with sharing many
stunning images of the weird and wonderful animals and sights he has encountered beneath the waves.

Live Model Books
9781936801398
Pub Date: 3/1/15
Ship Date: 3/1/15
$26.99/$31.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
CD-ROM

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Photography  /  Reference
PHO017000
Series: Art Models series
Territory: WOR

7.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.2 lb Wt

Art Models Photoshoot AnaIv Motion Session
Douglas Johnson

Contributor Bio
Douglas Johnson was self taught in computer science and became a Research and Development engineer in
his early twenties without a college degree. After several years, he left engineering to attend university where
he completed a Bachelor of Science degree in Applied Mathematics with a Concentration in Physics,
graduating Summa Cum Laude (with highest honors) in just 3 years. While finishing the degree, he began
photographing art models for a side project that was intended to be used by sculptors. Because it was for
sculptors, the models were photographed on a rotating platform. He eventually formed a publishing company,
Live Model Books, to bring collections of these photos to the public. That has become the "Art Models" project
and includes hardcover book, disk, and e-book publishing as well as several websites that give artists access
to figure photos

Summary
Try new techniques, get in some practice time, or work on a finished piece with this collection of Art Models
pose photos for a fraction of the price of hiring a model or buying individual poses. These collections of poses
from individual Art Models Photoshoots are a cost effective way to collect all the poses from favorite models
and modeling sessions. Scale, rotate, flip, enlarge, brighten, darken and even combine images using standard
photo editing software like Photoshop or GIMP. Because the photos are presented in JPEG format, they can be
sent to any device or printer. The AnaIv Motion Session presents a motion Photoshoot with Art Models’ AnaIv,
an athletic female model. Includes poses not photographed in rotation and from two different sessions. Motion
takes place on the floor in standing or rolling poses and in the air, which shows the body in positions not
easily achievable on the ground. These photos allow an artist to work with poses that just could not be held in
a live modeling session; a great action reference! Some poses can be grainy and others may appear blurry
due to...
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Live Model Books
9781936801367
Pub Date: 3/1/15
Ship Date: 3/1/15
$24.99/$29.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
CD-ROM

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Photography  /  Reference
PHO017000
Series: Art Models series
Territory: WOR

7.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.2 lb Wt

Art Models Photoshoot Ginger 1B Session
Douglas Johnson

Contributor Bio
Douglas Johnson was self taught in computer science and became a Research and Development engineer in
his early twenties without a college degree. After several years, he left engineering to attend university where
he completed a Bachelor of Science degree in Applied Mathematics with a Concentration in Physics,
graduating Summa Cum Laude (with highest honors) in just 3 years. While finishing the degree, he began
photographing art models for a side project that was intended to be used by sculptors. Because it was for
sculptors, the models were photographed on a rotating platform. He eventually formed a publishing company,
Live Model Books, to bring collections of these photos to the public. That has become the "Art Models" project
and includes hardcover book, disk, and e-book publishing as well as several websites that give artists access
to figure photos

Summary
Try new techniques, get in some practice time, or work on a finished piece with this collection of Art Models
pose photos for a fraction of the price of hiring a model or buying individual poses. These collections of poses
from individual Art Models Photoshoots are a cost effective way to collect all the poses from favorite models
and modeling sessions. Each pose presents the model in the series’ trademark in-the-round 360-degree
rotation, showing the pose from 24 points of view. Multiple angles enable artists to choose their view—very
important in creating art that conveys an artist’s individual style. Choose an image and zoom in on any part of
the figure to achieve a higher level of detail. Digital artists can give their creations ultra-realistic features and
traditional artists can create detailed or monumental-size paintings and drawings. Scale, rotate, flip, enlarge,
brighten, darken and even combine images using standard photo editing software like Photoshop or GIMP.
Because the photos are presented in JPEG format, they can be sent to any device or printer. Ginger Session

1B pr...

Live Model Books
9781936801282
Pub Date: 3/1/15
Ship Date: 3/1/15
$29.99/$35.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
CD-ROM

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Photography  /  Reference
PHO017000
Series: Art Models series
Territory: WOR

7.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.2 lb Wt

Art Models Photoshoot Trisha1 Session
Douglas Johnson

Contributor Bio
Douglas Johnson was self taught in computer science and became a Research and Development engineer in
his early twenties without a college degree. After several years, he left engineering to attend university where
he completed a Bachelor of Science degree in Applied Mathematics with a Concentration in Physics,
graduating Summa Cum Laude (with highest honors) in just 3 years. While finishing the degree, he began
photographing art models for a side project that was intended to be used by sculptors. Because it was for
sculptors, the models were photographed on a rotating platform. He eventually formed a publishing company,
Live Model Books, to bring collections of these photos to the public. That has become the "Art Models" project
and includes hardcover book, disk, and e-book publishing as well as several websites that give artists access
to figure photos

Summary
Try new techniques, get in some practice time, or work on a finished piece with this collection of Art Models
pose photos for a fraction of the price of hiring a model or buying individual poses. These collections of poses
from individual Art Models Photoshoots are a cost effective way to collect all the poses from favorite models
and modeling sessions. Each pose presents the model in the series’ trademark in-the-round 360-degree
rotation, showing the pose from 24 points of view. Multiple angles enable artists to choose their view—very
important in creating art that conveys an artist’s individual style. Choose an image and zoom in on any part of
the figure to achieve a higher level of detail. Digital artists can give their creations ultra-realistic features and
traditional artists can create detailed or monumental-size paintings and drawings. Scale, rotate, flip, enlarge,
brighten, darken and even combine images using standard photo editing software like Photoshop or GIMP.
Because the photos are presented in JPEG format, they can be sent to any device or printer. Trisha Session 1

pre...
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Ammonite Press
9781781453001
Pub Date: 10/1/17
Ship Date: 10/1/17
$24.95/$33.95 Can./£16.99
UK/€20.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023010

9.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

Drone Photography and Video Masterclass
Fergus Kennedy

Contributor Bio
Fergus Kennedy is a marine biologist, photographer, and filmmaker, and an experienced multi-rotor pilot and
camera operator. Through his company, Skylark Aerial Imaging, he provides aerial video, still photography,
and 3D modeling services to clients including the BBC, ABC Television, Canon Europe, Love Productions, WWF,
and the Royal Navy. He has worked extensively in surveys and environmental mapping projects, and operates
a small fleet of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).

Summary
Drones are changing the way we interact with the world, and—with one of their key applications being aerial
photography—the way we look at it. Stills and videos that once required an aircraft charter are now being
shot with a drone carried in a backpack. Over 1.5 million posts on Instagram are tagged with #drone. This
book takes the view that successful drone photography is all about the shot, not the drone. So, while the
reader is equipped with an essential introduction to drone technology, flying skills, safety measures, and legal
requirements, author Fergus Kennedy demonstrates how the skills of planning, composition, lighting, focus,
and exposure remain essential to capturing great images. He shows how to transfer camera tools and
technique from ground to air to achieve outstanding overhead, panoramic, and 360º shots; and how to
master gimbal and other skills to bring depth and movement to video tracking shots. Applications from 3D
mapping and modeling to landscape and travel photography are covered, demonstrating the range of markets
and creative possibilities available to the p...

Magic Light Publishing
9781894673686
Pub Date: 11/18/13
On Sale Date: 11/18/13
$35.00/£29.50 UK/€40.99
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Photography  /  Photoessays
& Documentaries
PHO014000

8.7 in H | 10.7 in W | 0.7 in
T | 2.1 lb Wt

Earth, Spirit of Place
Featuring the Photographs of Chris Hadfield
John McQuarrie, Chris Hadfield, Walter Natynczyk

Contributor Bio
John McQuarrie is an Ottawa-based author and photographer whose major clients have included Coors,
Marlboro, McDonnell-Douglas and Lockheed. But his real passion is producing coffee table books. His earlier
works focused on the Canadian Air Force from the Second World War to the Gulf War and the Canadian Armed
Forces in their role as Peacekeepers. John then turned his camera onto the cattle business and working
cowboys. And he is quick to point out that his unfulfilled childhood dream of becoming either a cowboy or a
fighter pilot has, in later life, finally been realized vicariously through the lens of his camera.
Chris Hadfield decided to become an astronaut after watching the Apollo moon landing with his family at their
cottage on that momentous July day in 1969. He was nine years old, and it was impossible for Canadians to
become astronauts. In 2013, he served as Commander of the International Space Station (ISS) orbiting the
Earth during a five-month mission. Fulfilling this lifelong dream required intense focus, natural ability and a
singular commitment to space exploration. Dur...

Summary
Astronauts on board the International Space Station have many tasks, but a consistent favorite is taking
photographs of Earth. The ISS astronauts don't just take digital images randomly. The photos they shoot are
part of a well-defined program of data collection coordinated through the Crew Earth Observations team at
Johnson Space Center. Current research targets include glaciers, deltas, urban areas, coral reefs, megafans
(inland deltas), and long-term ecological monitoring sites. Dynamic events such as hurricanes, dust storms,
volcanic eruptions, and fires are also imaged when possible.Astronauts also document the growth and change
of human-made features, such as cities. The database of astronaut photography is freely accessible via the
Internet and has made this book possible. For Chris Hatfield's more than 1,000,000 Twitter followers, you will
also find his artful tweets enlivening captions of his images. Complementing his photos are a number of NASA
satellite shots captured by various orbital platforms over the last few years. As millions of you know, he was
successful beyond ...
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Bella Figura Publications
9780990772514
Pub Date: 5/28/16
Ship Date: 5/28/16
$26.99/$31.99 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO001000

8.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Dream of Venice Architecture
Riccardo De Cal, Richard J Goy, JoAnn Locktov

Contributor Bio
Riccardo De Cal is a documentary filmmaker and photographer who focuses his work on architects,
architecture, and restorations in the Veneto. He has exhibited at the Venice and Bucharest Biennales, the
Milan Triennale, and film festivals in Lisbon, Cannes, and Venice. He lives in Asolo, Italy. Richard J. Goy is an
architect with an expertise in the conservation and restoration of historic buildings. He is the author of The

House of Gold, Venice an Architectural Guide, Venice: The City and Its Architecture, and Venice Vernacular

Architecture. He divides his time between London and Venice.

Summary
Winner, IPPY Silver Award in Architecture
Finalist, 2016 Foreword Indies Award in Architecture

An intimate journey through the remarkable Venetian urban landscape, this book reveals the architectural
features that contribute to the incredulity of the beautiful city from the mysterious sotoporteghi to the
complexity of Carlo Scarpa's "immaculate detailing". Evocative photographs complement the personal reveries
contributed by 36 notable international architects and architectural writers who have been inspired by the city
and share in her wonder. Included are personal reflections from Tadao Ando, James Biber, Mario Botta,
Michele De Lucchi, Massimiliano Fuksas, Robert McCarter, Richard Murphy, Witold Rybczynski, Annabelle
Selldorf, and Thomas Woltz.

New Holland Publishers
9781921024900
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$19.99/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

246 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
House & Home  /  Design &
Construction
HOM004000

9.5 in H | 7.7 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Coastal Homes Of The World
Monique Butterworth

Contributor Bio
Monique Butterworth is a 45-year-old writer, journalist & editor specialising in lifestyle, celebrity,
entertainment & news.

With over 25 years working in print media Monique has since moved into book publishing.

Monique lives with her partner James, daughter Matilda, her horse Marty, dog Rob Roy & cat Oreo.

Summary
Many of us dream of living by the sea and this is coastal living at its very best . A collection of the world’s
most stunning waterfront properties. This design and lifestyle book evokes the sound of the surf or the feel of
sand between your toes – you will be drawn to these coastal homes and the lifestyle they embody.

Whether it’s award-winning architecture, lavish interiors or more simply the spectacular views, the collection
of homes will inspire the reader to create their own ‘coastal’ abode, in their own personal style. Each location
comes with a signature dish or recipe typical of the region.

Chapters include: Houses in Australia; Carribean; Bahamas; USA , Hamptons, Florida, Long Island, Malibu;
France; Italy; Spain; Ibiza; Greece; Mexico; Peru; West Indies; New Zealand, Asia.

Featuring some of the world’s best architects and their work, style and design as well as interior design with
unusal features within the home or outside.

“Be inspired, dream away and imagine yourself living and breathing in all the wonderment of coastal living in
these spectacular of homes”
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Ebury Press
9781785035517
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$24.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO001000

7.8 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

Abandoned
The Most Beautiful Forgotten Places from Around the World
Mathew Growcoot, Ebury Press

Contributor Bio
Mathew Growcoot is a photographer and former urban explorer.

Summary
From the empty magical theaters of Detroit to the lost playgrounds of Chernobyl, there are places across the
globe that were once a hub of activity, but are now abandoned and in decay. With nature creeping in and
reclaiming these spots, we are left with eerie crumbling ruins and breathtaking views of deserted places, that
offer us a window into past and capture our imagination. Abandoned showcases the very best photographs
from around the world documenting this phenomenon. More immersive than a museum and more human than
a lecture, abandoned photography has given the world an exciting way to look at our history and the places
we have long neglected.

New Holland Publishers
9781742579085
Pub Date: 11/1/16
$19.99/£14.99 UK/€18.49
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Design  /  Fashion &
Accessories
DES005000

7.7 in H | 6.7 in W | 1.2 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Fashion
The Evolution of Style
Lucinda Gosling

Contributor Bio
Lucinda Gosling is an historian and chief archivist for the Mary Evans Picture Library.

She studied history at the University of Liverpool and has contributed articles on illustration, royal history and
WWI to various publications and is the author of Brushes and Bayonets, a survey of Great War cartoons from
the Illustrated London News archive.

Summary
Remember knitted bathing suits and utility clothes? Fifties shirt-waisters and the ever-rising mini? Mods,
rockers, hippies and the happening boutiques of swinging sixties London?

Fashion takes the reader on a journey along the ever-changing road of what we wore, from the turn of the
20th century to the 1980s. Packed with over 400 images, the volume charts the contrasts and rapid evolution
of style across the decades.

Compiled from one of the UK’s most unique historical archives, Mary Evans Picture Library, Fashion is a
celebration of glamour and style, and an insight into how clothes are part of the fabric of our lives.
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Slovart Publishing, Ltd.
9788055627328
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£24.95
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

248 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO009000

11 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.5 lb Wt

Lost (m)ODE
Clothing Culture in Slovakia from 1945 to 1989
Zuzana Sildíková

Contributor Bio
Zuzana Sidlikova studied the science of fine art at the Faculty of Art of Comenius University and clothing
design at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bratislava. She also participated in internships at schools of arts,
architecture and design in Prague, Kiel and Hamburg. Later, she worked as editor of the magazine Designum

at the Slovak Design Center. In 2010, she completed her doctoral studies at the Academy of Fine Arts and
Design in Bratislava and continued her research and pedagogical activities at the Research Center. Currently
she is the curator of the fashion and the textile collection at the Slovak Design Museum in Bratislava. She is
the author of the publications Fashion in Slovakia in the Interwar Period, Textile and Design in the 20th and

21st Centuries and the co-author of Fashion in Slovakia (a Brief History of Clothing).

Summary
Lost (m)ODE captures more than 40 years of the clothing culture in Czechoslovakia during the socialist era.
Post-war clothing design felt the intense pressure of the new ideology, which this book demonstrates with
excerpts from daily newspapers and fashion magazines and the esthetic ideas portrayed in unique fashion
photographs. This publication also presents individuals who were lost within the anonymous atmosphere of
Slovak clothing manufacturs, and interesting stories of designers, editors, models, tailors and photographers
and others from the fashion industry. The view of fashion changed with socialist ideology. The word fashion
was replaced by the terms dress and apparel. It lost its elitist nature and its social function was changed.

North Star Press of St. Cloud
9781682010709
Pub Date: 7/5/17
$16.00/$18.00 Can./€15.99
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 54
Poetry  /  Subjects & Themes
POE023040

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

The Medicine of Place
J. Vincent Hansen, Chuck Norwood

Contributor Bio
J. Vincent Hansen grew up on a farm near Sauk Rapids, Minnesota. After high school, he spent three years in
the Army followed by seven years working in East Africa as an agricultural volunteer with the Maryknoll
Fathers. He is the recipient of the 1990 Loft-McKnight Award for Poetry, and a 2009 Bush Artist Fellowship in
Poetry. He is the author of the book Blessed Are the Piecemakers, and a multi-media play, The Wedding of
Tomorrow and Sorrow. He lives with his wife, Jeanette, on five acres near Sauk Rapids, Minnesota.

Chuck Norwood makes his home in St. Cloud, Minnesota and is employed as Technical Director for the
Paramount Center for the Arts. Chuck has been making photographs for 30 years. He is a member of the
Artist Guild of Central Minnesota, the Great River Arts Association of Little Falls and the Arts Alliance of Elk
River, Minnesota. Chuck is the recipient of the 2011 Individual Artist Grant and the 2014 Career Development
Grant from the Central Minnesota Arts Board.

Summary
In The Medicine of Place, the reserved, spartan poetry of J. Vincent Hanson mixes seamlessly with the
deep-hued photographs of everyday objects by Chuck Norwood. The result is an earthy and sweat-scented
homage to old-fashioned hard work and the beauty to be found in the minutia of a life well-lived and a place
well-loved.
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Ammonite Press
9781907708657
Pub Date: 4/1/12
$12.95/$16.95 Can./£7.99
UK/€9.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

300 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023100
Series: Britain in Pictures

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

The 1960s
Ammonite Press

Ammonite Press
9781781452790
Pub Date: 10/1/17
Ship Date: 10/1/17
$12.95/$16.95 Can./£7.99
UK/€9.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023100
Series: Camera & Conflict

7 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

The Vest Pocket Kodak & The First World War
Jon Cooksey, Richard van Emden

Contributor Bio
Jon Cooksey is a leading military historian, editor of Stand To! magazine and author of over 20 titles. His
work has appeared in military magazines and he's appeared on the BBC as a military historian. As an
experienced battlefield guide, he leads tours for both world wars as well as the Falkland Islands. His books
include Pebble Island: The Falklands War 1982 and Calais: A Fight to the Finish.

Summary
When one thinks about World War I, one doesn’t immediately imagine the soldiers recording the horrors of
trench warfare by taking snaps with their pocket cameras. But that is exactly what happened. Launched in
April 1912, the Vest Pocket Kodak was one of the world’s first compact cameras. About the height and width
of today’s iPhone, it was small enough to fit into the pocket of a vest and became something of a craze on the
eve of the war. It was advertised as the "Soldier’s Kodak" and troops were encouraged to "Make your own
picture record of the War." With the military banning journalists from reporting early setbacks in the war,
newspaper editors offered soldiers a prize for their VPK photographs of £1,000—over ten times a lieutenant’s
salary. The images they preserved offer a remarkably personal viewpoint, and create a fascinating link
between the camera and the conflict. The first half of the book sets the technology and timeline of the camera
against those of the war. It looks at how the Vest Pocket Kodak was developed and advertised, and tells the
story of its significance in ...
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Ammonite Press
9781781450840
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040
Series: Mastering

10 in H | 10 in W | 1 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Mastering Landscape Photography
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning landscape and travel photographer.

Summary
The definitive guide to capturing beautiful and compelling images outdoors

Landscape photography can be a solitary experience, but award-winning landscape photographer David Taylor
believes creativity requires a certain amount of peaceful contemplation to flourish. What skills or
requirements, therefore, does a successful landscape photographer need? An ability not to mind getting cold
or wet is one that springs to immediately to mind, but a landscape photographer also has to understand how
the weather and the seasons affect the landscape. Navigational skills are useful to find potential subjects.
Above all, empathy for the natural world is a prerequisite. Beginning with a comprehensive guide to the
choice of cameras, lenses, and other equipment and accessories, Taylor goes on to discuss the fundamentals
of exposure—aperture, shutter speed, ISO, dynamic range—and an appreciation of the effects of light on the
landscape, at various times of the day and in all types of weather. Practical advice on planning for an outdoor
shoot covers the basics of assembling a travel kit, using maps and...

Ammonite Press
9781781453209
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$34.95/$46.95 Can./£19.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

9 in H | 11.3 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

Masters of Landscape Photography
Ross Hoddinott

Contributor Bio
Ross Hoddinott has won Young Wildlife Photographer of the Year and British Wildlife Photographer of the
Year. His books include Digital Exposure Handbook, The Art of Landscape Photography, and Digital Macro

Photography.

Summary
Landscape photography is one of the most popular genres for amateur photographers. Mastering the genre,
however, takes time: time to perfect exposure, color, composition, and—perhaps above all else—the ability to
see and record the landscape in a way that will make your photographs stand above the rest. This guide
delves into the world of 16 leading lights, each with their own unique take on how, where, and why the
landscape should be recorded. Through probing interviews and beautifully reproduced images, the reader is
given an insight into the artist’s working practices, from equipment to techniques. Glorious color photographs
sit beside atmospheric monochrome, the latest digital techniques rub shoulders with traditional film-based
imaging, and conventional landscape mores are countered by experimental artworks, guaranteeing something
to inspire every reader.
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Ammonite Press
9781781450529
Pub Date: 6/1/15
Ship Date: 6/1/15
$26.95/$31.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

9.3 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.5 lb Wt

The Art of Landscape Photography
Ross Hoddinott, Mark Bauer

Contributor Bio
Mark Bauer is a regular contributor to photographic press, currently writing for Digital SLR magazine,
Photography Monthly and Landscape Photography. He has written three books and is also a multi-award
winner in the prestigious Landscape Photographer of the Year competition. Ross Hoddinott is a regular
contributor to a number of magazines, including Outdoor Photography and Digital SLR Photography. He has
enjoyed multiple successes in the prestigious Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition and in 2008 was
on the judging panel. In 2009, Ross was named British Wildlife Photographer of the Year at the annual BWPA
awards. Ross is the author of five photography books.

Summary
Showcases the principles of composition and aesthetic design, with numerous examples to illustrate
the compositional points being discussed

There are many general titles on landscape photography, but few that really tackle the issue of composition in
great depth. This guide assumes a good working knowledge of the technical basics—such as correct exposure,
filtration, and sharpness—and concentrates on the "heart and soul" of landscape photography: the principles
of composition and aesthetic design to convey meaning and emotion. While technique is not ignored, the
emphasis is on how it impacts on the aesthetics of the image—for example, using filtration to enhance the
mood of a scene rather than simply to balance the extremes of contrast. Because of the nature of the subject
matter, this is very much a picture-led book, with numerous example pictures to illustrate the compositional
points being discussed. At the back of the book there will be thumbnails of all the pictures used, with a
summary of the technical details—camera, lens, ISO, shutter speed, aperture, filtration—to ensure that...

BookBaby
9781631925245
Pub Date: 8/27/15
Ship Date: 8/27/15
$35.00/$42.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

120 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

7 in H | 9 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Massapequa: A Pictorial History Through The Eyes of Baby Boomers
Rich Klein, Lisa Glass Fiebert

Contributor Bio
Rich Klein is a versatile fine art photographer who creates compelling images of cityscapes and landscapes
with a strong focus on New York State, where he has lived all his life. A native of Massapequa Park, NY, he
collaborated with Lisa Glass-Fiebert (his kindergarten classmate) on a photography book: Massapequa: A
Pictorial History Seen Through The Eyes of Baby Boomers. The book has led to multiple month-long
photography exhibits on Long Island. Klein, founder of Rich Klein New York Photography, also shoots
community/corporate events, concerts, engagement sessions and outdoor/indoor weddings with a
photojournalist style. His next book in the works will be a collection of landscapes and key sites from around
Sullivan County's Catskills, his summer home from 1969 through 1977 and where he has lived since 2006,
just a few miles from the Woodstock '69 site in Bethel, NY. His prints can be viewed, shared or purchased
through http://www.richklein.zenfolio.com.

Lisa Glass Fiebert has been an avid photographer since childhood, always being especially fond of shooting
nature's landscapes and...

Summary
Two photographers who met in their 1967 kindergarten class and who remained schoolmates through their
high school graduation in 1979, reunited 30 years later to work on Massapequa: A Pictorial History Though
The Eyes of Baby Boomers. Co-authors Rich Klein and Lisa Glass-Fiebert had a simple vision for the book: to
dramatically capture through their camera lenses the places around Massapequa and Massapequa Park that
baby boomers would most identify with: where they went to school, where they ate and shopped, where they
prayed and where they played. Aside from the photos shot by Glass-Fiebert and Klein, the book includes some
nostalgic photos culled from other alum. There is a section of essays from noted Pequa alumni, including
journalists Steven Greenhouse of The New York Times and Carol Sottili of The Washington Post; authors Betsy
Israel and Tom Terwilliger, who was Mr. America; musician Wade Preston, the lead in the Broadway show
"Movin' Out", and world renowned wrestling coach, Al Bevilacqua, who taught Seinfeld how to drive and who
advised Tom Cruise for his wrestling scenes in ...
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Graffeg
9781910862995
Pub Date: 1/1/18
Ship Date: 1/1/18
$34.95/$46.95 Can./£25.00
UK/€29.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.9 in T |
2.6 lb Wt

Hinterland
Ceredigion Landscapes
Ed Talfan, David Wilson

Contributor Bio
Ed Thomas is Creative Director and Executive Producer at Fiction Factory. He has written, directed or
produced more than 150 hours of award-winning drama across all genres. He is also a playwright; his work
has toured internationally and has been translated into more than 10 languages. They include House of

America (1996), East From the Gantry (1993), Flowers of the Dead Red Sea (1991), Song from a Forgotten

City (1995), Gas Station Angel (1998) and Stone City Blue (2004). David Wilson is a Welsh landscape
photographer, renowned for his atmospheric black and white images. He was brought up in Haverfordwest and
now lives near the river village of Llangwm with his wife and children. Graffeg has collaborated with David to
produce the books Pembrokeshire and Wales: A Photographer’s Journey, showcasing the breathtaking
landscape across Wales, as well as the stunning collection 50 Buildings That Built Wales.

Summary
Exploring the terrain of rural Wales and its capacity for hidden stories, Hinterland: Ceredigion Landscapes

focuses on the essential relationship between the internationally acclaimed TV-drama Hinterland and its
setting in Ceredigion, Wales. Essays from the series creators, scriptwriter Cynan Jones and photographer
David Wilson explore this relationship, along with a stunning new selection of landscape photography from
around the county by David and photographs taken during production. Hinterland: Ceredigion Landscapes

presents the narrative potential and stark, unspoilt beauty of Wales, showcasing the reasons its new
prominence and popularity amongst international audiences and visitors.

Jacana Media
9781431425525
Pub Date: 7/2/18
$21.95
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023090

10.3 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.3 lb Wt

A Drain on Our Dignity
Masixole Feni

Contributor Bio
Masixole Feni is a freelance photojournalist. He has worked for various news media including Paris Courier, Big
Issue magazine and Independent Newspapers in Cape Town. Feni started his career as a photographer in his
early teens when he joined Jenny Altschuler’s Drumming Photography Workshop at the Iziko SA Museum in
1999. Between 2011 and 2012 he was formally accepted on the South African Centre for Photography’s
mentorship program. He soon began working for newspapers and NGOs, winning a number of awards along
the way.

Summary
Photojournalist Masixole Feni, the first black winner of the 2017 Ernest Cole award, showcases his work in A
Drain on our Dignity: An Insider’s Perspective. It portrays issues such as evictions, poor infrastructure, lack of
sanitation, water scarcity, and overpopulation in black communities. As Feni says, “I live at the back of an
RDP house in Mfuleni on the Cape Flats. I experience issues like poor sanitation, access to clean water and
the flooding first hand”. Photographing the lack of sanitation was unpleasant, but he did not want a
photographer from outside the community telling their stories while he watched on. This is an insider’s
account of people’s lives in informal settlements. The photographs depict very graphically the inequality that
exists between underprivileged communities and privileged communities. Jacana Media in conjunction with the
Ernest Cole Photographic Award have published the three previous award winners’ photographic collections
and this is the fourth in the series. The Ernest Cole Award is curated by the Centre of African Studies (CAS) at
the University of...
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Ammonite Press
9781781453193
Pub Date: 2/1/18
Ship Date: 2/1/18
$39.95/$53.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO013000

10.3 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.9 in
T | 3.3 lb Wt

British Wildlife Photography Awards
Collection 8
Maggie Gowan

Contributor Bio
Maggie Gowan is director of the British Wildlife Photography Awards.

Summary
This dazzling collection showcases the very best of the British Wildlife Photography Awards, presenting over
150 of the winning, commended and shortlisted images from the 2017 competition. Featuring a range of
photography from world-leading professionals as well as inspired amateurs, it is a book that captures the
magnificent diversity of the British Isles. Now in its eighth year, the annual competition has a long tradition of
supporting conservation. It provides a platform for the finest examples of British nature photography,
revealing its wonders to a wide audience and engaging with all ages through its evocative and powerful
imagery. With a £20,000 prize from lead sponsor Canon, it is one of the most prestigious photography
competitions, attracting major sponsors and culminating in an exhibition at London’s Mall Gallery. British

Wildlife Photography Awards 8 is divided into the competition’s fifteen categories, from Animal Portraits
through to the Young People’s Awards. Every photograph is beautifully reproduced in a large format, with
detailed technical information alongside the...

Black & White Publishing
9781785300844
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$11.95/$15.95 Can./£7.99
UK/€9.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO013000

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Puppy Love
A Book of Dog Lovers for Dog-Lovers
Hugo Ross

Contributor Bio
Hugo Ross is a photographer and a volunteer at his local pet rescue center.

Summary
Dogs may be man's best friend, but there is no stronger bond than that which exists between a pup and his
pals. Whether they are sharing their bowls, playing with their favorite toy, or are snuggled up together in their
favorite sofa spot, there is no love quite like puppy love. From puppy piles to old crooners, Puppy Love is
filled with beautiful photos of canine kindred spirits—in all shapes and sizes! Perfect for dog lovers, or simply
lovers, this collection of dogs at their most adorable is sure to melt any heart.
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Freight Books
9781910449417
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO013000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Pub Dogs of London
Portraits of the Canine Regulars in the City's World Famous Hostelries
Fiona Freund, Graham Fulton

Contributor Bio
Fiona Freund is a professional portrait photographer who has been a regular contributor to Vogue UK since
2004. Other clients include: Elle, Elle Decor, EMI, ES Magazine, Esquire, Gina Shoes, Guardian Weekend,
Harpers’ Bazaar, Heinemann Publishing, Hugo Boss, Ikea, Marie Claire, Marie Curie, MGM, Mix Max, MoJo,
Nivea, Observer Life, Q, Select, Standard Life, Tatler, the Telegraph, Telegraph magazine, Terrence Higgins
Trust, Thames and Hudson, Time Out, Universal Music and many more. Graham Fulton is an acclaimed poet
with a number of books to his name and contributed to Pub Dogs of Glasgow.

Summary
Pub Dogs of London is a beautiful, charming coffee-table book of photographic portraits of the many and
varied canine regulars of London’s inimitable public houses. With a range of famous breeds as well as the
expected scruffy mongrels, and with biographical profiles of each pub-visiting pooch, this is the must-have
record of the capital’s world-famous demi-monde. The book also includes some occasional humorous verse
inspired by the images from poet Graham Fulton.

Hummingbird Books
9780692300893
Pub Date: 6/3/15
$29.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Pets  /  Dogs
PET004000

8.3 in H | 9.8 in W | 1 in T |
2.7 lb Wt

Dogs On Cape Cod
Kim Roderiques

Contributor Bio

Irresistible photographs by one of the Cape's well-known locals, for those who love dogs and love Cape Cod,
wherever you are now!

DOGS ON CAPE COD will bring back the blissful feeling of those long walks on the Cape with your loving, furry
companion, wherever you are right now.

Anyone who has ever met...

Summary
Irresistible photographs by one of the Cape's well-known locals, for those who love dogs and love Cape Cod,
wherever you are now!

DOGS ON CAPE COD will bring back the blissful feeling of those long walks on the Cape with your loving, furry
companion, wherever you are right now.

Anyone who has ever met Kim Roderiques, even on one occasion, knows of her pure affection, and, quite
frankly, her obsession with dogs. Having had dogs throughout her life, it wasn’t until Kim reached adulthood
that she began to comprehend the incredible gift they give to us.

This book began when Kim's dear friend arrived on the Cape with her new puppy, a Cavalier King Charles,
named Murphy. From the first moment Kim photographed the puppy, she began to see the Cape in a very
different light; she saw it through Murphy’s eyes. His wonderment of seeing everything for the very first time,
made it evident how much he loved his home.

And, with that, the idea was born to publish a book capturing the love that dogs have for this unique
environment. DOGS ON CAPE COD conveys the special happiness the Cape has to offer ever...
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Natural History Museum,
London
9780565093952
Pub Date: 12/15/16
Ship Date: 12/15/16
$39.95/$53.95 Can./£25.00
UK/€33.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 9
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO013000
Series: Wildlife Photographer
of the Year

10 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 2.4 lb Wt

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Portfolio 26
Rosamund Kidman Cox

Contributor Bio
Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years. She is the coeditor of books
including Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth for BBC Books.

Summary
For more than 50 years, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has championed honest and ethical
wildlife photography, while pushing the boundaries of artistic freedom, technical skill, and narrative excellence.
This powerful collection of pictures features all the winning photographs from the 2015 competition. The
collection represents the work of many international photographers, both professionals and amateurs. The
photographs are chosen by an international jury for their artistic merit and originality, from categories that
together represent a diversity of natural subjects. The range of styles is also diverse, as is the genre of
photography, including action, macro, underwater, landscape, or environmental reportage. Together this
outstanding collection is a reminder of the splendor, drama, and variety of life on Earth. Each stunning
photograph is accompanied by an extended caption and there is an introduction by one of the world's most
respected nature photographers.

Natural History Museum,
London
9780565094157
Pub Date: 12/15/17
Ship Date: 12/15/17
$39.95/$53.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO013000
Series: Wildlife Photographer
of the Year

10 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.7 in T
| 2.4 lb Wt

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Portfolio 27
Rosamund Kidman Cox

Contributor Bio
Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years. She is the coeditor of books
including Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth for BBC Books.

Summary
For more than 50 years, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has championed honest and ethical
wildlife photography, while pushing the boundaries of artistic freedom, technical skill, and narrative excellence.
This powerful collection of pictures features all the winning photographs from the 2016 competition. The
collection represents the work of many international photographers, both professionals and amateurs. The
photographs are chosen by an international jury for their artistic merit and originality, from categories that
together represent a diversity of natural subjects. The range of styles is also diverse, as is the genre of
photography, including action, macro, underwater, landscape, or environmental reportage. Together this
outstanding collection is a reminder of the splendor, drama, and variety of life on Earth. Each stunning
photograph is accompanied by an extended caption and there is an introduction by one of the world's most
respected nature photographers.
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New Holland Publishers
9781921517860
Pub Date: 5/1/17
$25.00/£19.99 UK/€25.49
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Nature  /  Animals
NAT037000

9.9 in H | 8 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.6 lb Wt

Camouflaged Wildlife
Joe & Mary Ann McDonald

Contributor Bio
Joe and Mary Ann McDonald are based in the USA and have been photographing wildlife around the world for
many decades.

Their work has appeared in just about every major natural history publication and they are editors for Nature
Photographer magazine. They have published many books and won a number of awards.

One of their specialist areas is taking images of camouflaged creatures.

Summary
Camouflaged Wildlife is one of the most wide-ranging and comprehensive books ever published on the
subject.

Some of the images have to be seen to be believed in terms of the subjects’ remarkable imitations of their
natural backgrounds, including shape, colour and pattern, which often aid them in their roles as hunting
predator or prey attempting to avoid capture.

Subjects include colour-changing chameleons and fish, birds which look like tree-branches, eggs which blend
with their background, butterflies which perfectly imitate leaves, crab spiders which mimic the bright petals of
their chosen bloom and Snow Leopards which merge seamlessly with the scree slopes on which they stalk
their prey.

Decades of work by the award-winning photographers, Joe and Mary Ann McDonald, are distilled down into
this remarkable and eye-catching book

New Holland Publishers
9781921517365
Pub Date: 12/8/15
$29.99/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Nature  /  Animals
NAT001000

9.6 in H | 9 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.6 lb Wt

Creatures of the Night
Mary Ann McDonald

Contributor Bio
Authors and photographers Joe and Mary Ann McDonald have been photographing wildlife for many decades.

Their work has appeared in just about every major natural history publication and they are both editors for
Nature Photographer magazine.

They have published many books and won a number of awards for their work.

One of their specialist areas is flash photography and taking images of nocturnal wildlife.

Summary
The secret world of nocturnal wildlife is seldom observed, even by the keenest of nature enthusiasts.

This unique book offers a window into the lives of little-known and studied creatures and their remarkable
behaviour and adaptations in order to optimise their ability to go about their business in the hours of
darkness.

Nocturnal creatures from around the world are covered by the series of stunning images, and these include
flying squirrels, sugar gliders, skunks, foxes, cats (including Ocelot and Jaguar), raccoons, owls, bushbabies,
genets, bats, frogs, toads, salamanders, snakes, geckos, spiders and a variety of insects.

Extended captions explain interesting facts about the creatures and behaviours shown, and also give advice
on photography.
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New Holland Publishers
9781925546224
Pub Date: 6/19/18
$19.99/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Nature  /  Animals
NAT020000

7 in H | 7.1 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Deadly Oceans
In Search of the Deadliest Sea Creatures
Nick & Caroline Robertson-Brown

Contributor Bio
Nick and Caroline Robertson-Brown are a husband and wife team of underwater photographers. They both
have degrees in biology from Manchester University, with Caroline also having a masters in animal behaviour.
Nick has been awarded a Fellowship from the Royal Photographic Society and he also has a masters in
teaching.

They are passionate about marine conservation and hope that their images can inspire people to look after
our seas and oceans.

Summary
The world’s oceans are filled with an array of venomous and toxic marine critters, not to mention a whole host
of apex carnivores. Join ace divers and photographers Nick and Caroline Robertson-Brown as they tour the
world in search of the 50 deadliest sea creatures. Animals covered come from all around the globe and
include jellyfish, sea snakes, blue-ringed octopuses, lionfish, pufferfish, stingrays, cone shells, leopard seals,
orcas, crocodiles and, of course, a whole range of sharks. And there’s an intriguing twist in deciding just
which one is the most deadly!

Each entry includes stunning images by the photographers, together with a concise and captivating
description of its deadly capabilities, along with facts such as where it can be found, making this the perfect
book for everyone from divers and armchair naturalists to schoolchildren with a morbid fascination for the
world’s most dangerous creatures.

New Holland Publishers
9781742579283
Pub Date: 6/1/17
$29.99/£16.99 UK/€29.49
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Pets  /  Dogs
PET004000

8.6 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Fur-Ever Loved
A Letter to My Dog
Ken & Beck Drake

Contributor Bio
Master Photographer Ken Drake and wife Beck established Zoo Studio in 2006, specialising in animal art
photography.

Zoo Studio photographs only pets, capturing the bond between them and their owners. Zoo Studio's signature
style is in capturing the unique personalities of all the animals they photograph.

Ken Drake is a multi award-winning photographer and animal portraiture specialist. Ken's understanding of
animal manners, body language and knowing how to bring out the very best in his furry subjects, sets Zoo
Studio apart.

Zoo Studio are also passionate about helping animals in need and have worked with many charities since Zoo
Studio was born - they even launched the Zoo Studio Foundation so they could provide a greater focus on
raising funds, using their photographic and business skills for charities that can't necessarily do it all
themselves.

Summary
FUR-EVER LOVED is a beautiful testament to the power of love we have for our best friend - the dog. A
moving compilation of heartfelt letters written to furry family members from the humans who love them the
most.

Each letter is brought to life by the stunning photographic portraiture of Zoo Studio’s multi award-winning
animal photographer Ken Drake.

FUR-EVER LOVED will make you want to laugh and cry and hold your own pets close.

A portion of the sales of FUR-EVER LOVED will be donated to animal welfare charities via the Zoo Studio
Foundation.
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New Holland Publishers
9781742579276
Pub Date: 4/3/17
$40.00/£24.99 UK/€39.99
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 4
Pets  /  Dogs
PET004000

11.3 in H | 11.3 in W | 1.2 in
T | 5.9 lb Wt

Pawtraits
Ken & Beck Drake

Contributor Bio
Master Photographer Ken Drake and wife Beck established Zoo Studio in 2006, specialising in animal art
photography.

Zoo Studio photographs only pets, capturing the bond between them and their owners. Zoo Studio's signature
style is in capturing the unique personalities of all the animals they photograph.

Ken Drake is a multi award-winning photographer and animal portraiture specialist. Ken's understanding of
animal manners, body language and knowing how to bring out the very best in his furry subjects, sets Zoo
Studio apart.

Zoo Studio are also passionate about helping animals in need and have worked with many charities since Zoo
Studio was born - they even launched the Zoo Studio Foundation so they could provide a greater focus on
raising funds, using their photographic and business skills for charities that can't necessarily do it all
themselves.

"We passionately believe that Animal Welfare is a top priority and that, as a successful business in the pet
industry, it is our duty to do what we can to help those animals in need, and the people who help them," says

Summary
Pawtraits is a stunning photographic collection capturing man’s best friends at their most adorable, playful,
mischievous and downright lovable selves. Each Pawtrait is an artwork in itself – a beautiful, personal ‘tail’ of
the love between a dog and their human – captured in Zoo Studio’s signature style. Since 2006, Zoo Studio
photographer Ken Drake has photographed over 9,000 pets – this book is a selection of his favourite photos.

“It is our passion, our soul, our life – every pet deserves to be celebrated and have their story told!” says
Ken, who has won over 120 professional photography awards and has won outright some of the biggest inter-
national photography competitions in the world. Animal lovers & photographic art connoisseurs alike will fall in
love with this book. A portion of the sales of Pawtraits will be donated to the animal welfare charity RSPCA.

New Holland Publishers
9781921517594
Pub Date: 3/15/16
$29.99/£19.99 UK/€24.49
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Nature  /  Animals
NAT037000

10.2 in H | 9.9 in W | 0.9 in
T | 3 lb Wt

Top Wildlife Sites Of The World
Will & Natalie Burrard-Lucas

Contributor Bio
Will Burrard-Lucas is a professional wildlife photographer from the UK.

His fascination with wildlife began in childhood when he was fortunate enough to spend some years living in
Africa. His interest in wildlife never waned and he has travelled extensively over the years to see and
photograph creatures from all corners of the globe.

On a quest for the perfect shot, he designs clever gadgets and gizmos to help him achieve fresh perspectives.

Getting his camera amidst a pride of lions immediately after a kill, capturing the scale of the wildebeest
migration from the air and edging up close to giant Komodo Dragons are all part of the day job.

Will's wife, Natalie Burrard-Lucas, is a doctor and also a keen writer. She shares Will's wanderlust and joins
him on many of his wildlife escapades. They recently spent a year living and working in Zambia. The latest
addition to their travel team is their daughter, Primrose.

Summary
Just what are the most amazing spectacles that every wildlife enthusiast has to see during their lifetime? Top
nature photographer and intrepid traveller Will Burrard-Lucas has spent years visiting the far-flung corners of
the world capturing thousands of breathtaking images along the way.

More than 30 sites are covered, each with a locator map, beautiful photographs, a fact file and an evocative
account of what it's like to go there, written by Will's wife and travel companion Natalie. Destinations range
from Tasmania to Svalbard and from the Okavango Delta to Alaska.
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New Holland Publishers
9781925546217
Pub Date: 6/12/18
$19.99/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Nature  /  Animals
NAT001000

7 in H | 7 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Wildlife In Pictures
Craig Hayman

Contributor Bio
Photographer and author Craig Hayman grew up in South Africa, raised in a family that revered the natural
world. After completing postgraduate studies in architecture at the University of Cape Town, he returned to
the soil to train as a wildlife photographic safari guide. After three years as a safari guide, Hayman began
training new guides and exploring for ecotourism potential in Gabon, equatorial west Africa. Hayman has
travelled extensively through 6 continents, and now lives in Sydney, Australia.

He completed a masters degree at Sydney University, and has since returned to architecture, taking a role
that allows him to explore his passion for sustainable design. He now photographs the landscapes and oceans
of Australia, and continues to return to the wild places of Africa.

Summary
Author Craig Hayman had the rare opportunity of living and working in some of Africa’s most spectacular
wilderness areas for several years.

During his time as a wildlife photographic safari guide he was able to capture many dramatic and intimate
moments in photographs, including stunning images of elephants, lions, leopards, crocodiles and many other
inspiring creatures.

Wildlife in Pictures reveals, through images and stories, a behind-the-scenes snapshot of the remarkable life
of a conservationist and safari guide.

Penguin UK
9781846149429
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$45.00/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO013000

10 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.3 in T
| 3.2 lb Wt

Really Good Dog Photography
Lucy Davies, Hoxton Mini Press, Penguin Books

Contributor Bio
Hoxton Mini Press has teamed up with Penguin Books to create a brand new series of books gathering the
best photography around on certain photographic subjects, hoping to reach the widest audience with art that
enriches the human experience. Really Good Dog Photography is the first title in the series.

Summary
Dogs and photography have gone hand in paw almost since the medium was invented and our passion
remains undiminished, with pictures of adorable, bright-eyed dogs all over the internet. The photographs in
this book offer an alternative to all the fluff. They approach the dog as a dignified, intelligent and noble being,
and they consider our relationship with man's best friend for the extraordinary thing it really is. Elegant,
beautiful, surprising, sometimes comical, full of drama and heart, these images show the world's best-loved
animal in a remarkable new light.
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Ebury Press
9781785033520
Pub Date: 5/1/17
Ship Date: 5/1/17
$59.95/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO016000

8 in H | 5 in W | 1 in T | 3.5
lb Wt

The Female Lead
Edwina Dunn, Brigitte Lacombe

Contributor Bio
Edwina Dunn is the co-founder of worldwide loyalty programs like Tesco’s Clubcard, and knows first-hand
what it feels like to work in a male-dominated industry, and how women’s lack of confidence so often holds
them back. Edwina founded The Female Lead, a not-for-profit organization, in 2012, which has showcased
hundreds of women's stories of achievement and endeavor, globally, since then. Brigitte Lacombe is an
award-winning photographer whose work has appeared in Vanity Fair, Glamour, New Yorker, GQ, and The

New York Times, and has been collected in Lacombe: Anima/Persona. She lives in New York City.

Summary
This beautiful book profiles women from all walks of life: from politicians to artists, journalists to teachers,
and engineers to campaigners. But this is not a book about celebrities, though many of the subjects are
well-known. These are women who have led their field, who have broken the mold to achieve, or who have
inspired changes through relentless endeavor. Telling their stories through in-depth interviews, and illustrated
with arresting photography by world-class photographer Brigitte Lacombe, this book will help and inspire
women everywhere to realize their hopes and ambitions. Subjects include journalist Tina Brown; Academy
Award-winning actress Meryl Streep; actress, writer, and director Lena Dunham; Nobel Peace Laureate
Leymah Gbowee; the first female fire fighter in the FDNY, Brenda Berkman; MP Mhairi Black; sailor Tracy
Edwards; entrepreneur Jo Malone; and human rights activist Yeonmi Park.

Whitecap America
9781940416380
Pub Date: 4/14/14
On Sale Date: 4/14/14
$19.95/€18.49 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

10.2 in H | 10.2 in W | 0.5 in
T | 1.8 lb Wt

New Orleans
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

Summary
New Orleans. The Big Easy. Home to a hybrid creole of cultures that produced the most recognizable city in
the world. Avenues flanked by French architecture, intricate ironwork, and bright colors. A walk down Bourbon
Street greets you with a heady mix of hot Mississippi air, gas lamps, and music filling just about every corner.
Jazz. Blues. And the food. Oh man, the food. Spicy jumbalaya. Hot chicory with a beignet. A po' boy stuffed
high with fried seafood. See the photos and hear the music swirl in your head while tasty gumbo dances on
your tongue. Stand in the midst of strong and historic New Orleans and take in those beautiful nights that feel
like they can never end.
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Whitecap America
9781552855980
Pub Date: 1/1/10
$12.95
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000
Series: America

8.1 in H | 8 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Texas
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

From the first 17th- century Spanish missions to Johnson Space Center's mission control, no other state
exemplifies the independent spirit of the frontier more than Texas. It's the largest state in the continental US,
hosting 11 different distinct ecological regions, from desert valleys to wooded mo...

Summary
From the first 17th- century Spanish missions to Johnson Space Center's mission control, no other state
exemplifies the independent spirit of the frontier more than Texas. It's the largest state in the continental US,
hosting 11 different distinct ecological regions, from desert valleys to wooded mountain slopes. Explore the
brush country of the Rio Grande and step among the yucca and cacti of the south Texan desert. Walk through
the dusty forts and settlements of the Big Bend and ride horseback through a ranch larger than all of Rhode
Island. See the Lone Star State in this photographic tribute of everything from the High Plains to the Gulf
Coast.

Whitecap America
9781940416304
Pub Date: 11/19/14
$19.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

10.1 in H | 10.1 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.8 lb Wt

Boston
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

The Puritan City. The Cradle of Liberty. The City on a Hill. Boston.

A bustling, sprawling New England metropolis, it's a city that has continued growing since its founding in
1629. A place deeply rooted in the collective American consciousness as the Revolution's birthplace. It's a
place famous for ...

Summary
The Puritan City. The Cradle of Liberty. The City on a Hill. Boston.

A bustling, sprawling New England metropolis, it's a city that has continued growing since its founding in
1629. A place deeply rooted in the collective American consciousness as the Revolution's birthplace. It's a
place famous for its cuisine; the better-of-the-two clam chowders, the baked beans, the lobsters, and the
steamed clams. It's an amazing, welcoming, vibrant city, and it comes to life here in over 90 pages of
photographs.
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Whitecap America
9781940416090
Pub Date: 11/19/14
$19.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

10.3 in H | 10.2 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.8 lb Wt

Florida
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

The hundreds of miles of beaches and months of warm weather in Florida make it the top tourist destination
in America. Each year, millions visit the Sunshine State to party on spring break among Miami’s hot downtown
nightlife or be a kid again at the largest vacation resort in the world.

And beyond t...

Summary
The hundreds of miles of beaches and months of warm weather in Florida make it the top tourist destination
in America. Each year, millions visit the Sunshine State to party on spring break among Miami’s hot downtown
nightlife or be a kid again at the largest vacation resort in the world.

And beyond the resorts and cities lie marvels of technology and nature. In Florida, you can witness the peak
of human ingenuity at the Kennedy Space Center, navigate your way around alligators in the swampy
Everglades, or island-hop through the beautiful white sands of the Keys. The pages of this book capture every
hideaway and niche Florida has to offer.

Whitecap America
9781552857915
Pub Date: 1/1/10
$12.95
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000
Series: America

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Florida
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

The hundreds of miles of beaches and months of warm weather in Florida make it the top tourist destination
in America. Each year, millions visit the Sunshine State to party on spring break among Miami’s hot downtown
nightlife or be a kid again at the largest vacation resort in the world.

And beyond t...

Summary
The hundreds of miles of beaches and months of warm weather in Florida make it the top tourist destination
in America. Each year, millions visit the Sunshine State to party on spring break among Miami’s hot downtown
nightlife or be a kid again at the largest vacation resort in the world.

And beyond the resorts and cities lie marvels of technology and nature. In Florida, you can witness the peak
of human ingenuity at the Kennedy Space Center, navigate your way around alligators in the swampy
Everglades, or island-hop through the beautiful white sands of the Keys. The pages of this book capture every
hideaway and niche Florida has to offer.
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Whitecap America
9781940416014
Pub Date: 1/20/14
On Sale Date: 1/20/14
$19.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000
Series: America

10.1 in H | 10.1 in W | 0.7 in
T | 1.8 lb Wt

Indiana
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

Summary
Scenic Indiana

Whitecap America
9781940416397
Pub Date: 11/19/14
$19.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

10.3 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.8 lb Wt

New York City
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

This is a love letter to New York City. It's the city that 8 million people call home and countless others flock to
each year as tourists, commuters, and sightseers. It's a city that defies neat packaging, a city that plays host
to a stunning array of ethnic food, cultures, and people. It's a city o...

Summary
This is a love letter to New York City. It's the city that 8 million people call home and countless others flock to
each year as tourists, commuters, and sightseers. It's a city that defies neat packaging, a city that plays host
to a stunning array of ethnic food, cultures, and people. It's a city on a schedule, with an energy and a pace
that's constantly moving.

It's the city that's seen it all, been through the worst, and is ready for what's next.

I love New York. This book contains over 90 pages of full-color photographs that will give you a reason to love
it too.
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Whitecap America
9781552856000
Pub Date: 1/1/10
$12.95
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000
Series: America

8.1 in H | 8 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Washington D.C.
Tanya Lloyd Kyi

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

It's the core of American power and the seat of its history. Washington DC lies along the Potomac River and
under the warm Southern air, among green parks peppered with pink Japanese cherry blossom trees.

DC's skyline is low and sprawling, its architecture a mix of neoclassical, gothic, modern, and...

Summary
It's the core of American power and the seat of its history. Washington DC lies along the Potomac River and
under the warm Southern air, among green parks peppered with pink Japanese cherry blossom trees.

DC's skyline is low and sprawling, its architecture a mix of neoclassical, gothic, modern, and Georgian revival
styles. The broad and open National Mall has played host to political protests and presidential inaugurations
alike. The Bill of Rights, the Constitution, and thousands of other important American documents live within
the thick walls of the National Archive.

Step into the hub of America's past, present, and future, in the photographic tribute to the nation's capitol.

Whitecap America
9781552851777
Pub Date: 5/1/09
On Sale Date: 5/1/09
$19.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

10.3 in H | 10.4 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.7 lb Wt

Wisconsin
Tanya Lloyd

Contributor Bio
Tanya Lloyd Kyi is a freelance graphic designer and writer. She grew up in Creston, British Columbia, but now
lives in Vancouver.

Summary
A rich history combined with dazzling natural beauty makes Wisconsin one of the most magnificent places in
America. From the shorelines of the Great Lakes and trails in the national forests to the dynamic city of
Milwaukee, the photographs in Wisconsin are a tribute to the state's diversity and splendor.
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Ammonite Press
9781781452363
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$14.99/$19.99 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

512 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 1.5 in T
| 2.1 lb Wt

London (2nd Edition)

A City in Pictures
Ammonite Press

Summary
London: A City in Pictures forms a tour of the city’s historic streets of medieval and classical architecture,
sumptuous palaces and distinctive bridges, and modern skyscrapers such as The Shard. It captures the rich
characters of Soho and Chinatown, London’s quaint squares and verdant parks, the vibrant theatreland,
world-class restaurants, the ubiquitous London pub, fine museums and art galleries, and the stadia that host
sporting spectacles from rugby, cricket and cycling to athletics, soccer and lawn tennis. It celebrates the rich
ethnic mix of diverse cultures that nevertheless exudes the unique character of London, revealed in more than
500 photographs hand-picked from the archives of the Press Association.

Bella Figura Publications
9780990772521
Pub Date: 9/5/18
$26.99/£23.50 UK
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000
Series: Dream of Venice

8.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.5 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Dream of Venice in Black and White
Tiziano Scarpa, JoAnn Locktov

Contributor Bio
Tiziano Scarpa was born in Venice, Italy in 1963. He is a novelist, poet, playwright, and journalist. In 1997
he won the Italia Prize for his writing. Scarpa’s lyrical novel, Stabat Mater (Serpent’s Tail, 2011) was awarded
the Strega Prize, Italy’s most prestigious literary honor. His acclaimed Venice is a Fish: a Sensual Guide

(Gotham Books, 2008) is known throughout the world as an idiosyncratic celebration of Venice. Corpo

(Einaudi, 2005) is a collection of aphorisms and short stories about fifty parts of the human body. His books
have been translated into many languages including Japanese, Chinese, Russian, Hebrew, and Arabic. Scarpa
has collaborated with musicians (jazz, rock, classical, pop) including Enrico Rava, Marlene Kuntz, Michele
Tadini, and Debora Petrina. His essays about modern and contemporary art have featured Anish Kapoor, Tino
Seghal, Mimmo Rotella, and Giorgio De Chirico. He currently lives in Venice. JoAnn Locktov is the founder of
Bella Figura Publications, an imprint dedicated to publishing books on Venice. She previously edited the first
two books in the "Dre...

Also Available
Dream of Venice Architecture - Hardcover - 5/28/2016 $26.99 9780990772514

Summary
Dream of Venice in Black and White reveals Venice as a narrative in chiaroscuro. Over 50 photographers from
10 countries have documented the city to create a visual legacy of elegant realism in light and shadow. The
acclaimed Italian author Tiziano Scarpa contributes a poignant reflection of his life as a Venetian, experiencing
“perpetual change.” His eloquent and candid Introduction exposes the complex issues that threaten the
survival of Venice. Venice has had the audacity to exist as a living city for over 1,500 years. But for how
much longer?

Dream of Venice in Black and White is dedicated to Gianni Berengo Gardin. His photographs, both captivating
and controversial, have become intrinsic to Italy’s collective conscious.

A portion of the proceeds from each book will be donated to the Ikona Photo Gallery, located in Venice’s
Ghetto Nuovo.
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Bunker Hill Publishing Inc
9781593730505
Pub Date: 11/13/06
On Sale Date: 11/13/06
$35.00
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023040

11.1 in H | 14.4 in W | 0.7 in
T | 3.1 lb Wt

Forcing Nature
Tree in Los Angeles
George Hass, Arty Nelson, Carolyn Peter, James McC...

Contributor Bio
Carolyn Peter is Associate Curator at the Hammer Museum of Los Angeles. She is author of A Letter from
Japan: The Photographs of John Swope and has contributed essays to numerous books and catalogues
including Reading California: Art, Image, and Identity, 1900-2000
George Haas is a Los Angelan portraitist, film-maker and photographer who works in the grand tradition of
American documentary and landscape photography.
Arty Nelson writes about art for the LA Weekly, contributed an essay to Beautiful Losers: Contemporary Art &
Street Culture and is the author of one novel, Technicolor Pulp
James McCourt, author of Mawrdew Czgowchwz, the tale of the ultimate diva, has been for four decades a
frequent to Los Angeles. He has often written on the city's history and culture, most recently in Queer Street:
The Rise and Fall of an American Culture 1447-1985, and in Wayfaring at Waverly in Silver Lake, the
continuing saga of Hollywood megastar Kaye Wayfaring. He lives in New york, Washington,DC and
Crossmolina, County Mayo, Ireland

Summary
When most people think of Los Angeles, a sprawling city steeped in diversity and multi-culturalism, trees are
rarely the first things to spring to mind. But the city landscape is virtually defined by its trees--all 150
officially approved varieties. Although Angelinos take pride in their trees, they also can take them for granted.
Not so for George Haas. If passers-by notice a Date Palm through the corner of their eyes, Haas is more apt
to focus on it and redefine the world by shifting attention from the activity of human beings to the activity of
trees. Not merely content to capture images through his lens, however, Haas as artist and philosopher bends,
stretches, and blurs reality into what we perceive it to be, transforming the raw data of the world into his
personal point of view. In the 80 images throughout this book, Haas has forced Nature to do his bidding. Still,
Haas's trees are portraits of Los Angeles in all its complexity and quirkiness, and his views of individual trees
reveal much about their surroundings and the humans with whom they share their habitat. For Haas, L.A....

Just World Books
9781682570074
Pub Date: 9/20/16
Ship Date: 9/20/16
$29.99/$35.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

9.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.7 in T |
2.3 lb Wt

Lens on Syria
A Photographic Tour of Its Ancient and Modern Culture
Daniel Demeter, Joshua Landis

Contributor Bio
Daniel Demeter was born and raised in Los Angeles, California. With a desire to travel and explore from a
young age, he undertook several journeys abroad starting at age 17. Over the next decade he traveled
independently to more than 35 countries throughout Europe, the Middle East, the Indian subcontinent and
Southeast Asia. He found himself particularly captivated by Syria, developing a deep appreciation for the
country’s rich culture, history, and archaeological heritage, and its kind and hospitable people. He then spent
more than three years exploring the country in depth, combining his passion for photography with his desire
to share the beauty of Syria with the world. He currently resides in San Luis Obispo with his wife and cat,
pursuing a degree in cultural anthropology and maintaining a website dedicated to Syria’s cultural and historic
sites. Joshua Landis is Director of the Center for Middle East Studies and Associate Professor at the
University of Oklahoma’s College of international Studies. He writes “Syria Comment,” a daily blog on Syrian
politics that attracts over 100,...

Summary
Thousands of remarkable monuments and relics fill the land of Syria from the coast of the Mediterranean to
its desert borders, dating back to the dawn of human history. The sites include: Bronze Age ruins, Roman
temples and necropolises, churches and monasteries from the early Christian and Byzantine eras, Muslim forts
and mosques, Crusader castles, and many more. When conflict broke out in 2011, these treasures were put
at great risk and in subsequent years, many were destroyed in battles—some were even the intentional
targets of extremists. From 2006–2009, American photographer Daniel Demeter traveled broadly throughout
Syria, documenting the country’s warm and kindhearted people, vibrant markets, exciting landscapes,
archaeological sites, historic monuments, and religious architecture. In seven chapters organized by region,
Lens on Syria offers a unique visual experience of pre-war Syria and serves as an invaluable record of the
country’s long history, rich heritage, and diverse culture.
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Magic Light Publishing
9781894673709
Pub Date: 11/1/14
On Sale Date: 11/1/14
$38.00/€37.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023100
Series: Spirit of Place

8.8 in H | 11.2 in W | 0.7 in
T | 2.6 lb Wt

Boston, Spirit of Place
Cape Ann to Cape Cod
John McQuarrie

Contributor Bio
John McQuarrie is an Ottawa-based author and photographer whose major clients have included Coors,
Marlboro, McDonnell-Douglas and Lockheed. But his real passion is producing coffee table books. His earlier
works focused on the Canadian Air Force from the Second World War to the Gulf War and the Canadian Armed
Forces in their role as Peacekeepers. John then turned his camera onto the cattle business and working
cowboys. And he is quick to point out that his unfulfilled childhood dream of becoming either a cowboy or a
fighter pilot has, in later life, finally been realized vicariously through the lens of his camera.

This new title is presently in production and is scheduled for an October 2014 release. Sample spreads can be
viewed on my website; magiclightphoto.ca. New spreads will be added every few weeks as the design process
evolves.

The history of Boston plays a central role in the American story. In 1630,...

Summary
In this richly illustrated title the reader is treated to a visual feast of over 250 images, many of which are
arranged in artful pairings of an archival illustration alongside one of McQuarrie's contemporary, colour
photographs of this same view as it appears today. Woven into the imagery is a lively text adapted from a
variety of sources that will provide many sides of this multi-facetted tale that has so shaped the city of Boston
we know today.

McBooks Press
9781590131459
Pub Date: 9/1/07
$16.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

5 in H | 7 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Finger Lakes Splendor
Derek Doeffinger, Gary Whelpley

Contributor Bio
Derek Doeffinger is a former Eastman Kodak Company photographer whose work has been published in the
photography collections Waterfalls and Gorges of the Catskills and Adirondacks and Waterfalls of the Finger

Lakes. He is the author of numerous photography how-to books including The Art of Seeing. Gary Whelpley
is a travel photographer, instructor, and former global photo ambassador for the Eastman Kodak Company.
They both live near Rochester, New York.

Summary
The splendor and beauty of New York's Finger Lakes are illuminated in this gorgeous photography collection.
From idyllic country scenes featuring whimsical roadside stands and small town festivals to magnificent
images of the region's spectacular waterfalls, gorges, and wineries, this visual journey through a western
portion of the Empire State will charm and delight.
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McBooks Press
9781590131602
Pub Date: 7/1/08
$29.95/$32.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

138 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

9 in H | 11.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.9 lb Wt

The Finger Lakes
Nature's Beauty
Den Linnehan

Contributor Bio
Den Linnehan is an avid hiker and photographer, and a graduate of the New York Institute of Photography.
He worked for Eastman Kodak Company for 32 years, and as a member of the Kodak Travel Club he
presented four major travel log shows of his photography. He is the author and photographer of Adirondack

Splendor. He lives near Rochester, New York.

Summary
The natural beauty of the Finger Lakes region of New York is captured in these stunning landscape
photographs. From thundering waterfalls to early morning mist rising off a still lake, these images evoke the
mystery and splendor of this unique geological area that was shaped by glaciers and honed by water.
Iridescent rainbows and vivid sunsets combine with shaded woodland glens and fields of phlox to make up
this gorgeous photo book that celebrates the majesty of upstate New York in all her many colors.

Mountain Trail Press
9780977793341
Pub Date: 5/28/07
$45.00/$56.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

12 in H | 12 in W | 0.9 in T |
4.2 lb Wt

Chesapeake: Bay of Light
An Exploration of the Chesapeake Bay's Wild and Forgotten Places
Ian Plant, Tom Horton

Contributor Bio
Ian J. Plant is a professional photographer. His work has been featured in Blue Ridge Parkway Wonder and

Light, Maryland Wonder and Light, Shenandoah Wonder and Light, West Virginia Wonder and Light, and
Virginia Wonder and Light. He lives in Lorton, Virginia. Tom Horton is the author of Bay Country, The Great

Marsh, An Island Out of Time, Turning the Tide, and Water's Way. His articles have been featured in National

Geographic. He lives in Baltimore, Maryland.

Summary
Following in the footsteps of Captain John Smith’s voyages from 400 years ago, this book, filled with
breathtaking photographs, captures the wild, untamed beauty and hidden and forgotten locales of the
Chesapeake Bay. Peppered with quotes from Captain Smith and with powerful essays that speak of the
harrowing plight of the Bay and the recent attempts at resuscitation, this keepsake presents the abundant
wildlife and waterways of one of America’s most celebrated natural treasures.
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Natural History Museum,
London
9780565093945
Pub Date: 12/1/16
Ship Date: 12/1/16
$39.95/$53.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

9 in H | 13 in W | 0.8 in T |
2.8 lb Wt

The Mara
Anup Shah

Contributor Bio
Anup Shah is an award-winning photographer who specializes in photographing wildlife. He is the author of
four popular photographic books: Tales from Gombe, Circle of Life, African Odyssey, and Serengeti Spy. He
was featured in The World’s Top Wildlife Photographers and in Horzu magazine as one of the five best wildlife
photographers in the world. He has won a number of categories in the prestigious Wildlife Photographer of the
Year competition and is one of the 10 "masters" in the Natural History Museum book The Masters of Nature

Photography. He has also carried out numerous photographic assignments for National Geographic.

Summary
This is the visual story of life in Maasai Mara, Kenya, wild home of African big game and one of the world’s
most famous wildlife reserves. Anup Shah’s distinctive style of photography propels the reader into the middle
of this evocative land and its resident animals, immediately and intimately. The Mara reveals a magnificent
stage for the performance of life. The drama is driven by the rhythm of the seasons, from the start of new life
at the end of the rainy season, through to the hardships endured during the long, dry season. The images
capture anger, death, hope, arrivals, and departures, and provide a startlingly fresh and rarely seen view of
life in this popular reserve. The images are accompanied by thought-provoking captions which describe the
breathtaking land that Anup experienced first-hand during trips to the Mara between 2011 and 2015. Now the
reader can experience the essence and wonder of Mara life with this astounding volume.

North Star Press of St. Cloud
9780878397532
Pub Date: 7/11/16
$20.00/€18.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
History  /  United States
HIS036090

8.6 in H | 10.9 in W | 0.5 in
T | 1.4 lb Wt

Quarry Quest
The History of Stearns County Quarry Park and Nature Preserve
Mark Sakry

Contributor Bio
Mark Sakry, executive director of the Boys & Girls Clubs of Central Minnesota and retired Stearns County
Commissioner, was born and raised in St. Cloud. He graduated from St. John's University in 1978, was elected
to the District 742 School Board in 1979-1982, and served twenty-two years on the Stearns County Board of
Commissioners, 1989-2010. In addition to his work establishing Quarry Park and Nature Preserve, Sakry
founded the Roosevelt, Southside, and Eastside Boys and Girls Clubs. Mark lives in Waite Park, MN with his
wife, Diane.

Summary
Quarry Quest is a remarkably thorough history of Stearns County's Quarry Park and Nature Preserve. The
book not only highlights the granite heritage of Central Minnesota and the many features of the park, but
captures the natural beauty and serenity of this magnificent plance in the many exquisite color photos that fill
its pages.
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Pucci Publishing
9789968670029
Pub Date: 12/1/11
$50.00/$65.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

248 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO019000

11.3 in H | 9.8 in W | 1.1 in
T | 3.8 lb Wt

Costa Rica Pura Vida (2nd Edition)

Juan José Pucci, Sergio Pucci

Contributor Bio
Sergio Pucci has practiced photography for more than 18 years and Juan José Pucci has practiced
photography for more than 25 years, traveling extensively throughout the CR National Parks and reserves

Summary
Languages: English & Spanish Hardcover book Color photographs: 337. Printed in FSC

The Magenta Foundation
9781926856100
Pub Date: 5/1/17
Ship Date: 5/1/17
$50.00/$60.00 Can./£35.00
UK/€49.99 EU
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

196 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023120

16.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Under Vancouver 1972-1982
Greg Girard

Contributor Bio
Greg Girard is a photographer who has spent much of his career in Asia. His work examines the social and
physical transformations taking place throughout the region. He lives in Vancouver.

Summary
Greg Girard’s photographs of Vancouver from the 1970s and early 1980s show us the city’s final days as a
port town at the end of the railway line. Soon after Vancouver began to be noticed by the wider world (Expo
86 is generally agreed on as the pivotal moment), the city began refashioning itself as an urban resort on
nature’s doorstep and attracting attention as a destination for real estate investment. At that time, long
before post-9/11 security concerns sealed off the working waterfront from the city, many of Vancouver’s
downtown and east side streets ended at the waterfront, an area filled with commercial fishing docks, cargo
terminals, and bars and cafes for waterfront workers and sailors. Pawn-shop windows downtown displayed
outboard motors, chainsaws and fishing gear. Wandering these streets, living in cheap hotels, Girard
photographed the workaday (and night) world of the city where he grew up. The photographs in Under
Vancouver 1972–1982 were made before Girard began earning a living as a magazine photographer, later
establishing a formal practice as an artist. They reveal ...
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Natural History Museum,
London
9780565094560
Pub Date: 9/1/18
On Sale Date: 9/1/18
$29.95/£20.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023130

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.6 in T |
2.2 lb Wt

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Unforgettable Underwater
Photography
Rosamund Kidman Cox

Contributor Bio
Rosamund Kidman Cox is an editor and writer, specializing in wildlife and environmental issues and with a
particular interest in photography. She was editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine for 23 years and has been a judge
of the competition since 1981.

Summary
All the pictures in this collection have been celebrated in the past decades by the Wildlife Photographer of the
Year competition—the world’s most famous and prestigious event of its kind. They include some of the most
exceptional underwater images of animal behavior ever taken. The collection represents the work of more
than 50 international photographers and decades of diving experience. Accompanied by the stories of how
they were taken and the behavior they revealed, they give us a glimpse into a world few of us would
otherwise ever get to see.

Ammonite Press
9781781450567
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$23.95/$28.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

248 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000
Series: Expanded Guides

7 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T | 1
lb Wt

Canon Rebel SL1/EOS 100D
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning landscape and travel photographer.

Summary
Flagged as the world's smallest and lightest DSLR camera (among cameras using the APS-C size equivalent
sensors), and an ideal model for those stepping up from a smartphone or compact camera, Canon's Rebel
SL1/EOS 100D packs an impressive specification into its petite body. With its 18.0 Megapixel CMOS sensor
and fast DIGIC 5 Image Processor, the camera is capable of delivering high quality images, and boasts an
impressive ISO range of 100–12800 (expandable to H: 25600) for stills and 100–6400 (expandable to H:
12800) for video. Up to 4.0 frames per second continuous shooting means the camera performs well in dim
lighting or when capturing fast action subjects. To ensure crisp and clear photos and movies, the SL1's Hybrid
CMOS AF II delivers accurate AF tracking during Live View shooting. Full HD Movie Mode with Movie Servo AF
work together with STM lenses for smooth, quiet continuous AF. The SL1 has an Optical Viewfinder in addition
to a bright, wide Touch Screen 3.0" Clear View LCD monitor II. Special scene modes and Creative Filters are
available in real-time display.
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Ammonite Press
9781907708961
Pub Date: 1/1/12
$23.95/$28.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000
Series: Expanded Guides

7 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T | 1
lb Wt

Canon Rebel T4i/EOS 650D
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning landscape and travel photographer.

Summary
A comprehensive guide with step-by-step, practical tips on how to get the most out of this versatile
camera

The Rebel T4i/EOS 650D is the latest in a long line of Rebel/XXXD series of DSLR cameras that began with
the Digital Rebel/300D camera of 2003. The Rebel T4i/EOS 650D builds on the strengths of its predecessors,
making it the most refined model in the series to date. The camera features some intriguing new technology:
the most significant change is the Hybrid CMOS AF system that improves the speed of focus when shooting
still-images and movies in Live View. It's also the first Canon DSLR that can continuously autofocus when
recording movies. Sound is important to the shooting of movies, and the Rebel T4i/EOS 650D is equipped
with a stereo microphone (a first for the Rebel series) as well as a jack to plug in an external microphone.
The Rebel T4i/EOS 650D is also the first Canon DSLR to feature a touch-sensitive LCD. Virtually all of the
camera’s operations can be set using the 3in. (7.7cm) LCD rather than using the physical buttons on the
camera body. This includes setting menu ...

Ammonite Press
9781781450390
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$23.95/$28.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000
Series: Expanded Guides

7 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T | 1
lb Wt

Leica M TYP 240
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning landscape and travel photographer.

Summary
The 24-megapixel Leica M (Typ 240) is the latest digital rangefinder model that replaces the M9. Leica
dropped the numbering system that has identified its rangefinders since the M3 was introduced in 1954, yet
the simply elegance of its design still takes its cue from earlier models, and is available in black or chrome.
Despite this, the M is definitely a camera for the 21st century. The first rangefinder to use a full-frame CMOS
image sensor, it enables live view, and offers a choice of magnified view or focus peaking for precise through-
the-lens manual focusing. It is also the first M model capable of movie shooting, capturing 1080p footage at
25 or 24 frames per second. The camera has a 920k dot rear LCD with scratch-resistant cover. Compact for a
full-frame camera, it measures 3.1 by 5.5 by 1.7 inches, but its brass and magnesium construction gives it a
heavy-for-its-size weight of 1.5 pounds. A large optical viewfinder is located in the top right corner of the
body and a second, smaller window towards the left; this captures a patch of light and together with the
viewfinder, ser...
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Ammonite Press
9781781453223
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$27.95/$37.95 Can./£19.99
UK/€24.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000
Series: Expanded Guides

9 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Leica M10
The Expanded Guide
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning landscape and travel photographer.

Summary
The latest model to join Leica’s digital elite is the M10—the first of its type to combine the true aesthetics and
ergonomics of a traditional analog Leica M model with a high-resolution digital sensor. The M10 is designed to
turn the head of even the most die-hard analog-M user. This superbly engineered camera is also certain to
appeal to the many digital-M users looking to upgrade, as well as the elite group of fans who invest heavily in
the Leica brand to ensure they always have “the best of the best.” From setting up the camera, to delving into
the deepest menu options, this book walks you step-by-step through all aspects of the M10. Whether you’re a
seasoned Leica shooter or a newcomer, you are guaranteed to extract the best from the latest in the
legendary range.

Ammonite Press
9781781452998
Pub Date: 10/1/17
Ship Date: 10/1/17
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£19.99
UK/€24.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000
Series: Mastering

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.5 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Mastering Macro Photography
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning photographer who has published more than 25 practical photography titles,
including Mastering Landscape Photography and Photo-Graphics: Exposure.

Summary
With more manufacturers than ever before producing macro lenses and accessories, and digital technology
offering fresh creative possibilities, there has never been a more exciting time to explore this macro world
with your camera. This book explains the basics of equipment, focusing, exposure and magnification ratios
alongside such topics as lighting for effect, employing color as a compositional device and using depth of field
creatively.The author explores digital techniques such as focus stacking and the use of smartphone apps both
to compose shots on a camera via WiFi connection and to trigger cameras when shooting at high speed. With
subjects ranging from classic close-ups such as plants and insects to micrographics and abstracts, plus
showcases of the greatest exponents of close-up, this is a complete manual for achieving creative and
professional results.
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Ammonite Press
9781781451007
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$23.95/$28.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000
Series: Expanded Guides

7 in H | 6 in W | 1.2 in T | 1
lb Wt

Nikon Df
Jon Sparks

Contributor Bio
Jon Sparks is an award-winning photographer and writer specializing in landscape and outdoor photography.
He supplies images to the global libraries Corbis and Alamy as well as selling images directly through his own
library.

Summary
From the front it resembles an oversized Nikon FM, the mechanically operated, interchangeable lens, 35mm
SLR that was produced between 1977 and 1982. In addition to the styling and external controls, the Df's
other reference to Nikon's history is the retractable meter coupling tab, which allows the use of pre-1977
non-AI lenses. Much of what lies is beneath the Df's decidedly retro skin, however, will be quite familiar to
current users of modern digital SLRs. While the "D" in the name stands for "digital," the "f" stands for
"fusion," referring to the marriage of old and new. Despite its pretensions of being a fully manual camera, the
Df also features front and rear electronic control dials in addition to the physical dials on the top-plate. The Df
is built around the 16MP full frame sensor from the company's flagship D4, and uses the processor and AF
system from the cheaper D610 model. The optical viewfinder is very large; the magnification is 0.70x and the
coverage 100%. When a DX lens is attached to the Df, the viewfinder shows frame-lines indicating the DX
image area. Most notabl...

Ammonite Press
9781907708404
Pub Date: 10/1/12
$16.95/$18.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000

7 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T | 1
lb Wt

Plastic Cameras
Lo-Fi Photography in the Digital Age
Chris Gatcum

Contributor Bio
Chris Gatcum is an award-winning photographer and contributor of technical and technique-based
photography articles to numerous online and print publications. Author of Creative Digital Photography: 52

Weekend Projects and Light & Shoot: 50 Fashion Photos, Chris was formerly technical editor for What Digital

Camera? magazine and technical writer for Amateur Photographer magazine.

Summary
A practical guide to shooting with a plastic camera, with loads of tips and tricks

Decidedly low-tech and highly idiosyncratic plastic cameras enable shooters to create images that, while not
technically perfect, display a quirky sense of fun, spontaneity, and creative artiness. They tend to produce
images where colors are typically richly over-saturated, exposure frequently off-kilter, and focus dreamily soft.
Plastic cameras lack light meters, autofocus, auto film advance, adjustable shutters, and digital sensors,
notoriously leak light onto the 120 or 35mm roll film they employ, and there are some wacky versions:
flamboyant wide-angle fish-eyes, pinhole cameras that don't even possess a lens, and multi-lens cameras that
create negatives combining up to nine images on a single 35mm frame. This book is the definitive guide to
shooting with a plastic camera with tips on loading, advancing, and unloading film; using the viewfinder;
dealing with the light leaks that can fog or streak the film; and camera modifications and reinforcements.
Although the rule of shooting with plastic camera...
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Ammonite Press
9781907708855
Pub Date: 11/1/12
$23.95/$28.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO007000
Series: Expanded Guides

7 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T | 1
lb Wt

Sony SLT-A77
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning landscape and travel photographer.

Summary
An authoritative guide to using this versatile camera, with hints and tips to help you get the best
from its many functions

The Sony A77 is a new interchangeable lens camera that uses Translucent Mirror Technology to offer
high-speed shooting: the mirror splits the optical pathway between the main image sensor and a separate
phase-detection autofocus sensor, allowing a simplified design that enables the camera to be physically
smaller.

Ammonite Press
9781907708152
Pub Date: 11/1/11
$23.95/$28.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: Expanded Guides

7 in H | 6 in W | 2 in T | 0.9
lb Wt

Four Thirds & Micro Four Thirds
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning landscape and travel photographer.

Summary
An in-depth, jargon-free guide to the pros and cons of this pioneering system

The Four Thirds system is an innovative, open standard for digital SLR cameras that is designed to optimize
their size, performance, compatibility, and extendibility. Standardization of lens mounts enables photographers
to mix and match interchangeable lenses and camera bodies from different makers. Because lenses
traditionally optimized for film cameras don't always perform well with the digital camera's image sensor (the
device that captures light in the form of electrical signals) the Four Thirds system, introduced by Olympus and
Kodak, was the first digital-dedicated design. This authoritative guide from professional photographer David
Taylor includes reviews of popular Four Thirds and Micro Four Thirds cameras as well as advice on choosing
lenses and accessories, guidance on exposure and flash, and practical tips on lighting and camera care.
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Ammonite Press
9781781450871
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$29.95/$48.95 Can./£19.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: Mastering

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Mastering Black & White Photography
John Walmsley

Contributor Bio
John Walmsley is a freelance photographer and workshop leader for Focus on Light.

Summary
Jargon-busting text, illustrated with the author's own stunning images, explains the theory behind digital
photography, along with a guide to the equipment and software needed to take outstanding images. The book
explains the basics of exposure and good composition, file types, manipulating captured images using popular
software, and applying special effects (such as split toning, simulating film grain, lith prints and using
cyanotypes). A printing chapter discusses outputting and displaying images.

Ammonite Press
9781781450635
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can./£19.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: Mastering

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.5 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Mastering Composition
The Definitive Guide for Photographers
Richard Garvey-Williams

Contributor Bio
Richard Garvey-Williams is a photographer. In addition to exhibiting prints and publishing his work, he
regularly teaches workshops and tutuorials and leads photographic safaris and landscape photography
workshop vacations internationally.

Summary
Going beyond the rule of thirds, this offers invaluable tips and tools to help the photographer take
control of the creative process with emphasis on four elements: an impactful subject, dynamic
composition, effective use of lighting, and an ability to invoke an emotional response in the viewer

What makes a great photo? Flicking through the pages of popular photography magazines you might get the
impression that there’s only one rule of importance—the rule of thirds. Indeed it appears that some will judge
the merit of a photograph based almost solely on this. Rarely do you hear discussion about visual weight,
balance, negative space, depth, and so on. Author and professional photographer Richard Garvey-Williams
argues that success lies in a combination of four elements: an impactful subject; dynamic composition;
effective use of lighting; and, perhaps the most crucial, ability to invoke an emotional response in the viewer.
Citing examples gleaned from a study of history—the Ancient Greeks' Golden Rule; Fibonacci's mathematical
ratio; and the principles known as the Gestalt theory—the ...
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Ammonite Press
9781781453216
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$29.95/£19.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: Mastering

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Mastering Long Exposure
The Definitive Guide for Photographers
Antony Zacharias

Contributor Bio
Antony Zacharias is an award-winning photographer who specializes in long exposure photography. His work
has been commissioned by clients including Toyota US and Sky Atlantic, and published by the BBC, Guardian,
Times and Ecologist; and he was a finalist in the National Geographic Traveler competition.

Summary
Whether you’re taking photographs in the dead of night or looking to create an ethereal effect with water or
clouds during the day, long exposures are among the most challenging areas of photography. Very often there
are physical obstacles to overcome, whether it’s being unable to see to frame your shot or focus, an inability
to predict movement during the exposure, or simply the need to hold your camera steady while the shutter is
open. There are also numerous technical issues to resolve, such as striking a balance between ISO and noise,
dealing with high dynamic range, and maintaining the best possible image quality when the laws of physics
are working against you. Yet, just as the demands placed upon the photographer are exceptional, so too are
the images that can be created when you push your camera to its limits. Packed with stunning photography
throughout, the author’s expert advice, tips, and tricks are augmented by Masterclasses from some of the
world’s leading long exposure champions, each sharing the secrets of their success. So whether you want to
master star trail photogr...

Ammonite Press
9781781450857
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$29.95/$48.95 Can./£19.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: Mastering

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Mastering Portrait Photography
Sarah Plater, Paul Wilkinson

Contributor Bio
Sarah Plater has written for several photography magazines. Paul Wilkinson is a multi-award winning
portrait and wedding photographer.

Summary
No more formal, corporate-style poses—this book offers a modern, vibrant approach, capturing a moment in
the subject's lifestyle. It discusses technical aspects from equipment to exposure, aperture, metering, shutter
speed, depth of field and white balance settings, in addition to how natural light, color and movement affect
an image. The book also covers posing, home studios, backgrounds, artificial light, and pre-shoot prep such
as make-up, hair styling and clothing. Post-production topics include skin retouching, color correction, printing
options and presentation.
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Ammonite Press
9781781452691
Pub Date: 4/1/17
Ship Date: 4/1/17
$29.95/$46.95 Can./£19.99
UK/€24.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: Mastering

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Mastering Street Photography
Brian Lloyd Duckett

Contributor Bio
Brian Lloyd Duckett is the Principal and Course Tutor at Streetsnappers, and a specialist in street
photography workshops and tutorials across Europe.

Summary
Street photography has a tradition dating back over a century, and today's digital world finds it enjoying a
renaissance—yet there is little expert advice available. This is a practical guide to capturing the candid
moments that reveal life at its most dramatic, absurd, or beautiful. Brian Lloyd Duckett demonstrates how the
successful street photographer needs to be an unseen observer, with the camera a mirror of everyday scenes
and unaware subjects. A guide to equipment and technical skills leads into lessons in finding inspiration,
developing projects, and composing different subjects and scenes—laying the foundations for you to impose
your personality on your photography and develop your own distinctive style. The book also addresses such
key issues as staying safe and within the law when photographing on the street, and the art of building an
audience for your images.

Ammonite Press
9781906672683
Pub Date: 2/1/10
$23.95/$28.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000
Series: Expanded Guides

7 in H | 6 in W | 3 in T | 1.1
lb Wt

Nikon D300s
Jon Sparks

Contributor Bio
Jon Sparks is an award-winning photographer and writer specializing in landscape and outdoor subjects. He
has photographed numerous places including Pakistan, New Zealand, Canada, Morocco, Australia, and Europe.
He supplies images to the global libraries Corbis and Alamy as well as directly from his own library. His name
now appears on the covers of 16 books.

Summary
This title covers Nikon’s D300s digital SLR, its professional DX-format camera. The D300s is an update of the
very successful D300. Rugged and flexible, the D300s is an outstanding camera for those who want
professional capabilities in a compact and lightweight package.
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Ammonite Press
9781781452707
Pub Date: 4/1/17
Ship Date: 4/1/17
$23.95/$31.95 Can./£14.99
UK/€18.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Photo-Graphics: Exposure
An Infographic Guide to Photography
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning landscape and travel photographer, and the author of Mastering Exposure

and Mastering Landscape Photography.

Summary
Photo-Graphics: Exposure looks behind the lens at the science of light, color, and lenses, and then applies this
to the practical matters of such essentials as shutter speed, aperture, ISO, depth of field, metering,
movement, histograms, exposure adjustment, and dynamic range. All the relevant information is presented in
instantly engaging infographics that inform, illuminate, intrigue, and entertain, creating a unique guide to
photographic technique that can be studied from start to finish or kept in the camera bag as a dip-in refresher
course that’s as exciting to the photographer’s eye as it is essential to the photographer’s craft.

Ammonite Press
9781781452059
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$29.95/$46.95 Can./£19.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO012000
Series: Mastering

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Mastering Exposure
David Taylor

Contributor Bio
David Taylor is an award-winning photographer and the author of Mastering Landscape Photography,
Foundation Course: Black & White, Understanding Raw Photography, and the Expanded Guides series of
Canon user manuals.

Summary
Aimed at the more experienced amateur photographer, this concise guide explains the fundamentals of
exposure and how varying three parameters—shutter speed, aperture and ISO—can be used creatively and
practically to determine correct exposure, but deliver substantially different results. The mechanics of
exposure are discussed: the nature of light and how metering affects exposure; light's relationship to color;
the importance of white balance; the use of flash; an appreciation of dynamic range; and the ability to read
histograms. Illustrated with the author's own stunning images, the book analyzes the effects of exposure on
portrait, landscape, night and low-light photography, and when capturing action and sports images. Post
processing techniques in the digital darkroom round off this invaluable guide to getting the best results from
your photography.
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Wings Press
9781609405601
Pub Date: 2/1/18
Ship Date: 2/1/18
$34.95/$46.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Poetry  /  American
POE005010

9.3 in H | 11 in W | 0.7 in T
| 2.1 lb Wt

Mississippi
Maude Schuyler Clay, Ann Fisher-Wirth

Contributor Bio
Maude Schuyler Clay was born in Greenwood, Mississippi. After attending the University of Mississippi and
the Memphis Academy of Arts, she assisted the photographer William Eggleston. Her photographs have
appeared in publications such as Esquire, Fortune, and Vanity Fair, and are included in the collections of The
Museum of Modern Art, The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, The National Museum for Women in the Arts, and
the High Museum, Atlanta, among others. Ann Fisher-Wirth holds a Ph.D. in English and American literature
from Claremont Graduate School. Fisher-Wirth has held Fulbrights to Switzerland and Sweden.

Summary
"The imperishable quiet at the heart of form." This quietness to be found by contemplating the photographs of
Maude Schuyler Clay was at the heart of Ann Fisher-Wirth's poetic process, which involved listening—listening
to the voices that spoke their stories somehow in connection, however oblique, with the photographs. Clay is
a seventh-generation Mississippian; Fisher-Wirth has lived there for 30 years, so the images and words
represent long, complicated accumulations and recombinations of visual and linguistic experience.

Thrums Books
9780983886082
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$36.95/$44.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

280 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Social Science  /  Ethnic
Studies
SOC008000

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.8 in T |
2.5 lb Wt

Oaxaca Stories in Cloth
Eric Sebastian Mindling

Contributor Bio
Eric Mindling spends half of each year in southern Mexico, where he operates a tour company, Traditions
Mexico, offering culturally intimate experiences for adventurous travelers. His 2010 book, Barro y fuego, has
been published in three languages. Mindling was recognized in 2015 for his photography as a finalist in the
Alliance for Artisan Enterprise, sponsored by the US State Department and the Aspen Institute.

Summary
Winner:
2017 IBPA Benjamin Franklin Awards, Gold, Multicultural
2017 IBPA Benjamin Franklin Awards, Silver, Art & Photography

Oaxaca Stories in Cloth includes more than 175 sensitive, intimate, full-color portraits of traditional people of
the Oaxacan hinterlands who continue to wrap themselves in the clothing that expresses their ancient, living
culture. Eric Mindling captures this vanishing world with artistry and respect, and just in the nick of time. This
book offers a window into a vanishing culture where few people have the opportunity to go.
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The History Press
9780750980050
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$17.95/$22.95 Can./£9.99
UK/€11.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Transportation  /  Bicycles
TRA010000

7.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

The Bicycle
200 Years on Two Wheels
The History Press, Mirrorpix

Contributor Bio
Mirrorpix has granted access to its formidable photo archives to create this beautiful photographic history.

Summary
Baron Karl Drais introduced the first two-wheeled self-propelled vehicle in the summer of 1817, calling it the
"dandy horse." Two hundred years later, that same concept has democratized travel like no other means of
transportation, granting women new-found freedoms and offering ordinary people an affordable means of
travel all over the world. The mechanically powered velocipede took off in the 1860s, followed by the iconic
penny-farthing, but the golden age of cycling arrived with the late 19th century, as people relished the
freedoms afforded by self-powered travel, and cycle touring became a popular pastime. Today cycling is a
global phenomenon both in professional sporting and non-professional spheres. This book traces the bicycle’s
revolutionary 200-year story, from its important role in wartime to the high-tech age of the velodrome.

Amberley Publishing
9781445669205
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$22.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Transportation  /  Railroads
TRA004010

9.2 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

The Great Railway Stations of Paris
Michael Patterson

Contributor Bio
Michael has a lifelong interest in railways, previously having worked in various positions at British Rail and at
the national rail passengers’ watchdog. He has a particular interest in the architectural and historical heritage
of railways and has travelled extensively by train in Europe.

Summary
Since the opening of the Channel Tunnel and its associated high-speed lines, it is now possible to travel by
train from London to Paris in about two hours. For many passengers, arrival at the Gare du Nord is their first
experience of the French capital. Yet this great station is just one of seven surviving city centre termini, each
one served by trains linking Paris with a different part of France.In words and pictures this book aims to chart
the history of these Parisian landmarks, explore their magnificent architecture, and take a look at their train
services and passenger facilities. Vintage postcards, twentieth-century photographs and modern digital images
capture the changing face of the stations as they have evolved from the steam age to modern traction and
TGV high-speed services and as they have been modernised to cater for the needs of today’s
passengers.Above all, the pictures show how these stations are thronged with people – commuters,
long-distance passengers, overnight travellers – needing to buy tickets, obtain information, consume
refreshments, find the right train, o...
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Amberley Publishing
9781445677972
Pub Date: 12/1/18
On Sale Date: 12/1/18
$24.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Transportation  /  Railroads
TRA004020

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W

London Traction
Hugh Llewelyn

Contributor Bio
Hugh Llewelyn has combined a long term passion for railways with his skill as a photographer to produce
this unique record of a modern traction icon. A former executive officer in the Railways Directorate, Hugh
Llewelyn now devotes his time to photographing the railways in Britain and overseas.

Summary
Hugh Llewelyn has visited, lived and/or worked in London since the 1950s and began taking railway
photographs in the early 1960s. This volume covers diesel and electric traction, both modern and classic, from
that time until now, in black and white in the early years and colour since the mid-1970s. A wide definition of
‘London’ has been taken, with those areas of the Home Counties nearest London included to add to the
diversity of locations. London has always been fortunate in having a huge variety of traction to photograph, all
regions of British Railways except the Scottish serving the capital and even locomotives from Scotland being
seen there. In the days of sectorisation, the wider London area was unique in having a tailor-made sector to
serve it in the form of Network SouthEast, and since privatisation we have had a large – and seemingly ever
changing – number of companies serving the city. This volume illustrates the great interest to be enjoyed in
traction in and around the capital.

The History Press
9780752497051
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$39.95/$53.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 9
Transportation  /  Ships &
Shipbuilding
TRA006020
Series: Unseen

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.7 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

The Unseen Lusitania
The Ship in Rare Illustrations
Eric Sauder

Contributor Bio
Eric Sauder has been researching ocean liners for nearly 40 years. He was historian for Dr. Robert Ballard’s
exploration of the remains of Lusitania and Britannic and has also dived to Titanic, Republic, and Andrea

Doria. He has been involved in numerous documentaries for the A&E Channel, The History Channel, The
Discovery Channel, and The Learning Channel, as well as coauthoring the book RMS Lusitania. He has worked
on a number of projects with the National Geographic Society.

Summary
The ill-fated Lusitania revealed as never before, complete never-seen artifacts from the 1982 wreck
salvage and a complete salvage inventory

Lost to a German torpedo on May 7, 1915, Cunard’s RMS Lusitania captured the world’s imagination when she
entered service in 1907. Not only was she was the largest, fastest ship in the world, she was revolutionary in
design. Also a record breaker, Lusitania is now sadly remembered for her tragic loss, when she was hit by a
U-boat torpedo on May 7, 1915, sinking in 18 minutes with the loss of 1,198 souls. Through never-
before-seen material, expert Eric Sauder brings RMS Lusitania to life once again. With vivid, unseen
photographs and postcards from his extensive private collection, this absorbing read will transport the reader
back 100 years to a time when opulent Ships of State were the only way to cross the Atlantic.
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The History Press
9780752499536
Pub Date: 4/1/14
Ship Date: 4/1/14
$26.95/$31.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Transportation  /  Ships &
Shipbuilding
TRA006020

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Titanic in Photographs
Daniel Klistorner, Steve Hall, Bruce Beveridge, Ar...

Contributor Bio
Steve Hall helped set up the Titanic Research and Modeling Association and is a former trustee. Bruce
Beveridge is an honorary lifetime member of the British Titanic Society and a member of The Titanic
Historical Society and the Irish Titanic Historical Society. He is also a founding member and trustee of the
Titanic Research and Modeling Association. He and Steve Hall coauthored Olympic & Titanic. He lives in Willow
Springs, Illinois. Art Braunschweiger is a trustee of the Titanic Research and Modeling Association. He lives
in Somerset County, New Jersey. Scott Andrews is a founding member and trustee of the Titanic Research
and Modeling Association and a member of The Titanic Historical Society. He lives in Dacula, Georgia. Daniel
Klistorner has consulted on Titanic-related books, artifact identification, preservation efforts, and museum
exhibits. They all collaborated previously on Titanic: The Ship Magnificent. Ken Marschall is best known as
the world's foremost creator of Titanic artwork.

Summary

From the team of expert behind Titanic: The Ship Magnificent, this story of the Titanic in pictures,
from build to maiden voyage, includes many rare images from collectors' archives
The name Titanic has become synonymous with catastrophe, the story of this luxurious liner legendary.
Wrecked after colliding with an iceberg on her maiden voyage, the loss of around 1,500 lives among her
passengers and crew has gone down in history as one of the most emotive and tragic disasters in history. In
this evocative collection of photography, the authors of Titanic: The Ship Magnificent tell her full story, from
the shipyards of Harland & Wolff and its early vessels, with the backdrop of the great race to build the biggest
and best passenger liner, to the frenzy of excitement surrounding her launch. Looking at her officers and
crew, her stops at Cherbourg and Queenstown, and including some special, rare photographs, the book
follows the story to its inevitable conclusion, considering the lifeboats, the presence of the Carpathia, and the
aftermath of the disaster.

University of New South
Wales Press
9781742235417
Pub Date: 1/1/18
Ship Date: 1/1/18
$32.99/$44.99 Can./£34.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Travel  /  Australia & Oceania
TRV004000

6.3 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

Signs of Australia
Vintage Signs from the City to the Outback
Dale Campisi, Brady Michaels

Contributor Bio
Brady Michaels and Dale Campisi have written several Australian travel guides and history books, including
Go Explore Melbourne (2009), The Eating and Drinking Guide to Melbourne (2011), and Melbourne: A City of

Villages (2015). In 2016, they published two color-in books with NewSouth, A day in Melbourne and A day in

Hobart. Michaels is a creative fellow whose work spans writing, photography, illustration and design, while
Dale founded the architecture festival Open House Hobart. Well-known as ‘The Gents’, they founded the
popular illustrated Australian history publisher Arcade Publications as well as local goods and souvenir store,
Melbournalia.

Summary
Once upon a simpler time, hand-painted and hand-crafted signs brought color and vibrancy to Australian
towns and cities — advertising everything from dining rooms, milk bars, and CWA halls to Peter’s ice cream,
oatmeal, stout, Chinese restaurants, and Shelley’s famous drinks. Now faded and slowly disappearing, they
tell the story of life over two centuries, recording a distinctly Australian vernacular language. A keen
photographer of the everyday, Brady Michaels has recorded an impressive array of signs from across Australia
— from the earliest ads for household goods and services, to more recent but now defunct video lending
libraries and internet cafés. These beautifully composed and nostalgic images are accompanied by brief
commentary by Dale Campisi, who ponders the significance of these fading and disappearing signs — artful,
kitsch, and at times hilarious — lovingly preserved through Brady’s lens.
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Black & White Publishing
9781785301421
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$24.95/£20.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Travel  /  Europe
TRV009070

8.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Great Scottish Journeys
Twelve Routes to the Heart of Scotland
Keith Fergus

Contributor Bio
Outdoor writer and photographer Keith Fergus has written hundreds of articles for The Scots Magazine. His
images have also appeared in books, newspapers, magazines, calendars and brochures. Under the banner of
Scottish Horizons, Keith publishes a range of calendars and greeting cards and is also the author of 15 books.

Summary
This stunning collection of photographs shows Scotland in all its glory, taking in the most iconic routes from
across the country. Weave through panoramic vistas, mountainous landscapes, picturesque forests and craggy
coastlines. Working with The Scots Magazine, Keith Fergus takes you on some of the finest journeys around
the country, with sumptuous photography and fascinating facts about the locations you'll pass along the way.
This is Scotland as it should be seen, and is an essential collection for lovers of photography and adventure
alike.

Beaufort Books
9780825308468
Pub Date: 8/21/17
$34.95/€34.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

130 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023080

11 in H | 8.6 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Starring the Plaza
Hollywood, Broadway, and High Society Visit the World's Favorite Hotel
Patty Farmer, Mitzi Gaynor

Contributor Bio
Patty Farmer is acknowledged as the leading expert on all things pertaining to music, entertainment-and the
entertainers-of Playboy. She's also a businesswoman and former model, and has followed the entertainment
industry as an insider, as well as an avid fan and archivist all her life. Her work draws upon a lifetime of
friendship and socializing among personalities and celebrities around the world. In her previous book, The

Persian Room Presents, she transported readers back to the halcyon days of New York City nightlife. Patty
splits her time between New York, Texas, and France.

From the day it opened, on October 1, 1907, the lavish 19-story French Renaissance building on the
southeast corner of Fifth Avenue and Central Park South was simply the grandest hotel in the world. It’s no
wonder that the Plaza’s lavish interiors and exteriors have remained sought-after settings fo...

Summary
From the day it opened, on October 1, 1907, the lavish 19-story French Renaissance building on the
southeast corner of Fifth Avenue and Central Park South was simply the grandest hotel in the world. It’s no
wonder that the Plaza’s lavish interiors and exteriors have remained sought-after settings for films, TV shows,
commercials—even music videos—as well as home to the most significant social events of their day.

It’s no surprise that many of the films shot there have become beloved classics, from Alfred Hitchcock’s North

by Northwest; to everybody’s favorite tear-jerker, The Way We Were; to Neil Simon’s uproarious Plaza Suite

and Barefoot in the Park. In those and dozens of others, the Plaza’s own special magic was stirred into
Hollywood’s heady mix and the results were timeless.

In Starring the Plaza, a labor of love conceived and created by pop-cultural historian Patty Farmer, the hotel
shines in a new light: a Klieg light, as it were. Page after page of moments captured from movies, plays, TV
shows, parties, premieres, and press events form a new kind of chronicle of New York’s fav...
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Beaufort Books
9780825306754
Pub Date: 5/15/12
On Sale Date: 5/15/12
$29.95/£24.99 UK
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011000

11.2 in H | 8.7 in W | 0.7 in
T | 2.1 lb Wt

The Outdoor Museum
Not Your Usual Images of New York
Margery Gray Harnick, Sheldon Harnick

Contributor Bio
Margery Gray Harnick is an accomplished actress, dancer, painter, and photographer who has been exhibited
in New York City and Long Island.

Sheldon Harnick is a poet and lyricist best known for his collaborations on hit musicals like Fiddler on the
Roof, She Loves Me, and Fiorello!. Mr. Harnick has won three Tony Awards and the Pulitzer Prize in Drama.

Summary
Margery and Sheldon Harnick love New York. It's a place that has both nurtured and applauded them,
Sheldon as a renowned Pulitzer Prize-winning Broadway lyricist (Fiorello!, Fiddler on the Roof, She Loves Me)
and Margery as an accomplished actress, dancer, painter, and photographer. Together, they bring their
abundant talent and wit to this homage to their beloved city. The Harnicks began to construct their own
virtual museum as they regularly walked the city streets. Looking past the landmarks and cultural icons, they
came upon more fascinating and less regarded urban marvels: puddle reflections, subway tiles, sleeping
swans, fireworks, public sculpture, store mannequins, and so much more. Margery snapped pictures and
Sheldon scribbled verses on a pad. The Outdoor Museum is a singular trophy by two New Yorkers who have
contributed to and been touched by the city's magic. The wonders of their collaboration are contained
between the covers of this book of photographs with delightful, humorous, and at times deeply touching
verse, a Harnick love letter to New York. The book includes a f...

Cicerone Press Limited
9781852846466
Pub Date: 11/5/11
$24.95/£14.95 UK/€18.49
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Photography  /  Techniques
PHO018000

8.4 in H | 5.4 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Outdoor Photography
Better Pictures for Outdoor Enthusiasts
Chiz Dakin, Jon Sparks

Contributor Bio
Chiz Dakin, winner of the Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild Award for Excellence in Photography in
2008/9, is passionate about travelling and the outdoors. She is keen on mountain walking, scrambling and
cycling and has visited all seven continents. Wherever she goes she always ensures she has her camera with
her.

This practical handbook covers digital outdoor photography and the whole range of outdoor activities including
walking, running, cycling, water sports (in and on the water), as participant or spectator. Covers basic
concepts, equipment and processing and optimising your images back at base.

Summary
Photography and the outdoors could have been made for each other. This book is about making the most of
that connection. Outdoor enthusiasts who want their photographs to do full justice to the quality of their
outdoor experiences need look no further. Building on the foundations of the original Cicerone guide to
outdoor photography, this second edition has been rewritten from the ground up, and expanded to cover a
wide range of outdoor activities on land, in and on the water, in the air and in extreme environments. Fully
up-to-date with the latest digital developments, it is naturally illustrated with a host of stunning images.
Professional outdoor photographers Jon Sparks and Chiz Dakin introduce and explain essential technical
concepts in the clearest possible language. The emphasis is on practical, realistic advice for people who want
to take better photographs of what they like doing best, while still enjoying it to the max.
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Forks
A Quest for Culture, Cuisine, and Connection. Three Years. Five Continents. One Motorcycle.
Allan Karl

Contributor Bio
Allan Karl has never been able to sit still. With an insatiable passion or travel, culture, people, and food, he
has explored more than 60 countries, photographing, writing, and blogging about them along the way.

Allan is an author, photographer, marketing entrepreneur, professional keynote speaker, and committed
adventurer. He is also principal of WorldRider Productions where he focuses on speaking, publishing, coaching,
and creating content that brings to life his stories and experiences around the world—demonstrating again
and again how the discoveries he has made and the lessons learned can help all of us lead more rewarding
lives.

Summary
Why would someone sell nearly everything he owns, then pack up and travel for three years—alone—on a
motorcycle? One day Allan Karl woke up to discover that he was unemployed and his marriage had ended in
divorce.

Allan looked at these forks in the road of his life as an opportunity to both follow a life-long dream and pursue
his passions. He hopped on his motorcycle and traveled around the world. After three years and 62,000 miles
of riding, through 35 countries on 5 continents, he returned home only to set out on another journey—to
share the truths he'd uncovered and the lessons learned during his adventure around the world.

Between these pages, Allan shares the discoveries, cultures, and connections he made on this global
adventure. Through stories, color photos, and the flavors of real local food, FORKS brings his adventure to life
and the world to your table: the kindness of strangers, the beauty of humanity, the colors of culture, and the
powerful gift of human connection.

FORKS brings the world to your table: An around-the-world adventure story. A colorful photo book with more
th...
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